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AI
FOREWORD

The Marine Corps has a continuing need for an analytical basis and

a rationale for determining coordinated requirements for air, field

artillery and naval surface fire support systems. Research and develop-

ment studies are conducted to support programming, budgeting, force-

sizing and structuring decisions. The methodology utilized in the

studies supporting the requirements must not only lead to sound

decisions, but should also provide clear insights into the rationale

for those decisions,- both to the decision maker and those reviewing-

the decisions.

The Fire Support Requirement Methodology Study-is an effort to

determine the "best" methodology that the state-of-the-art can support.

The "best" methodology is defined as being those techniques that will

provide -the most realistic results in a- framework of Marine Corps

-constraints of time, personnel and money.

A description of the- Marine fire support system, along with a review

of applicable theories/techniques and- fire support models, was provided

us a background for the Workshop. Participants were-both Office of- j
Naval Research (ONR)-contract theoreticians and representatives of

agencies (military and civilian) active -In fire support studies.

Because of the eminent workshop participants, this document is

intended to reflect the state-of-the-art. Additionally, this report

serves the purpose of conveying-a better understanding of the Marine

Corps fire support problem to the people mh o are most qualified to

provide solutions to this-complex problem.

~1
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CHAPTER I

I INTRODUCTION

Il In common with other -large-scale enterprises, the United States

Marine Corps must divide limited funds--among many alternative

i patterns of investment in such a way as to achieve the greatest

feasible return. The necessary resource allocation-decisions are

complicated by the fact that the items of military hardware offered

for purchase often have several non-unique capabilities; they are

I usually presented first as developmental concepts with initial

operational capability (IOC) seven to -ten y-ears in the future and

1they generate their return on investment against an evOlving oppo-

sition and in situations which are-only vaguely predictable. Since

£ the choice -of fire support systems is a large and vital sub-set of

-their total allocation problem, it is not surprisIng that-the Marine

iCorps has sought to use the techniques of systems .analysis and

management science to improve their selections oftweaponry- and-

associated gear. Unfortunately, this -rather costly effort has been

a disappointment. All too often, a study that -had, been well received,

used and appreciated at lower organizational ievels was subject-to

increasing criticism and even rejected when briefed-to the senior

staff. The main complaints centered- on a lack of realism, especially

in such areas as the portrayal of the targetmix engaged.by fire

support weapons, the simulation of the suppressive effects of

supporting fires, and the- modeling-of the flexibility available to a

MAP commander in his conduct of a battle.- To- improve- the contributionI which formal studies could make in-allocating resources to fire support

systems, the Fire Support -Requirements Methodology Study -(FSRMS)

it was established.

i



The FSRMS is structured in three phases. Phase I is to provide J
a description of the existing Marine Corps Fire Support system,

review the current state-of-the-art in the'analysis of such systems, j
and outline a tentative methodology development plan. -Phase II,

the subject -of this report, is an extension of the Phase I effort in j
the form of a one-week workshop that gathered the most competent

professionals in the field to discuss possible innovatibns in methodology

and to comment on the development plan of Phase I. Phase III, which

runs concurrently, is to study-the Marine Corps decision processes to I
determine the nature and extent of the objectives and constraints that

these processes impose on the set of methodologies (Reference 1). 1
This document records the "Proceedings of the Fire Support

Methodology Workshop' which was -held- at the Naval Postgraduate

School at Monterey, California, 4-7 August 1975. The-aim of the

meeting-was threefold. As stated in Reference 2, anld verbally by

the project officer, it Was:

a. "To gather the most qualified theoreticians (Gaming and I
simulation, large scale progtamming, -applied statistics-, etc.) and

practitioners in the field of fire support", (Reference- 2, page i)

b. To inform the academic and research communities -of the

Marine Corps' needs for improved methodologies in the.study of fire I
support requirements

c. "To establish a dialogue, informed-by the product of Phase I,

that would lead to the approach that should -be taken to-achieve the

desired methodologies". -(Reference 2, -Page i)!

The program and thelist of participants, their home- organizations,

and the mini-workshops to which they-contributed, are given in Appendix 1. I
The Fire -Support Workshop was conducted in four stages. The first

day was-devoted to presentations on-.and-discussions -of the work of 11
Phase I. The second day-was devoted to -invited papers on various j

2
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techniques and disciplines which might improve current methodologies.

SOn the third day, -the participants broke up into seminar groups or mini-

workshops on the subjects of "Target Generation and Detection",
I"Target Engagement", and "Fire Support System Mix Effectiveness

Analysis". The final day was devoted to further discussions and summa-

I rization. The pattern of the program is reflected in the organization of

this paper. Following this introduction are chapters on the results of

[Phase I, summaries of the invited papers, reports on the deliberations

of the mini-workshops, and finally, the observations and conclusions

of -the editor. 'The presented papers appear, in full, in the appendices.

Since the results of Phase I were the starting point for much of
the discussion in the Phase II Workshop, the-highlights are :summarized

in Chapter II. This is only done as a convenience, however,- and does

not pretend to be a substitute for a study of the three reports which

record the vork of-the first phase.

IT
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I
CHAPTER II

THE RESULTS OF PHASE - f
Phase I of the FSRMS, Which was reviewed by the speakers onthe opening- da!y of -the Workshop, was-done undei"crac b_Jd-y the i

Potomac General Research Group (PGRG):. It-consists of three major
-tasks, which-were reported in references 1-3 and summarized In
reference 4. These tasks were given descriptive titles as follows: j

Task 1 - Verbal and Mathematical Descriptionof the Marine Corps
Fire SupPort System.

Task 2 - -Review of Theories and Techniques Applicableato I
Marine TIre Support.

Task 3 - Survey -of Programmed and Operational-Models for
Evaluating the -Fire Support System.

Task 1
The descriptions of Task I provide the -frienidly organizatlonal

and operational settings within- which candidate fire-support weapon J
systems must be evaluated. They are therefore an-elastic framework
for fire support requirements -studies in that novel weapons sytems
may-require changes in the settings to achieve their greatest effective-
ness. The descriptions also make clear the large numbers of target
sensors, specific weapons and munitions whose- varied characteristics
musf-be adequately modeled by any useful analytic-methodology. But J
perhaps the most important- outcome is the graphic demonstration of
the-complex and tight interaction which exists--between all elements J
of the fire support system, the command and control -system and the
actual progress of the engaged forces to be supported. jTo make the fire support system more ;amenable to modeling and
analysis, it is broken down-conceptually into three fundamental
subsystems:

-4-



1. Target generation sub-system. This sub-system is composed of

all sensors or information sorces used to detect the presence of

targets and the processes for turning detections into lists of potentially

useful targets. In general, the processing of detections tends to be in

pre-planning, rear-to-front, during the preparatory phase prior-to an

amphibious assault. Targets-are isolated by remote means or intelli-

gence. During preparation for a combat operation by forces already

ashore, preplanning still predominates, but the process is front-to-

Frear. Once combat is joined, preplanning gives way to improvised

responses and the balk of the increasing number of target detections

j is by ground observers-. Fire Support Coordination -Centers (FSCC)

exist at each level- of command to carry out the processing.

2. Target-designation sub-system. This is the sub-system which acts

on the flow of potential targets from the generation- sub-system -to

F determine which-ones should be attacked by supporting e',ns, and with

what priority. The-process Is supported by an elaborate communications

network. In less urgent situations, it is a deliberate process with-each

echelon making its input. When a- fast response-is imperative, the

engaged unit requesting support can talk directly to the supporting unit

with-intermediate FSCCs monitoring in-a silence-means-consent mode.

1 3. Target engagement sub-systein-. Targets to-be attacked have restrictive

characteristics, such as -distance, proximity to friendly forces, short

life span, and so-on. This sub-system surveys the available types of

supporting fires (air-borne, artillery and naval) and selects the- one most

I nearly meeting. requirements. Equipment and munitions within the type are

then matched to-target vulnerability and defenses and the mission is:1 ordered. The loop-is closed by the-assessment of the degree of mission

accomplishment.

-Much of the-discussion of techniques and modeling which occurs in

later tasks of Phase I and: In Phase::II -relates-directly--to the fidelity- with

-5 -
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which various methodologies can reproduce the performance of these

subsystems. This is because the "target list" against which the fA
simulated supporting fires are directed is the driving element in any

study of fire support requirements. j
Task 2

Framework for Analysis j
"Fire Support Requirement Studies" -is a title for a broad category

of analytic effort. It can include studies to help in-choosing the best J
weapon against a particular target. It can, at the other extreme, mean

attempting to determine the most cost-effective evolving total- force i
structure for the foreseeable future. To keep this breadth of meaning

from being a source of confusion, as it has often been, Task 2 was I
begun by defining six levels of analysis. The frequency with which

these levels-were referred-to by the participants in Phase II attests

to-the utility of the definitions. They are as follows:

Level 1 - Engineering Performance Characteristics. This is a

descriptive analysis defining the engineering features of anindfividual

weapon-or weapon system. For quantitative studies at higher levels, I
it provides basic performance inputs.

Level 2 --System- Subsystem Performance. This level is concerned

with system performance measures, not Just physical parameters. It

should include-the human-element as in such factors as suppressive J
effect of supporting fires. Typical measures of effectiveness (MOEs)

tend to be ad hoc and arbitrary and might include coverage area,

response time or weighted kill scores against various target mixes.

Level 3 --Combat Effectiveness. Here, the attempt would- be made i
to evaluate effectiveness of-fire support in terms of its contribution to

- - __

overall mission success in-combined arms combat. -Though some models

of combined arms operations do exist, they are not suitable for fire

support analysis and have not been used. Level 3-analysis is highly

- -



scenario-dependent and is usually skipped in proceeding to higher

levels.

Level 4 - Sensitivity Analysis. Analysis of sensitivity of

results to variations of input parameter values is required at every

level. In this discussian, stress is placed on sensitivity of results

to the variability of enemy threats in the context of different

scenarios. This could be done by comparing results -of many Level 3

analyses but it is very expensive and the problem of the relative

value to-be attached to each scenario remains.

I Level 5 - Force Mix Analysis (a snapshot in time). This level

derives force mixes which perform well in--a variety of settings-

against 'many threats at some specified future time period. I t-does

not yield "optimal" mixes for-any one threat or scenario-and it ignores

the course of events both before and after the ,-pecified time period.

Level -6 - Time Phase Force Mix Analysis for Proctrement Decisions.

IThis level -seeks' to- develop-a time-phased procurement plan Which takes

account of' feasible-acquisition- schedule sand assures that the best

3 overall mix-of weapons is available at dl -times out to-the ultimate

planning- horizon..

With regard, tothese six levels of analysis, several observations

wera made.. Constraints on-time and resources and a-lack of completely

j adequate methodologies have-generally restricted fire support analyses

to Levels 1, 2 andl'5. The most productive-analysis is at Level 2. Full

I support of many real-world procurement decisions -would require -studies

which-reach Level 6.
--Because studies at any levelmust base their assessments on value

Judgments- drawn from- a higher -level, there is no possibility, even-in

theory, of formal studies .or computer techniques alone -making -valid

determinations of-truly optimal fire support weapons 'mixes. Judgment

f is necessary in evaluating and--applying -the'resultS of studies 'done at

I
1-7-
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all levels. In particular, the results at Levels 5 and 6 have meaning

only in the light of judgments regarding the relative national importance

of differing threats and scenarios.

Methods and Techniques (Strengths and Weaknesses): j
Noting that Level 1 problems are manifest in-higher levels,

the discussion -of techniques moved-directly-to Level 2. Here, the !

first major problem is to find ways of developing a realistic target

list against which to apply the candidate weapon systems. -Inthe f
-real world, thb target list is extremely -dynamic. One side develops

sensors, tactics and procedures. for target detection. The other side

develops countermeasures- to frustrate them. The accumulating effects

of friendly fires alter the target list --but so do enemy- reinforcements

and efforts to harden facilities. Not the least source of the dynamic

nature of targeting is the 'fact that the priority for attack of each item

on the target list is a strong function- of the commander's -battle plan

and scheme -of-maneuver, as modified-by the unfolding two-sided

contest on the battlefield. If Level 3 analysis is to.-be attempted, it

is.imperative.that the target -list, which drives all-that follows,-

faithfully reflect all of the -salient features- of the-real world targeting

process.

Since, the' target.list does drive alle subsequent analysis, it.-is

:surprising that-, in existig- models, the target generation and J
designation subsystems are combined and. both are isolated from-the

target engagement subsystem. The target list is thendeveloped

without dynamic feedback of-the effectiveness of supporting fires.

Coupled with-a--lack of adequate sensitivity analyses., this failure

A ~has led- to rejecdtion of -results of prior studies. Possible improvements

in-target list development are offered by-three techniques:

a. Extrapolation of Hiqtory. This.is the application ct military

Judgment to combat experience. However, available historicaldata

L -- 8-



-are-of doubtful, validity for- assessment of-complex interactions andlose

utility-for-studies set in future--time frames-.

b. War-Games. These permit free-explcratiqn-of the possibilities.

but are- costly, .do not reproduce results-and leave uncontrolled such

variables as the skill of-the players-, their motivation and- the effect Qf

outside influences- such as controls and- game structure.

c. -Kineniatic Analysis. this is a--high resolution map exercise- using

actual topography and the real or projected physical characteristics of

the weaponry. It permits two-sided ,dynamic generation of targets-but

is cumbersore , time consuming-, scenario -and tactically dependent-, and

difficult to-amalgamate with:a computer simulation.

GivenBa target -list-, the modeling of the. actual.engagement- of targets
is inca somewhat-better state. The modelingof weaponS selectionand-

the estimation of-damage produced :is geer ily adequateiy-done by

approximate formulae, but the iput values remain :rather suspect due=
: toa lack of detaile& data-on these functions under field conditions. The -

really glaringdeficiency 0is-t heIilack of- any-adequate-representation of the

suppressive and neutraliz2ing effectsof suppqrting. fires-. It4 is generally
agreed that these Offectsafe :the-most mlitarily important, yet existinct

models -dea -Only in killso-r damage estimates. -Sincemodeling. these

effedts-is -donceptualy straihtforward, -thecontinuing lack-is -seen t
be- the result;of-abasic- lack-of -uderstanding- ofthese effects as-they

exist -on-the battlefield.

Turning -to Level'3,- -the Task -2 discussions -note othe difficultiesbf

modelihg a combined. arms-battle in itself and -especially the difficult

problem of rep resentin -the commander's role., This- is the reason.that

-ini-mostprior- ffi-e :support studies- the.problem:-has -been finessed. Level .2-

7 analyses-are-done.to-- yield comparisns amngweaponsystems :applied;

against a set-of-fire-suppor targets. These performancerestimates are

- a -9---



then assumed to be the same as the system effectiveness--measured i

as a contribution to a combined arms battle. In this way-, Level 2

results are used as a surrogate for Level 3.analysis.

The need for Level- 4 analyses is universally agreed to, -
but, in- practice, they are almost never adequately done. Appropriate

design of ahierarchy of models may offer a way to make them less costly. -

Analysis at Level 5 is a, "snapshot" substitute for a time-phased

Level 6 analysis and in the past has been dependent on aLevel 2 analysis

used as-a pseudo-Level 3 analysis. Even if full Level3 analysis were

available, -the ,snapshot -choice of a best mix depends on~having comparisons

among all possible- candidate mixes, which generally are too costly to-

generate. This last problem has been based by using regression analysis-

on the MOE sample -points of candidate -mikes to establish-estimated smooth

-curves, -and mathematical programming to find a constrained solution that

reached- at least specified minimal performance levels.

New, Theories and Techniques:

The report of Task 2 (reference 2)-discusses four -techniques which

are either new -in their-wn- right or-which would-be innovati6ns in-the j
treatment of -fire -support problems. These are Dynamic-Planning, -Optimi--

zation by Mathematical- Programming, Value -Driven--Combat: Simulations, I
-and -Algorithmic Modeling.

Dynamic Planning. This concept was presented on the opening day of I
the Workshop by Dr. Ronald- New as -a way of -moving. from the -"snapshot-ln-

time" results of Level 5 analysis to-real- support of the turbulent procurement I
process 4n Level 6. The mechanisms of dynamic planning, were--discussed in

contrast-to current study pr6cedures. j
in prior-fire support -requireMents studies, it has been typical that a

time period some years in the -future- was pibked and a- good- average weapons

mix determined for some subseq-uent life-cycle. This frozen snapshot tends

'to obscure the effects- of increasing obsolescenceof existin4-assets, 1

- 10- -
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detail but is costly and non-reproducible. In-his Paper on Value-Driven

Simulations, Dr. George Pugh describes an-approach to machine modeling

of the human decision process that mitigates the objections to- previous

techniques.

A canonical decision process , applicable to-every-day human

deci-sion making, is described as follows:

1. Data input - Information is collected on the current problem.

2. Updating the model - The informal mental model of the problem in

hand is revised- to accommodate the new information.

3. Search for alternatives - Feasible and- promising- alternative cou-ses

of action are identified.

j 4. Simulation - The updated mental model is used to- simulate the outcome

of each course of action.

5. Evaluation ---The-.outcomes are evaluated- in terms of a value structure.

6. Decision - When an acce0table outcome is identified, the search Is

stopped. Until then the process is recycled-tqstep 3.

In real life, -however, it is frequently -impossiblo-to-see one's way

through to the ultimate end-of an activity, be it a-chess game or a

combined arms battle. Hence, people actually use mental models of
only part of the total activity and apply surrogate -value systems:, such

as -relative casualties, to stand in for final values , -such-as success or

failure in amilitary campaign. By -identifyingthe -partial models and

surrogate value systems actually used by experiencedcommanders (or

better-ones if possible) a basis is laid for greatly improved Simulation of

the commander'-s functions. However,- to support-this improvement, it is

necessary to play in greater detail the -acquisition -andflow-of intelligence.

Actual items of intelligence are the ingredients:to the formation of a

cozmander's- view of his situation vis-b-vis :the =enemy. However, some

of the required items are missing, incomplete, delayed or-wrong-. Their-E|
value decays with time. The result- -is that the commander's picture oi his-

S-12-



changes in the threat,. fluctuations in the budget or new R&D results. If

taken literally, such a study would also imply a serious -discontinuity in

force structure at the -beginning of the new weapon life-cycle.

New proposes that a continuous adjustment of force structure should

be approximated by breaking the planning period of say, 10 to 15 years

into natural segments, such as budget cycles, to achieve the resolution

necessary for the problem in hand. At-the beginning of each segment-,

careful attention would'be directed- to the current value of inherited assets. j
The decision criteria would- include the- value of the chosen mix as an-

Input to-the next segment. The process, of course, is-repeated out to the -

plannino horizon. In the application of this concept, it was stressed that

success is criticallycbpendent on adequate sensitivity testing of the impact

on the results of both uncertain input values and any possibly controversial

assumptions-. Since-this sort of planning is already inherent in the resource

allocation procedures. in-the services, if-only to control cash flow-in the

out years, this proposal would serve to-bring studies into closer and more

useful conformity to-the decision-making processes they are intended to

support.

Optimization by Mathematical Programming. Un very few occasions

have the-powerful methods of mathematical programming been employed to

derive- constrained optimum mixes of fire support weapons. InFreference 2

it is pointed out that.more extensive application d the techniques may, by-

concentrating on force mixes, by-p-ass currently vexing -problems such as

explicitly modeling synergistic effocts between weapon :systems. The -

discussion-of programming was consIderablyexpanded in- Phase II and will

be amplified in .later chapters.

Value-Driven-Simulations. As pointed out earlier, Level 3 analysis

places a premium on adequately modeling commanders' decision processes.

So -far, the processes :have been represented-in machine simulations by

-over-simple-rules-of-thumb. -In War games, decision-making-is played in

N-



situation- is "fuzzy". To model the process of integrating intelligence

[ items into a "fuzzy" picture, Pugh proposes to apply the techniques of

Bayesian inference to stylized arrays of intelligence data. In-this way,

Lfor the first time, he-achieves explicit treatment of the effects-of-the

fog-of-war within the canonical decision process.

Algorithmic Modeling

This technique was described in somewhat general terms by Mr.

Timothy Horrigan. It is -fundamentally an effort to return to computer

machine language to devise computer representations of the elements of

[ combat which are 100-to 1000 times mre computationally efficient than

similar representations in the usual readable, flexible- simulation

-languages, such as Simscript. Program modules capable of achieving

these economies are now-avwlable.

The benefits of such large improvements" in efficiency are in the

increased resolution of the combat simulations. Relevant events such

as hits in small- arms fire- or combatant-to-combatant detections. can be

individually resolved, so that -the inputs can be at the- level of systems

characteristics -- hichare inherently more readily available and more

reliable than aggregated performance measures. There are also obvious

advantages in -being able to trade, on- more favorable terms, between

detail of simulation, scc: of st±uIy and computer running time. Such

improved computational efficiw. es could, also be the key to Obtaining

adequate sensitivity analyse.-.

Improvements oof technitque by factors of 100- or 1000 are not achieved

without cost. The rerort notes that to use the algorithunic models fire

support studies must be recast and the familiar conceptual organization

for land combat,Monte-Carlo-simulations abandoned. There is also -the

cost and' uncertainty attendant--on taking the program modules from theory

to practice. However, it is noted that what is offered is a potential

I breakthrough as oppoied to an alternative of ever-larger, longer running

models which are more expensive and no more credible.

-13 -



Task 3 j

The Task 3 survey of existing models applicable to fire support
studies did not materially in" ence the discussions of the Phase II I
Workshop and the survey Ai i,4 be reviewed in-detail here. However,

the conclusions of that t;'.,, e' ; ,a summarized- in reference 3, as

follows:

"The existing models that ,,:e relevant to-answering questions

concerning the compositMY, - nd effectiveness of the Fire Support

System (FSS) are of two basic types. Those that focus on the

processes of fire support, excluding the irteracting combat systems

(FSS models) and those that examine the pe rformance of the force I
as a whole but not the FSS in detail. T'he frmer group-includes the

MAF model, the Legal Mix IV xhodel, -the Class V model and the I
DAFS/CAS model. The force performance mcd- els are BALFRAM,

IDAGAM, VECTOR and LULJE.IAN.

We have tenatively concluded that the kfrpe performance -models ha-ve

very little u';>Jity in ansvwe-rng Marine Corps fire support questions.

They abstract combat to- such a degree that- effectiveness-differentials

among closely, competing fire support candidates- would be lost in the

"noise" of the output. Moreoveri many of the- inputs- toithese models

are precisely the answers we are seeking; :uch as, the firepower

effectiveness of a certain artillery battery. However, these models-

may have utility in selecting appropriate scenarios -that should be

used. It appears that for some time to come it will not be practical j
-to rerun a FSS inodel against a sufficient number of scenarios to

convince the user that a robust solution has been found. Under these J
circumstances, the force performance model s-may assist in soitlng

-out the few scenarios t.hat should be used. Th&Uarine Corps is

exploring 'this possibiity at this time."

- 14 - 1
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|u Tentative Methodology Development Outline

As a strawman for consideration-and discussion during the

Phase III Workshop, the PGRG prepared a tent'etive program for

near term and long range improvements, in the methodology of

Marine Corps' fire support studies. This proposal: may be summarized

as follows:

- Near Term. Improvements to be available during FY 77.

1. The- Target List. Major effort is propose,., to develop a target iisZ

- that: "(1) incorporates a realistic target decctiori routine; (2) carefully

derives the target list from a detailed microscopic map analysis (kinematic

i analysis) of the-deployed enemy;and (3) does so with the-thoroughness-

that will permit-altering the- deployment of the defender and still be able

I to derive a credible new target list to correspond to the new tactical

situa6ion.,

2. Kinematic Analysis. :One to three scenarios and enemy force compo-

sition -should be agreed on With Marine Crps professionals. Then the-

* L target generation- and designation sub-system ofn -existing fire support

model should be subjected to kinena tic analysis dowu v- squad or

-platoon -level over a combat period of several days or weeks. Th!s is

estimated to require 3-4 man-years over a 9 month period. The sc .- "

of -maneuver for-each scenario would be developed in open games and

related in detail-to the target lists in order that, at a later time, the

I is ts could be-revised as appropriate for a different version of the fire

support weapon syste-m.

3. Suppressive Effects. Attempt shouldbe made to improve the represen-

tation-of suppressive effects of supporting fires. Perhaps the historical

-record would permit comparicon of times to conduct a given operation

when, under such fires and-when free of them. Also, field experimentation

:should be reviewed. An estimated 6-12 total man -months would -be required.

i ' i
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II

4. Damage Equations. Research is -recommended to improve the knowledge-

of fragmentation patterns, energies, wound ballistics, and the

influence of terrain and posture on the-effectiveness -of.each fire I
support munition. This is needed to validate thegenerally employed

defeat-criteria concept.

Long Term Efforts. -Improvements for use Post-77.

1. Basic Problem.. To get to a valid Level 3 analysis:, the full-,

combined arms battle must be-modeled. The only reasonably convincing

techni ques for this are war games and computer simulations. j
2. Simulations. Simulations are still: hampered by alack of suitable

aggregations of the operations of small units up to-the company on which

to base the rules-of a munageable Marine Amphibious- Force (MAF) level

model-. The feasibility of very highly detailed simulations depends on

the development of befter representation of decision-making and- more

efficient computational procedures. To-avhieve thesr goals, work on I
the-development and application of value-driven combat simulations

and algorithmic models is recommended. I

1

I
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CHAPTER-IIIL

TTHE INVITED PAPERS

V To broaden both-the appraisals, of Phase -I and the search for-new

approaches, -seven-eminent individuals-or groups in the forefront of

[ methodological advances -in Operations Research were invited to-prepare
special presentations. These -were tobe -on -the- general Marine Corps prPblem

Sas- seen- from their -perspective:, as well as on the -innovative& application.of

newtechniques. Two other-i equally well-qualified, individuals were asked

to -summarize .and-commerit on the invlted pape-S. The full review papers-.

by Professor Gerald,- . ieberman, Chainan of -the Department of Operations-

-Research, -Stanford: University and Professorjames -Taylor, :Department of

-Operations- Research and Administrative Science, Naval Postgraduate School,

1 f appear -s Appendices 12 and 13 reSpectively.
The invited-papers fallin three general categories: a review of what must

-beincluded in an adequate fire support analysis, examples of-completed

models -havihng potential application to fire support reiquirement problems --

-either-directly orZas methodological: prototypes - and=_generaldiscussions-

-ofthe possible :utility - f speificAtechniques

--Framework for Analysis

the ofblst category is represented: by a pape' by ]. C_. Bobick and L. S.

I PeterS of-the Naval Warfare Research center of SRI, entitled "Framework for
- Effective Fire--SupprtAnays's (Appendix 2).

The -proposed framework stresses st.at sveral levels of decision making°

are covered In-discussifons of "the fire-support ProbIer!m. HoWever, -the

analyses which -support each -evel- can be -broken downn into three -major

elements:_ the decision-interface, the--quantitative analysis, and-the-data-

reservoir. This structure is -illustrated in _Flgure. . From the°:discussion of
each of the elements, the -reviewers -picked four poiis for citation:

j a i No further model-building should be undertaken by the Marine Corps

untila satisfactory fire seupport analysis struct eis- developed.

17 -
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Ib. Work is required to better define the decisions to be supported by

[analyses and to choose the appropriate MOE-s for each level of decision

making.

c. No single model can fulfill all of the Marine Corps reqVcrements and

the development of a hierarchical set of models is recommended.
Sd. A data reservoir should be established which provides for the accumu-

lation of information necessary for the preparation -(and standardization? Ed.)

of inputs to fire support studies and the pooling of the results of completed

analyses.

Completed Studies as Prototype

The papers which dealt with complete studies were the "Solution of a

hLarge Scale Airforce Ordnance Planning Problem by Mathematical Programming"

(Appendix 3) given by George Dantzig and "The Role of Differential Models of

Combat in Fire Support Analyses" (Appendix 4)which was presented by Peter

Cherry.

J The purpose of Dantzig's paper was- to show, -by example, that there is an
alternative to simulation-for the treatment-of large--scale problems involving

the optimization of a mix of resources. The example was a -program mitten for

the USAF to guide the selection of stocks of War Reserve -Materiel (WRM). It

optimizes, through maximizing targets-destroyed- after each of several stages

of combat (typically 10, 30, S0, 100 days), the ordnance which was stockpiledI e before hostilities. Variables include aircraft types, missions, targets,

delivery conditions, weather and time period. There is- provision for 35

constraints on effectiveness such as sortie rates, attrition rates or budgets.

The resulting corwex, non-linear program is treated :by piecewise linear

approximations with software capable of -handling 400- equations with over

500,000 variables. A problem of about 250 rows, 100,000 variables per timeI period and 10 periods takes about 75 minutes -CPUtime on an- IBM 360/75

computer.

The process of optimization -by stages was questioned -for application in

fire support requirements studies and was defended -by Dantzig. He noted

Ii -19 -
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that the sub-optimal solution could be compared with results- of other j
simulation schemes. "If such stage-by-stage procedures- are not-good,

he suggests the alternative Scheme of simplifying the model until it can j
be solved by-a dynamic program ' . However, -the- WRM- model-is static

with fixed target lists, -attritions per sortie and -sortie effectiveness values.

It was not immediatei- clear that the -approach- would- succeed in overcoming

the deficiencies of present fire support methodologies which demand- an

adaptive opponent and a-dynamic-target list.

Cherry's presentation-covered the Vector Corporation's work on the

theater level combat models Vector 0; Vector 1 and Its-derivative, -the

DIVOPS model; and-the prospective Vector 2,with- its increase inrdetail.

Of-these, only the last was judged to -have sufficiently high-resolution to

:be-of use in fire support studies. None of these model s contain optimization I
procedures for a weapon mix-or-tactics-. Again, while -the quality-f the
workfor its original purpose was appreciated, the--utility:f these models-

for fire -support studies -has not -been demonstrated, in spite -of the initial

hopes held: by one ofthe roviewers for the applicability of DIVOPS. -

-Specific- Techniques

Turning to the papers- on the- specific-tchniques -of analysis and their I
application.t fire support problems-, -Martin-Shubik discussed the contributions

to:be expected from-Gaming and Game Theory (Appendix 5). B ginning with- a I
review-of the-distinguishing features of game theory_-and gaming, the benefits

and: pitfalls -of each -technique were outlined. He :closed with some comments-

on the place of modeling Within the decision making process-.

Specifically, Shubik notedthat-garfie theory solutions were available

only for oversimplified -situations. Nonetheless-, such -games.are a good

way to begin the-modeling of real world problems -as complex as fire

support operations-, since they can-clarify -the importance of variables

to-be represented in--the-firal simulation. Gaming, onthe Other hand,

-20-
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draws both the sponsors and users into the full problem, including the

human behavioral aspects, whether rational or not. On the-general

subject of modeling, the point was made that the unsophisticated often

confuse "relevance" and "realism". This struck a responsive chord-and
1

was-widely referred to by other participants. In addition, Shubik

cautioned the analyst to concern himself with data validation, sensitivity
analgysis, aggregation, symmetry and built-in bias. In closing, he

stressed that the current tendency in the Defense Department toward "black-

fbox" simulations is dangerous-,if these are not cross-checked with man-

machine-games and simple analytical models.

in his paper entitled "Modeling and Markov Processes" :(Appendix 6),
Matthew Sobel provided a second to Dantzig's offer of mathematical

programming as an alternative-to simulation. He also ohserved that

previous fears of the size of -such programs are no longer generally valid,

* iinW that current computers and optimization algorithms can-'handle very

large-'programs In running times comparable to those of batde simulations.

However-, to cope with the complexities and dynamic nature of fire

support as part of an amphibious landing, he suggests resort to embedding

stochastic network decision models within-larger simulations. While this

is not a totally new idea, it is nct often exploited and -"the-art- of such

-hybrid procedures is primitive and the science is nonexistent". Sobel

concluded by citing-the need for new-developments in four areas:

4a. Optimization prograhi :packages for large dynamic decision models.

b. Synthesis of cimtiation- and network optimizatiO;l.

I :c. Computational solutions of stochastic games.

d. Decision network representation of the fire suppoit System.

It should be.recalled, Lowever, that the non-analytic but-responsible
military decision maker has few tools to check the-thoroughness of his
"ivory-tower" advisors. To insist that a model have a representation of

every facet of actual battle, is -expensive and crude b- it is an- understandable
expedient. Ed.

4 i
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The two-9maining papers were concernedwith simulation. George
Fishman revie, cd the characteristics of simulations (Appendix 7), noting
six attractive features:

1. Compression-of time

2. Expansion of time

3. Model detail

4. Selection of outputs

5. Control of measurement ernors

6. Control of variation

In expanding on these points, he stressed the-need for weighing the
benefits of increasing detail against the costs in6model complexity and

additional data-.

The sixth characteristic of simulation, the-control of variation, was

discussed in detail. This referred to the abilityto control the pattern of
variability within a stochastic simulation to reduce the running time required
to obtain a given statistical accuracy in the results-. Several variance

reduction techniques were illustrated which could- be important in fire

support simulations, through permitting higherresolution- at little increase-

in present running times.

Donal--Iglehart, in his paper on "Statistical-Analysis of Simulations"
(Appendix 8)-, introduced the regenerative method. Quoting Lieberman's

review, "The basis of this method is the collection of data during each of a
numberof -regenerative cycles that will-be independent and -identically

distributed. This requires the existence of regeneration points, which do
exist in a wide- variety of problems. He described methods for "efficiently"
estimating theodesired parameters of the simulation with prescribed

"accuracy!'. He- also gave two approximation -techniques for dealing with
non-regenerative -systems or regenerative systems: for which it is difficult
to identify the -regeneration points. A major advantage of this technique is

-the elimination.of-the need to discover wheft the system leaves the transient
state and bntefs the steady state. The regeneration method has had important 3
applicability to intermediate size problems (e g , computer scheduling).

Whether or -not- it Will have an impact on fire support simulation models remains

to be seen.:"
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-CHAPTER IV

THE MINI-WORKSHOPS

I As noted in-the Chapter I-discussion of Methods and -Techniques:,

17 -.existing models of -fire support combine-the processes: of-target generation

V and-target designation-. They then model the- actual engagement-of the

target and proceed tothe: evaluation of the effectivbneSs of the resulting

-- supporting fires-._ -The subjects of the r-ini-workshops were drawn from

this breakdow :being. "-Target Generation-and Designation", "Target

-Engagement" and "Mix Effectiveness -Analysis'. The-chairmen-of-the-

three working, parties each.. eported- onthe -work of -their group~and these-

reports -appear-a sAppendices z -9 , -10, and- i, -respectively-, This. chapter

is -a summary of the- discussiois-and findings as-:they reported .them.

11 Target -Generation and: Designation (Appendix 9):

The-participants in- the-workshop on -'Target Generation-and_;Designation",

chaired--by Robert oHinckle,. again-stressed-that a-dynami-c target list-Wasithe

S-driving -elemeht in fi -support -studies-- They -then definedtheir -subJect.as

a "unified -process of osensing .the :presence of enemy-units and preparing a

ranked, dynam-c target-array", representing the-demands pladed on- the fire-

-support -system, specifically including suppressie,u preparation-and
ha rra ssingfis~ s ~he process of simulating- suppOrtingfires, being

-dyniric, was visualied-as -icular. Starting :frdm an ideal _list of-all

I- possibletargets, it_ foVes-to, afi operational .target.list- with-zboth -omissions

and false-targets. Iin turni, the supporting-fires-actually delivered and
enemy actions both-modify:the-ideal list and the -processrepeats-. A

general- conclusiofno fthe-workshop wa that the exact' formand level-of
detail-of the process must be- tailored to the-questons 6 addres se and the

decisions to-be--suppoted:.

TWo majorareas-of inadequacy of-presen -m dels were discussed. The

first of these was- the simulat0iono-fthe op-erationel generation of target lists.
I The--operationa!bss.a Lmke- obe.sn~ Uut~s:ea:'gis ak~ud

-of :prior kn6wledge: and-other intelligence:. It was generally agreed that-sensor

perdotmarce- is Well- M-deled:-but that-the-ess entially huma- process . of interpreting

sensord€ontacts 6nd, from them, .developing the target list, is- neither w41!
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understood nor well modeled. For much the same reasons, present models

do not adequately represent the -generation of-requirements for harrassmentI

and interdiction; preparation-and suppressivefires. Finally, no appropriate

way has -yet been implemented- in-machine -simulations to represent the -human

generation of errors in-going from the -ideal to the actual -tar et lists.

The second area-of inadequacy is in representing, in- simulations, the.

dyiamic natute of- real-world target-lists .- Operationally,--the lists change

as the result-of new intelligence or sensor contacts, .the damage actually

inflicted- by supporting fires and enemy initiatives. To-represent -this dynamism.,

-the possible-use of a Markov process or stochastic network-mode!: is suggested.

The state-of a- system consisting of-the-ideal -target set,- -the operational-

target list and- fire support assets- would--be co nsidered at-discrete points in -time-.

At a- given time, a decision maker allocates his fire. resources to targets on the

operational-list. As a result of the-actual implementation of this& decision, the

system- moves,. with =certain probabilities,to one of a set of possible new states,
and;the-prOeessrepeats. The final- valu-es.of the -state variables themselves

can-;be used as the measures of effectiveness. -itwas emphasizedthat this

concept is -a suggestion ohly and that, its effficiency and utility. are not
~established. -

Th grup-ga-ve:-a seres of-conclsi)hs- and recomrmendations, -of Which

the following: s a-selection - (thecomplete ist Is aVailable in-Appendix -9):

* Sensor-performance- models are adequate.

-0- Ideal-target-set.and .operationaltarget list should bekept j
- distinct -in -the: similation-process .

-iv Dynamic interaction ibetween-target set-(hence, the-.targeti-st) I
and -fire plan -implementation shodld be-modeled.

* The degree -of :resoliution//aggregation, required:in the methodology-

and-hence in-the-tar -get- array descripti-on-is .driven .by -the study questiob.

S-NeW-sensors. and data- processing- systems -wll iplace increasing dermands
on the fire support allocation andengagemeit process.

0 o An-_in-depth study of the targetgefneration 0process shold be-made,-

including: command, -control=-: and :cmmunicati on; intei14ence :data

-proces sing -and- Inference. .
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Target Engagement (Apendix 10)

The members of the Ta -et Engagement Workshop, chaired by Alan Goettig,

jset themselves a series of questions and attempted to develop a concensus po-

sition on each one that would be helpful to Marine Corps modelers-in future

Istudies of fire support. After agreeing that the problem centered onobtaining

a low-cost methodology which would treat both an optimum mix of weaponry

and a balanced menu of expendable ammunition, they turned their attention

to the modeling of suppressive effects of supporting fires.

Their conclusion that suppression and neutralization are the primary

thing s accomplished by real-world fire support threw into sharp relief

the fact that current methods deal almost exclusively with the killing- or

destruction of targets.. This, in turn, led to questions of "why? " and
"what can-be done about it?"

Noting that efforts are under way to seek remedies, the group agreed

I that the present and basic-need is for supportable data on-the behavior of

troops under-fire. Until the difficult task of filling this need-has been
completed, suppressive- effects should be included in models as -a set of

adjustable parameters. This -conclusion was the result,-of a debate on

wbtle r It -is more dangerous- to use-unsupported estimatesi than to ignore

the proolem altogether. Including suppression in parameterized form would:
i 1. -RequIre selection of M1E s that would include it and thereby focus

attention on tha -need for field data and improved models of -the effect.

1 2. Help -to Identify those cases where the uncertainty about suppressive

effects has a sioifificant effect on decisions.

[ 3. Provide- -quantitat!ve: indication of the need for accurate suppression

j-modeling.
L Without wishing fsdt-scourage attempts to find alternatives, the group

felt that combat -experience is the only presently -useful source of data and

that,_'of-course, it will not be available for the behavior of operators of

conceptual future wtapon systems. In Appendix 10 will be fOund references

on this sutbject and- a Ilist of findividuals-working- In-_-the -area-.-
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This workshop, in addition to tackling their own questions, undertook

to comment on the Phase 1 proposals for future development of methodology. j
After much discussion with an author of the Phase 1 report, the-group

concluded that they were in general agreement with the near-teral proposals

as explained verbally. This led to a recommendation that the problem

statement and decision process given in the report be redone -in- a more f
explicit form.

The far-term recommendation of Phase 1 for development and

application of value-driven simulations and algorithmic programs-was met

with a cautious response. Noting that they appeared not alone inlacking

an in-depth understanding of these techniques, the group felt-unable to

make a strong positive or negative endorsement and urged an exploration j
and a comparison of them with alternatives prior to making any extensive-

commitment.

The group did endorse standardizing scenarios (including threats)

and concepts of operations as. a means of enhancing comParis on-between

studies and reducing study costs. Standardization is not intehded to

prohibit reasonable excursions, but It might provide some -help in the-

area of target lists for specific, often-occurring combat situations:.-

No agreement was achieved on how to effect needed improvements in

the understanding of the relationships between fire support and rates of

advance. The need for more trial data and better modeling-of the impact

of limited visibility was stressed. This is particularly important in the-

case of dust smoke or haze over a battle area when guided munitions might

be used. The group concluded with a review of the issue raised-by Shubik

with his phrase "relevance vs realism".

In his personal comments-,, the chairman noted that the wxkshop was

concerned by the Phase I recommendation for greater-detail in fire support

modeling. To the-group, the acknowledged lack of data indicated, instead,I
a need for more aggregation in order to speed-running -times and permit't-he

exploration of the effects of uncertainty in the inputs. In-the same -vein, it

was strongly urged that development of-future methodology include:-the parti-

1! c Upat Lori-of- A -kinds-of p iepin -addition- to the-technical analysts:

2
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j 1. Combat experienced personnel who know what kind of data

can be obtained.

L 2. Study managers who have had experience in utilizing methodology

to compute answers to someone's questions.

L 3. Project managers who will have to make decisions on alternative

fire support concepts.

Fire Support System Mix Effectiveness Analysis (FSSMEA) (Appendix 11)

This workshop was opened with a review by its chairman, Edward

F Girard, of two analyses of fire support to illustrate significant improvementsI-
still required. He stressed the extreme complexity of tracing the impact

[ of supporting fires through a two-sided, combined arms battle and ultimately

developing measures of its effectiveness. The most useful result of such

-a study was said to be "one that -expressed the consequences of the

areed facts and assumptions in the -same system of utilities a senior
military decision-maker would use -if 1he were actually commanding in the

situation visualized. This takes- the matter beyond the single point

"answer" or "solution" usually produced ina-study, which at best has the

significance of a revealing example"

Also stressed is that-target designations do not come from intelligence

and sensor detections alone, butOfrom those inputs considered in the light

i of the scheme of maneuver-which resUlts from the-combined arms commander's

plan of battle. This places additional - strain on-the modeling of the-target des-

ignation process since the commander's function- of developing a battle plan

must be explicitly represented within-or external to-any machine simulation.

I After the review, this group also took note of-the negligible simulation

of suppressive effects in existingfire support studies. However, there was

seen to be no-real barrier to modeling such effects and the work of Lind of

1 1Editor's emphasis to call attentiontothe relevance of this quotation
to the "Realism vs Relevance" question and- to the earlier recommendation
-for scenario standardization.
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RAND using Marine Corps data from Vietnam was cited as a successful

example. For future development, it was suggested that use of algorithmic

programming, permitting decomposition of the battle to the level C( a

single soldier, would, hopefully, allow these effects to flow naturally

from the simulation of elementary functional events.

The second major problem discussed was the representation of the I
combined anms commander in a computer simulation. This requires develop-

ment of decision algorithms whose output would be "indicative" if nct

"typical" of decisions-taken by senior officers under the conditions

portrayed. To-develop such algorithms, it was proposed that an -

advanced man machine model, such as RAG's ADVICE II, be coupled to I
a high quality combat simulation. A relatively small research team would

use this tool to evaluate the candidate algorithms and the successful ones I
would then-be used in the combined arms simulation in which the fire

support operations would be embedded. Safeguards would, of course, be I
retained such as a manual override if the low-level simulations took an

absurd, course. A manual walk-through would be a useful preliminary to I
the simulation of novel forces or capabilities.

In considering the six levels of analysis proposed in Phase I , the

workshop felt that not all the Marine Corps' decisions in fire support
require analysis up to Level 6. They also felt that deficiencies in f
technique were most serious at Levels 3, 4 and 5. It was accepted that

there is little of value to be done to improve the special methods of Level 6 j
-until they can-be taxed with an improved quality of-analyses and inputs

from below. This mini-workshop-concluded its report with a proposal for
a three-track effort aimed at developing a true combined arms appraisal

I- of fire -support:

1. Activate RAG ADVICE II system with the Division Battle Model (DBM)

a. Shake-down team, design and start experimental program. 1-2 years j
at 6 -man-year level.
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b. Review Vector DIVOPS-and other models as replacements for

DBM. 1-2 years at one man-year leveL.,

2_ Model and Program algorithmicmodel of -physical suppression

effects of fire within the rifle company. 2-3 years at 1-2 man-year

level.

3. Then-develop new combat model, possibly improved "ADVICE III"

[ man/machine interface as basis of faster, cheaper, continued

:experimental:programs.

2

[
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CHAPTER- V

EDITOR'S OVERVIEW j

1t is'the-purpoSe of this chapter-to drawtogether -the separate

threads :of discussion that- wereo woven -through :the- four-day M rkshop

and tC place -them in-context to see- if a- pattern emerges- which- might

be evenM ore Informative -than the sum of the individual recommendations

-which were made. Thes:tarting- point fOr~this - procedure -is the definitbn

of what analysis can- be reasonably expected-to -contribute-to the-choices

the MarineCurps must-make -with regard to mixes of fire support assets.

Expectations vs Reality

We -begin at the top. The final stages in a major-resource allocation
decision in a military service typically consist of meetings attendedby

-two-or-three-star-agency chiefs. Since theseindividualsofteen

-represent conflicting:interests, their views on :the que stions- in hand

will differ. Sinc'i-tieV are atalevel where- surprises-in-open meeting

are irjadmissibl,,j,,the- are pre-briefed and- arr e ,with firm positions.

Any -studies- used"to support one or the other of the -staff recommendations-

:to.be discuss-u will have been- rviewed- by-each busy executive for a
total-of, at u:>eit, an -hour or -tw. 1f the agencVy cahaiagree with the study

findings:, these are: generally-uncritically accepted. If the "set" of-the

-agency is opposed, the chief will be briefed& to attack the scenario,

-assumptions, input values,_ -rigidity cr lack of structure ofthe methodology

or any- other "not certain- feature of the analysis. Singe the doctrineof
"bey areasonable-doubt". - applies- in--such sessions, the study results-

are-, in the-end left virtualy without influence in the choicebetween ]
the specific options- offered for decision. The dec'sion will- thenbe made-

in a-debate which Will include factors not part of any formal study, such-

as the mood of a congressional- committee or an intr-agency horse-trade.

-If -formal studies- -often-1have little -direct-Influence-at -the final

decision -stage within: the service, are they then totally -without value ?
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Absolutely not! They are the best to6L known for defining the alternative

options or courses of action which are presentedto the chiefs for decision;

and this is the case for both the lower staff and-command- levels within the

service and in presenting the service's -choice as -one alternative in the

[ larger decision arenas~of DoD and congress.

Some of the consequences of these-observed facts-of-life are that (1)

no one study should be expected to be decisive in-a decision-making

exercise; (2) in- the results of studies, trade-offs, relationships, and
decision-making rules of thumb are of greater-and more durable utility than

absolute values; and (3), a repeating series Of compatible analyses is more useful
in- providing insight than a number of unrelated, one-shot efforts, however

£ massive they mry be. Because the workshop was directed toward the improve-

mentofr analytic -methodology, these--points- were-not often stressed in the

papers or discussion. However, they are-germane to the choice of the

Marine Corps' future course in dealing--with fire support problems. -It is

therefore important to note the occasions on which they-did-arise.

In their paper on a "Framework -for EffectiveFire Support Analysis",

Bobick and Peters devoted- one whole chapter -to the-"Fire Support Decision

Interface". In the first paragraph of that chapter (Appendix 2, page 6), they

[ make a-blunt but salutary observation; "Specificallyi Marine Corps Fire

-Support dnalyses have failed principally through-the oversight of trying to
S-replace rather than augment the decision process-of the decision-maker."

They conzinue, "It must-be emphasized that the-analysis -should be used to

clarify the decision parameters and illuminate. alternative courses of -action, ..

In short, the Corps' disappointment-with- their fire support-studies is said to

stem less from inadequacies in the state-of-the-art (although there are plenty

of those ), than from unrealistic expectations-of what any study can:achleve. This

results when the actual impact of study findingsis: compared-to a goal which is

impossible, both in practice and in theory. Les s -drawn- for the future develop-
I ment of fire support studies should take full acco ut- of this experience.
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The -place -of a study in the decision-making environment is addressed-

from a somewhat different viewpoint by-Shubik in his section on "The

Purpose and- Process" (see Appendix 5). To ensure the utility of analytic

results, he suggests that it is of great importance to do a study of the

implementation process from the inception of a projected analysis to how it
will finally-influence a weapons mix and force structure problem. Rotati6hs

of military personnel can leave to an-analytic team much responsibility that

should remain with a sponsor. And in addition to-this reversal of roles, there

Is the confusing fact that "even if all individuals at different points in an

organization are efficient and rational, the-overall performance of the

organization--need not be -rational or even-reasonable. In terms of studies

such as detailed fire support simulations, overall organizational rationality

must force-us to ask how do they fit in, in importance, for the overall-

organization-?" All of this suggests that in: the-Phase III review of constraints

in the Marine Corps' mechanisms of decision-making, it is-necessary -to look

at organizatibnal and subjective questois, aS well as objective factors- such

as the _limitation on study resources. It also- -nieans that the results of-a

broadened Phase III should be-a major input.to the improvement in the

definition of -the-questions to be answered-by -fire- suppoft analyses, which -

was recommended- in the reports on Phase I.

Validity

While-, -as- noted above, absolute results-of fire support studies'jCannot

be made--proofs against "reasonable doubt", -he models-and inputs must be j
validated whenever possible. This need for continual attention to proof and

verificatioh-is not-unique to militaryanalytiCdai studies. The theories-and- J
even the laws of -physics are also mathematical models subject to -test. However,

In the world of physics, the standards-of validation-are far higher. No theory

is accepted--for application until it is Shown- to-describe adeciuately all relevant,

previouslyknown phenomena and, to predict-accurately the results of experiments

yet to be performed. In checking theories, -great attention is, of course, paid to

the precision-of experimental results and- to-the purity and completeness -of the j
data and the model in which they are used. The risks of error, without such

rigorous testing, reduce the unvalidated model to the status of so many exotic

symbols on-paper i
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j Military analysts pay lip serwice to these same standards-of validation.,

precision of input, completeness of experiment and model, and to the testing:
|I of the sensitivity-of results to variations in input. Several workshop parti-

cipants discussed these requirements on- analyses and most -have added that

these requirements are almost -never -met, YEt, toan-astonishing degree, the

discussion then proceeds as though they were! This c early - puts -the:buyers-

of large modeling:efforts in a-dilemma-and, to some-extent, places analysis-on the

plane of some aspects of the practice of medicine. Much :practical-help may be.

rendered the client, but it may never be- completely-clear how-the result

was achieved or-what side effects -will nullffy- the next attempt. It also

places a- premium on- obtaining the services or the -most skilled -practitioners

available.

Ideally, -to improve the situation, -there are two courses of action needed,

one for the analysts, and one for their clients. Ahalysts should- teach potential

clients the imPrpotance-of-validation of -model - and- inputas well as the need-

for incorporation-of sensitivity testing in the total study. They should: then

develop a design of the total:!program- which includes an:*effort balariced:-among

modeling-, validation-and- the -study of-decision questions. The client-can par--

ticiPate in-an implementation study and aid:in-defining -th -decision questions

so. that the balance -can-be struck. -Once- a sound program is established, the

-client can- takethe unpopular step of fundihg:afi effort in wtkh the visible

size -(and glamor) of -the -model and -the volume of study-output are reduced in

ii favor of Increasing: the assurance of validity-in the results-.
-But theet eason -va lidatfon- and sensitivity testing are :often neglected is:

I that theyare extremely-difficult to do and the attei t Is co:tly to carry out.

What are:the :praCtical steps that-can -be-addedo-to-an analysis program to-ease

L these :problems-?

:Possible-courses of action, largely-drawn froi workshop papers and

discussion, include =the- following:

First, change the- goal. Give up avry desirefor a sausage machine

-which- delivers incontrovertibl-e decision;,, Adopt -a research attitude -of

-continually seeking to- improVe, -by any means available, the understanding of

the- operational processes and interactions of fire support. Plan. for the



integration of modeling, gaming and computer simulation with field trials,

4 historical research -and--the use of -Electronic Warfare, aircraft -and otherj
hardware simulators. Put operators, study managers and decision makers

on the methodology development team and arrange for the team to spend-

time observing field trials and-exercises. Seek inter-relationships between

elements of the fire support system, synergisms and trade-offs, all of which

are of more use than single-point, absolute results when fitting systems

costs into a shifting budget. -

Second, control inputs to models, accepting only those for -wrhich values

are or car be made available from trials, combat data or other valid external

source. If a function or process must be "parameterized", as was recommended-

for the modeling of suppressive effects, make the appropriate sensitivity

testing a built-in part- of-the - model. Since it is virtually impossible to-

validate a complete model- of aJarge- military action, at-least schedule the 

validation of sub-models -such as the- functioning of, say, a fire support

coordination center. Finally,. build-into the analysis program stati:stical

investigation -of varlation-ofresults -due both to--the- stochasti aueo h

operations modeled and to the brad-confidence intervals, typically associated

with the inputs.

Third, schedule a Substantial fraction of the study effvit=or the inter- I
pretation of results and the design-- o:decision aids and graphics for presentations

to senior decision makers. The-further-the-results are from.single-point, j
absolute value allocationrecommendations, the harder-it is to extract-and

N

convey the lessons learned from-the study, or better yet, a series of studies. I
On the-other hand, such general lessons are not easily dismissed-by debating

tactics and retaLq their influence at higher.organizationai levels. I
The above thoughts-on future study efforts are largely directsd toward

-the management approach. Whal- positions did the workshop participants|

take on new methodologies?
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New Techniques

The keynote-on innovations was one of caution. A series of

techniques were-discussed by experts in their development and application.

Each presenter gave a review of the screngths and weaknesses of his

technique and concluded by saying, with greater or less certainty, that

it should be applicable to the Marine-Corps' Fire Support Problem. The

-reviewers and mini-workshops then pointed out that validity, practicality,

comparative utility or other-factors relating to the choice of any of the

techniques, were riot yet estiblished . Such comments were even applied

to some of the methods discussed by:iherry, which are already incorporated

in a series-'of large models of theater or-divisional combat!

The caution of the professionals suggests that in-attempting to adapt-

-new techniques to their problems, the Marine Corps has two, almost equallyI
unpalatable options. One is to go directly for hew models of fire support

which incorporate the innovations and-, in doing so, to accept a high risk

of achieving little at great cost. The second is to undertake a program. of

_fundamental research 'in methodology before proceeding to- fuither -work on

fire support requirements. Both of these options tend to-encourage a search

for a- middle ground-.

Old Problems

-In terms of major unsolved modeling problems, the workshop developed

little that-was new. Continued research was the only answer offered to the

-problem of-modeling suppressive effects, with-a parametric treatment incor-

porated in-fire support studies until a. definitive- model was available. Opinion

remained divlded on how to make a dynamic target list available to the

-battle simulation. it was agreed that such a list was vital, that it had to

iallow adaptive behavior by the enemy, and that it had to reflect the accumu-

-lating effects of prior engagemento by supporting fires. But recommendations

Were made both for supplying the list from outside the simulation and for

fmodeling, the target generation and- designation -process within the simulation.
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Finally, the need for evaluation- offire support-mixes in the-context of

a combined arms battle was stressed, but there- was- no method offered

for simulafing the planning and decision-functions-of the-commander.

Again, the establishment of research- game was -recommended, using

ADVICE II, to- try to develop-decision- algorithms to-be incorporated in a 4
free-running simulation-

Conclusion

The FSMRS was carefully- structured in phases-. Phase I- was to

review:existing methodologies and models- and- to develop-:a tentative course

-of future model development. -Phase UI has-been-a workshop of experts
reviewing new-met dologies-and terecommendations of-Phase -. Phase III

is a discus sion of the decision making process toh-be supported. The record-

,of Phase II suggests that the development of -fiuture; fire -support :study-

programs should, as planned-, follow A similar course:

I'. Define theimpact which Studies can-reasonably-be expected to '

-have and the specific-decisiri questions to be addressed. (Re cal hat

no one believed that a- single -model, could meet all:of -the requirements.)

2. Develop models tailored -to, the-,qudstions-, paying careful

attention- to -the validation-of -Sub-mbdels o and validity of inputs; . use

statistical techn iques, to determie -the- significance of, results.

'3, Devote-a- significant portionof the. study- effort to the: analysis

-of results , extraction of lessons and development of decision -aids-.

Inall 'of -this-, the-emphasis- shifts away frommethodological:-development
tndtoward a- strong and careful efforton:step i; the use of simpler models

which-are More:commensurate with -their. degree of validation-and our poor
knowledge-of many inputs; and many replays and-varlatons of-studies-to

gain insi ghti into -the.fire-support -proces-sand'to-ontr6ol-statisticall -

; vatiability,6
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Final Note

The rigorous critique of analyticadl methods which characterized

this workshop might suggest to some -that technical analysis. is- notworth the obvious cost and effort. Letanyone- who finds his -thoughts-

[moving-in that direction, apply the same standards of criticism to the
process- of -making, decisions only by debate, based on unsupported-gut
feelings-I-
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LFire Support Methodology Workshop Attendees

-Dr. -Robert D. Arnold, -Ketron, Inc., Workshop Manager

John Bobick, Stanford Research Institute

LCOL Gene E. Brennan,HQ, U.S. Marine Corps

Dr. Kwai-Cheung Chan-, Institute for Defense Analyses

LCOL Richard Chenault, Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support Activity

Dr. Peter Cherry, Vector

-George B. Dantzig, Stanford University

-Robert V. Dennis, Potomac General' Research Group

r Robert H. Dickman, Office of Naval Research

Leon Feldman, Center for Naval Analyses

George S. Fishman, University Of North Carolina

Edward- Girard-, Potomac General Research Group

I AlanH. Goettig, Naval Weapons Center, China Lake

LCOL Kenneth P. Harrison, Marine Corps Development & Edu cation Command

I | CAPT Fred Hartman, U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency

Dr. Robert Hinkle, Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahigren

Timothy J. Horrigan, Horrigan Associates
Donald Iglehart, Stanford University

Professor Gerald 1. Lieberman, Stanford- University
L Jack-Lind, The Rand Corporation

j Rufus C. Ling, U.S. Army-Concepts Analysis Agency

Lawrence r. Low, Stanford Research Institute
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Edward-K. Reedy, Georgia Institute of Technology I
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Dr. Robert Ryan-, Office of Naval Research f
MAT Ludwig I. Schumacher, Marine Corps Dev.. & Education Command

-Professor Martin Shubik, Yale University I
I. Randolph Simpson, Office of Naval Research
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Professor Matthew I. Sobel, Yale University
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PROGRAM

FIRE SUPPORT METHODOLOGY WORKSHOP

U.S. Naval Postgraduate- School

Monterey, California

[4-7 August 1975

Monday - 4 August

[Chairman: T. Varley, Office of Naval Research
Room: Irrjersoll Hall 122

[ 8:00 - 8:30 Registration

8:30 - 9:00 Welcome and Announcements

9:00 - 10:00 The Fire Support System and its Problems
K.P. Harrison, MCDEC, and R.E. Zimmerman, PGRG

10:00 - 10:20 Coffee Break

10:20 - 11:20 Summary of Models and Techniques
R.V. Dennis, PGRG

11:20 - 12:00 Dynamic Planning
R. New, Catholic University

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch

1:30 - -2:30 Value-Driven Simulation

G. Pugh, General Research Corp.

2:30 - 3,00 Coffee Break

3:00 - 4:00 Algorithmic Models
T. Horrigan, Horrigan Associates

4:00 - 4:45 Tentative Development Plan

IR.E. Zimmerman, PGRG, and L.T. Schumacher, MCDEC

6:00- - 8:00 No-Host Cocktail Party (Commissioned Officers and

Faculty -Club)
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Tuesday - 5 August

Chairman: J.R. Simpson, Office of Naval Research
Room: Ingersoll Fall 122

8:50 - 9:30 Concepts for an Overall FIre Support Analysis Methodology
John Bobick, Stanford Research Institute

9:30 - 10.30 Mathematical Programming and Its Role in Fire Support
George Dantzig, Stanford University

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee Break 1
10:45 - 11:45 The Role and Use of Lanchester-Type Models

Peter Cherry, Vector Research, Inc.

11:45 - 12:45 Uses of Game Theory, Gaming, and Model Building in
the Study of Fire Support Problems
Martin Shubik, Yale University

12:45 - 1:45 Lunch

1:45 - 2:45 Methods of Simulation Analysis
George Fishman, University of North Carolina

2:45 - 3:45 Modeling and Markov Processes

3:45 - 4:00 Coffee Break

4:00 - 5:00 Simulation and Statistical Inference
Donald Iglehart, Stanford University

Wednesday - 6 August

Chairman: R. Dickman, Office of Naval Research
Rooms: Ingersoll Hall (Room numbers to be announced

at meeting.)

Three -miniworkshops will be conducted in parallel. Each
attendee will select one on Tuesday afternoon at the
registration table. In case of maldistribution, some
attendees may not receive their first selection. I

8:30 Target Generation an& Designation
Session Chairman: Robert Hinkle, Naval Surface Weapons I
Center, Dahlgren

8:30 Target Engagement
Session Chairman: Alan Gcettig, Naval Weapons Center,
China Lake

8:30 Fire Support System Effectiveness
Session Chairman: Ed Cirard, PGRG
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4- Thursday - 7 August

Chairman: T. Smith, Office of Naval Research

Room: IngersolltHall 271

8:30 - 10:10 Reports of Miniworkshop Chairmen

f 10:10 - 10:30 Coffee Break

10:30 -' 12:00 Summary-of Invited Papers
G. Lieberman, Stanford University, and
I. Taylor, Naval Postgraduate School

- 12:00 Workshop-Adjourns
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{ MINI-WORKSHjPp PARTIcIPANTSr,

Target Generation and Designation] Robert Hinkle - Chairman

Robert Dennis

Leon Feldman

Edward Reedy

Ludwig Schumacher

jsmes Smith

Matthew -Sobel
Robert Vogt

Target Enggement

Alan--Goettig - Chairman' j
john -Bobick

Kwai-Cheung- Chan

George Fishman
Kenneth-Harrison

Fred Hartman-

_D. B, Ostdyee
Upqyd Peters
Jaimes TaylorJ

Richard- Zimmerman

AI
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MINI-WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTSL(conhtinued)_

I Fire Support -System, -Mix

Edward Girard - Chairman

Gene Brennan

Richard Chenault

Timothy Horrigan.

* I Donald Iglehart
Gerald Liebermnan-

I Jack Lind

Rufus Ling

I -Ronald -New
R. S. -Roberts-on

I Marti n Shubik
Randolph Simpson
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FRAMEWORK FOR EFFECTIVE FIRE SUPPORT ANALYSIS

by .C. Bobick and L.S. Peters

I INTRODUCTION

A. Definition of Fire Support

The term "fire support" embraces the employment of a variety of

-weapons to provide supporting fire to grdund units in combat. A more

precise and relevant term to describe these weapons is "supporting arms,"

definedI as air, naval, and artillery weapons of all types when they are

{-employed to provide support fire for ground units. It should be observed

that the term fire support denotes specifically a function rather than

a weapons system. The weapons, when used-as supporting arms, filfill the

function of fire support.

lI The three general types of supporting arms employed in-thefire

support role may be more--definitively described as foll.ws:

(1) Air--The air weapon system consists of the carrier or land
base, the aircraft, the aircraft weapon delivery subsystem,
and the ordnance.

(2) Naval Shorefire--The naval combat ship weapon system consists
of the ship platform, the gun/mrissile mount(s) and! associated
fire control subsystem, and the ammunition.

(3) Artillery--The artillery weapon system consists of the gun,
howitzer, missile launcher, mortar, associated fire control
subsystem,- and the ammunition.

The Marine Corps has expanded the scope of the term "supporting arms"

to include two additional types of weapon Pystehis: armored-combat and

special purpose systems.2 The armored combat wt ,pons system includes tanks

and armored amphibians that mount gun systems; the special purpose weapon

I systems include area denial weapons, weapons employed in psychological oper-

ations, and riot control weapons. Thus, -the term supporting-arms embraces

j all methods of neutralizing and destroying designated ground targets in
support of Marine landing forces in amphibious assault and sustained combat

* I operations ashore. The only Marine Corps weapons excluded from the scope

of the term are the individual and man-portable weapons-6f infantry systems,

antiair warfare weapons, and nuclear weapons.
1 1



The fire support function-is subdivided with respect to the proximity

of the target to friendly force. These subdivision e're:

Close Supporting Fire, defined1 as fire placed on enemy troops,
weapons, or-positions which, becausezof their proximity, present

the most immediate and serious threat to the supported unit.

Deep Supporting Fire, defined1 as fire directed on objectives not
in the immediate vicinity of our forces, for neutralizing and

destroying enemy reserves and weapons, and interfering with enemy
command, supply, communications, and observations.

The delimitation-of close fire support is-significant-because it i
introduces coordination, control, and:timing problems not involved in deep

support. This is especially-true of close air fire support, which by

definition requires detailed integration of each-mission -with the fire and

movement of the friendly forces on the ground.

B. The Fire-Support Problem

The description of the "Fire- Support Problem" varies- with the differ-

Sent aspects of fire support with which people are involved. The roles-

-people -play in- fire support include- those of -planner, technician,= strategist,

tactician, requestor, allocator, server, and-supportei.

Th3 planner is- concerned with decisions regarding,-research, development,

test, evaluation, and procukement Of -fIre support equipment. The technician

is concerned with.-the npplica:tion of technologies in the desjin of weapons

systems. Strategists include the amphibious force commander who, is inter-

-ested in- establishing a- strategy dppr6priate to the contingency objective

which incorporates -the fire -suppqrt with -the other -elements of the- amphib-

ious force. Tacticians are-concerned- at the air wing, artillery battalion,-

or naval shorefire support ship task level with:-establishing -the most effic -

ient tactical scheme-af employing the available resources.- The requestor

(i.e. , -the ground combat -force)- is -concerned" with getting sufficient amounts

of fire -support :to accomplish his mission objective. The allocator is

concerne& with appropr:ately selecting-amofig, -the resources that can be

placed at his dispos-a$. The -server (i.1e., the aircraft plot, battery
i commander, Or ship ;orkefike 4Of fcer - is conicerned- with 'the successfulcompletion of the- assigned- task; At the mIntenance support level the
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concern is to maintain the consumables, ammunition ready supply, fuel,

Ispare parts for maintaining the weapons, and the necessary logistic system

that permits this end.

[ Regardless of the roles of people involved-in fire -support, a common

point on which all agree is that fire support is vitally important in the

conduct of assault and defensive operations, particularly those associated

with amphibious warfare. This high level of importance supports the expend-

iture of substantial effort in the analysis of requirements, performance,

utilization, and effectiveness of alternative fire support systems.. The

overall objective of such analysis is to support decisions that -must be

made in seeking the best system achievable within real world constraints.

Such real world constraints includ-e technological limits, budgets, manpower,

I logistics, andpolitical consideratiOns.

[ C. Scope of this Paper

In- order to perform effective fire support analysis, a framework needs

to be established to provide the means -of acquiring valid, inputs to the

analyses, -utilizing the proper -toois ;for the analyses, and using the results-

of the analyses to update the common -bdse -of knowledge -on fire supporL.

The -framework -depicted in Figure Tl is -proposed 'to fulfill this need; it is

the focus -of this paper.

As indicated- in -Figure L, there arethree -basic cbmpoients- _0 the-

proposed framework; hamely,_ the decision interface, -the quant-itative analysis,

,nd the data reservoir. Each of these components -will be discUissed in

dctail in this paper-. The decision- interface component is discussed first.
.''hv analysis support required&-by varios decisionmikers and-the associated

measures of effectiveness and- decision aids are described. -Secondly, quanr-

[ titative analysis of fire support systems is considered. A system formal-

at-on of -the physical fire support system- which, is aienable, to analysis- is

-derived, and- the -key elements of quantitative fire support analysis are
described. Fire support analyses are- categorized into- -three -levels, namely

-force l-evel, requirements, operational -concepts, and -technology -assessment

ana-lyses. The analysis tools, models, and techniquesv useful for -these

iii 3
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various analyses are described. Thirdly, the role of the data reservoir,

in fire support analysis, the type-of data in the data reservoir, and the

-sources of this- data are discussed.
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II FIRE SUPPORT DECISION INTERFACE

Modeling of large scale-military systems has become an integral part

of many analyses of force level requirements, force operations, and tech-

nology applications. The utility of these-models in the decision process

and the relationship between model builders and decisionmakers have recently

been the subject of criticism.3 Existing fire support analyses for the

Marine Corps bear out much of such criticism. Specifically, Marine Corpsj

Fire Support analyses have failed principally through the-oversight of

trying to replace rather than augment the- decision process of the decision- -

-maker. It must be emphasized that the analysis- should&be used- to clarify
the decision parameters and illuminate alternativecoursesof action, not

to replace the decisionmaker or his rcsponsibility. I

Thus, as indicated in Figure 1, the first Component of the framework

for effective fire support analysis is the interface between -the. analyst

and the decisionmaker. Prior to employing models toperform quantitative

analysis, it is essential -to translate the fire support problemi as con-

ceived by the derLsionmaker, into a- formallization which is amenable to

analysis. This formalization of the problem requiresan appreciation of

thc perspective of the decisionmaker, which= can be attained- only by comun-

ication-with-him. Measures-of effectivehess-of alternative systems; need

to be identified during- the intercourse- Also, decision aids which will

- facilitate the comparison of alternative systems in view of both-quantit-

at-ive and qualitative considerations need to be devised. -Neglect of

sufficient interface between the analyst and -the decisionmaker will doom

the analysis to failure.

The character of =the analysis support required by a decisionmaker is -

dependent upon the type -of decisions -with- -which 'he is concerned-. -It is
thereforeuseful to -c4ategbrize -decisionmakers according to their concerns

and identify the associated measures Of effectiveness and decisioMai-ds, I!

6
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A. Heirarchy of Decisionmakers

The highest level of decisionmakers is concerned with inter-system

force level requirements. Strategists and planners are concerned with the

L adequacy of planned-resources to carry out the assigned role- in national

defense, e.g., planning the necessary naval shorefire support and naval

aviation for the -mission of projection of sea -power ashore. The type of

decisions include the establishment of policy and setting of organizational

I responsibility for the provision of fire support capability for amphibious

war fare.

IAt the intra-system-force level requirements-level, planners are

concerned with obtaining balance within supporting arm systems (air, naval-

shorefire support, or ar-tiliery). The type of decisions -concern the est-

ablishment of-emphasis, such as,- fighter, attack, or support aircraft in

obtaining the -balance that best counters -the -threat -characteristics.

At the operational concepts'decision level, tacticians- requestors,

allocators, servers, and- supporters are concerned With tactical and oper-
ational considerations regarding weapons systems at their disposal. The

-type of decisions at -this level 'include establishing modes of operation,

schemes for aliocating-resources.among competing-demands, and providing

maximum weapon system-avalability.

-At the technology assessment -level- technicians -and -R&D planners are

concerned with the pursuit of -techn-logies- that will .reduce constraints- on-

amphibious warfare. The type of decision involved concerns -the balancing

and -weapoit system performance.

The types of decisions addressed- at the various levels have unique
S characteristics. Therefore, the choice of tools and-techniques used- to

provide analytic support must be taloredto the partiular decision level

-of concern.-

B. -Measures of:-Effer-tiveness.,

SIn performing :tire support anaiysis it is. necessary-to- dentify

I Measures of .Effectiveness- (MOEs) -which. adequately -reflect -the effect-iveness
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of alternative systems to the de is4onmaker. Such MOEsomust be directly

related to the objectives of the fire support system and be analytically-

tractable or measureable. In the assessment of the fire support system,

a parallel heirarchy of MOEs must be developed that correspond to the

decision levels identified in the prior section. Following is a discussion

of siuch a correlation; this-discussion is not intended to be complete, but,

rather, to indicate the relative nature of MOEs at the various decision

levels.

At the highest decision level (inter-system force level requirements)

the MOEs are the most encompassing and as a result the most abstract

relative to an individual fire support weapon. At this livel of decision,

measures -such as the amount -of ground gained or lost as a function of time,

casualities inflicted-in ratio -to casualties taken, -and the expected out-

come of the battle are-most meaningfully compared with planning objectives.

With-MOEs of this type pr6duced for. each alternative fire support system, f
it is possible -for the decisionmaker to-select a preference, -nd= resolve

issues such as -the relative emphasis on air, artillery, and- naval shorefire I
support.

-For intra-systemforce level requirementsdecisions, the MOEs are less

-encompassing and more easily: -orrelated with operational-understanding of

weapon systems -employment. -At this level such measures as the number of
.. ~ary miss objeetves iv edand responsiveness artiibutes§..douid be
mlitar npion_(bpfvs-_h--

meaningfully interpreted as -they relate to the system-mix attributes. These

measures for reasonable alternative weapon= system: mixes make it -possible for

-the decisionmaker -to establish systemibalance and:tboselect -a:preference -that

minimizes resources while meeting the-higher decislhlevel requirements.

At the next successive decision level, operational concepts, the MOEs

are most closely related- to measures used in the management of system- oper-

ations. For -example, such measures as the :accomplishment -per Weapon operation

-(e.g., target -kills/sortie for aircraft) and -the continuity of fire support ]

-to the supported forces are most-meaningful. These measures permit the

expression-of effectiveness sensitivity to alternative operating taetics and-

provide for the selection of tactical preference within- the context of

-balanced systemcapability previously mentioned-

j8



At the technology assessment decision level, the MOs are most

closely related to performance measures. Such measur3s as the probability

of acquiring a target, CEP of target location designation, probability of

target destruction, and other similar MOEs are most valuable to the

technology oriented decisionmaker.
F

Theprior discussion has focused on only the effectiveness measures

for the fire support system; it is-recognized that costs and other con-

j straining aspects need to be considered. Cost-effectiveness techniques

in which a ratio is used to permit the direct comparison of alternatives

[ are commonly used. In addition -to the cost constraints, future decisions

will increasingly-have to consider constraints of other resources such

as energy, amphibious lift, and personnel.

C. Decision Aids

1. The models used in- fire support analysis serve to produce -data

concerning the expected effectiveness of alternative weapon systems,

operating modes, or technological innovations. Presenting these data

to the decisionmakers in its raw. form or only in terms of MOEs is neither

an effective,_ fast, nor practical solution. The resulting data from the

models will have -to be reduced- by methods of -graphical analysis-or

incorporated into a decision analysis format before presentation for

decision. Since both of these analysis techniques are -idely known,
4'5

[ the specifics of the decision aids will not be discussed here.

It is important to make the point that in the pursuit of a fire

[support analysis methodology, effort should be directed to the fbrmating of

results for the decision process. In the absence of such effort, the

true value -of the fire support analysis methods may never be rea-lized.

I i
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Ill QUANTITATIVE FIRE SUPPORT ANALYSIS {
A. System Description of Fire Support

As indicated in Figure 1, the second-component in the framework for

effective fire support analysis is quantitative analysis. In order to i
perform such analysis, the physical fire support system must be represented

by a system description which captures the essence of the physical system

in an analytically tractable form. Such a system description, based on

the interaction of the physical fire support system with the enemy target

array, is conceptualized in Figure 2.

The surveillance process is peripheral to fire support, yet intimately

related. The purpose of surveillance is- to sense the presence of the

opposing force target array. The information gathered-via -the surveillance

process- is refined in the target acquisition-process in which specific

targets are detected, identified, and located in sufficient detail to

permit the effective employment of weapons. Alsq, the decisions- about

which targets require fire support and the priority order in which these

targets should be addressed (i-e., target analysis) can be included. The

output of the target acquisition -process is therefore a target list that

includes the target identification, location, effect desired, and the

fire support-weapon preference.

The target al-location pxocess matches- the specific type -weapon
-(including ordnanceand ordnance configuration) with the target within its

environment. This-~process accounts for the weapons-, their current and

projected availability status, -the availability -of logistics, and other

factors that could affect the allocation and expenditure of fire support

resources.

The weapon delivery -process includes al-l necessary operations of the

weapon systems. This includes all pteparation of the fire delivery means $

and necessary ordnance, coordination, execution of the fire mission, and

return of the weapon cystem tO a state of readiness.

TO
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I
The damage assessment process is initiated with the delivery of

ordnance on the target. The assessment of the results is necessary to

indicate when the desired effects have been achieved, to determine changes

in the target status, and to update the changes in the target acquisition

information. This assessment provides the essential feedback to improve -
both the estimates made about fire support weapon system requirements and

the detailed state of knowledge about the target array resulting from the

application of the supporting firepower.

The last process is fire support -scene evaluation. The effects of

the application of the fire support are assessed for revisions of the

opposing force target array in-terms of composition and-disposition. This

assessment serves to update the target acquisition and overall surveillance

information which, in turn, impacts-on planning for the conduct of friendly

operations.

It should be noted that -the input and output of the conceptual fire

support system of Figure 2 are -the-opposing force target arrays. The

differentiation into prior and post-target arrays signifies-that the primaiy

objective of fire support is to achieve a modification of the enemy target

array. Any measure of the effectiveness of fire support system must rep-

resent the capability of a candidate system to make such-modifications.

This implies a change in target array with time. More snecifically, the

application of fire support serves- to modify an enemy target-where the

desired: modifications are specified in terms of desired effects and a

schedule for their accomplishment.

B. Elements of Quantitative-Fire Support Analysis

In general, quantitative fire support analysis involves several key

analysis-elements. These elements, as illustrated in Figure 3 in the

heavy-lined boxes, include:

J Fire Mission Generation

. -Fite Mission Allocation

Fire Support System-Effectiveness Analysis

• Flre Support System Cost Analysis

• Fire Support System-Preference Selection I
12
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Also shown in Figure 3 are the relationships of the key inputs and the

combat areas other than firepower to these key analysis elements. The details

of carrying out these analysis elements depends upon the particular concerns

of the decisionmaker for whom the analysis is being undertaken. However, it

is useful to-discuss the general character of these analysis elements.

Fire support exists to achieve desirable modifications of the hostile

target array. Thus, to quantitatively analyze the degree to which a fire

support system meets this objective, credible targets and missions must be

generated to represent the demand placed on the fire support system. The

missions (or demands) for fire- support must reflect the operational

environment and the threat posed by enemy forces. Possible operational

environments cover a wide spectrum of conflict situations, geographical

locales, friendly missions, operational concepts, and force levels. The

threat describes the opposition, including order of battle information,

general characteristics of the hostile force, -the dispositon of the

enemy's available forces, and -the enemy's tactical doctrine.

Fire mission generation involves several tasks. These include

generaticn of the array of actual targets, the-acquisition of-targets,

and the synthesis of a target/mission list. Tha- actual target array

describes the hostile forces in terms of types, size, location, and

activity. This- array is a dynamic entity and- Changes as -the battle

progresses. For the purposes of a specific fire support analysis, at

any instant in time this array represents exactly where the enemy is and

what he is doing.

Target acquisition is accomplished by surveillance, reconnaissance,

and other target acquisition systems. These systems act on the array of

actual targets and produce the material for the mission list. The friendly

forces will not know the exact location and description of each hostile

target. The system used to acquire targets will not only miss some targets

completely, -mislocate or misdescribe others, but undoubtedly will introduce
spurious ones.

The result of the target acquisition system acting on the actual

target array is a -pcture of the opposing forces as seen by friendly

forces, which- is in effect the acquired target array. After analyzing

14
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the possible impact of these targets upon the friendly scheme of maneuvers

and missions, they are placed into a priority listing. This list is des-

ignated a target/mission list. The word "mission" is included in this

F term because the list cortains fire missions such as illumination, harras-

sment, and interdiction, as well as destruction and neutralization. Also,

based on the target description, location, and effect desired, a supporting

arms preference is indicated. This list now forms the demand for the use

of fire support systems.

The second key analysis-element is fire-mission allocation. Having

established the demand for fire support, an attempt is made to allocate

resources to fulfill this demand. The allocation function addresses the

manner in which missions are actually assigned to weapons. Factors involved

in.this process relate to the target, such as type, location, priority, and

duration; to the supporting arm, such as capability, availability, and

Vresponsiveness; and to constraints, such as logistic supportability, safety
of friendly troops, desire for surprise, obstacle creation, and civilian

casualties.

Necessary ±nputs to this allocation process are the available weapon

mix, the weapon system performance characteristics, and the weapon support

system performance characteristics. The weapon mix, that is, the types and

numbers of weapons to be considered, must be available to start the alloca-

I tion process. The weapon performance characteristics of the individual

weapon system under consideration must be input since they influence the

Vperferred usage of the weapons. Similarly, the performance characteristics

of the support system affect such factors as ordnance availability, resupply
Irate, and rearming and refueling time which, in turn, affect weapon system

availability.

1i The third key analysis element is fire support system effectiveness

analysis. Once a mission has been allocated to a fire support means, the

It sh'ild be noted that neutralization of some targets may be achieved
,ithout placing fire upon them. For example, some targets may be neutral-
ized ead thus prevented from accomplishing their objective, by employing
-ECM In ;his use ECM may be considered as a weapon substitute, and cer-
tainly itq use should be integrated with conventional Eire support means.

15I -5
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next function to be parformed entails the analysis of how effectively the

assignee missio- is accomplished. The particular measures of effectiveness

(MOEs) generated in this step in the analysis tdependent-upon the scope

of a particular study and the decision level at which the quantitative

rebults will be used. Obviously, the weapon mix, weapon system performance,

and weapon support system performance inputs bear directly upon the fire

support system effectiveness analysis.

The fourth key analysis element is fire support system cost analysis.

In days of great emphasis on achieving the maximum use ok resources, the

cost of resources used in providing fire-support-must be considered in

selecting among alternative weapon systems. Because quite disparate I
systems are necessary to provide fire support (i.e., ground, sea, and air

systcms, which operate in different environments and differ as to whether I
fire support may be the sole reason for their existence), it is particularly

important that a consistent, overt method of costing be used and that the

method of allocating costs to multimission systems be credible. In-partic-

ular, life-cycle costs should generally be considered in cost-effectiveness

evaluation.

The final key analysis element is- fire support system preference

selection. Key ingredients to the system preference selection-are the

results of tht effectiveness analysis and the cost analysis. These-must

be related in some way Eo show how the costs vary with- effectiveness. A

criterion Pc criteria must be established to- enable selectiqn-among alter-

native systems. The most common method is -to select a fixed levt! -f

effectiveness and determine which system can provide that level of effect-

iveness at least cost or, alteitnatively, to- ~stablish- a-fixed cost (budget) .
and det, rmine which system 2rovides the greatest level of effectiveness

for thac budget, I
The objective of the system preference selection is to -provide the

decisivnmaker with a set- of -promising alternatives based on-the informa- i
tion and consLraints considered in the analysis. Because many constraints

(e.g., politca constraints) are not quant-if-able and reqtime qualitative

judgements by a decisionmaker, a quantitative analysis must present not
"the answer" but several promisinga41rerniatlves.

16
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As indicated in Figure 3, there exist relationships between the

combat area of firepower, which is of major concern in a fire support

analysis, and the other combat areas; namely, intelligence; command,

lI control, and communications; mobility; and logistics. Each of these

combat areas directly impacts upon .the fire- support analysis elements of

fire mission generation, fire mission allocation, and fire support

system effectiveness analysis. The quantification of this 'mpact is

a difficult undertaking, but necessary to assess the overall fire support

system and identify trade-offs among these areas.

C. Ana-ysis Tools and Techniques-

As indicated earlier in Figure 1, quantitative fire support analyses

fall into three categories, namely, force level requirements analysis,

operational concepts analysis, and technology assessment analysis. The

-I decisionmakers generally associated with each of these categories of

analyses as well as the general characteristics of the analyses are shown

J. in Table 1.

Force level requirements analyses are required to support relatively

"high level" decisionmakers, (e.g.,, strategists, force level planners,

and multiforce commanders). These decisionmakers are interested in

relatively aggregate measures of effectivenessand cost of fire support

systems; therefore, multisided analysis using.abstract models with aggregate

j7 scenario descriptions are employed. -As -a result, -the types -of analysis

[2 tools most applicable to these analyses-are games (including war games,

analytic games, and computerized games) and hybrids which incorporate

both gaming and simulation techniques..

Operational concepts analyses are generally used in support of the

operations level decisionmakers, including the tacticians, weapon system

planners, and operational commanders. These decisionmakers are interested

in fairly detailed analyses of the dependence of fire support system

effectiveness and cost upon -tactics, operational concepts, and weapon

systems employment. The analyses techniques most applicable to this type

of analyses include simulations, hybrids, and analytic models.

17
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Technology assessment analyses provide technical decisionmakers such

Ias research and development planners, weapon system designers, and system

test and evaluation directors-with information-regarding alternative weapon

technologies. The application of advanced technology to weapon systems and

the cost-effectiveness of competing weapon designs are examples of the type

j of interests of this level of decisionmakers. Such information is provided

only by very detailed submodels of the specific technical area of interest,

usually with a one-sided scenario-of limited scope. Simulations and

analytic models are best suited for this type of analysis.

[The analytic tools/techniques mentioned above are shown in Table 2

together with their distinguishing characteristics and the problem areas

they address. It should be noted that all models do not neatly fall into

one of these types of analysis tools. Sometimes a model incorporates

some characteristics of several tools and the category it falls into will

depend on the area- emphasized by the user.

For completeness, it is- useful to- place such optimization techniques

-as linear programming, -nonlineargprogramming i-

the context of quantitative fire support analyses. -All of these techniques

are concerned with allocating limited resources (weapon systers) among

competing demands (missions) in. an "'optimal"manner. Thca major difficulty

with applying these -optimization techniques to fire support analysis is

establishing the -criteriop -which defines 'the "opnimal" situation. Invariably

I the choices among alternative fire support systems depends upon qualitative

considerations and numerous quantitative measures. Because the qualitative

factors cannot generally be quantified and -the relative influence- of the

numerous quantitative _measures, in the decisionmaking :process is generally

not quantifiable, these optimizatin techniquescannot be embedded into- a

-general fire support analysis. -However, in a specific analysis for a

j specific decisionnaker u- specific point in time, such- an optimization

technique may he 'a .L e, but only if the decisionmaker is willing- to

precisely define, in-quantitative terms, hisdedision process.
-
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TABLE 2

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FIRE SUPPORT ANALYSIS TOOLS

TYPE OF PROBLEM AREAS - -

ANALYSIS GENERALLY DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS
TOOL ADDRESSED

WAR GAMES 0 STRATEGIC * TWO-SIDED ANALYSIS

0 ACCOUNTS FOR HUMAN FACTORS

* VERY TIME-CONSUMING TO USE

ANALYTIC 0 'STRATEGIC t TWO-SIDED ANALYSISGAMES
GAE9 PROVIDES "'OPTIMAL" STRATEGIES

I VERY ABSTRACT REPRESENTATIONS

* PENCIL AND-PAPER ANALYSIS I

COMPUTERtZED- 0 STRATEGIC 6 TWO-SIDED ANALYSIS
GAMES

- PROGRAMMED DECISION LOGIC

* FAIRLY AGGREGATE ENGAGEMENT DESCRIPTIONS f
I FAIR AMOUNT OF COMPUTER-TrME REQUIRED

SIMULATIONS- 6 TACTICAL -ONE-SIDED-ANALYSIS (GENERALLY)

-. TECHNOLOGICAL - CLOSEREPRESENTATION OF THE REAL-WORLD
ENGAGEMENT DYNAMICS I

* DETAILED SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS

*SIGNIFICANT-AMOUNT-OF COMPUTER TIME
REQUIRED

:ANALYTIC A -TACICA L -; ONE-SIDEDANALYSIS IMODELS

I - TECHNOLOGICAL FUNCTIONAL-RELATIONSHIPS-AMONG
SYSTEM PARAMETERS j

I EASY AND INEXPENSIVE TO USE

HYBRIDS -0 STRATEGIjC - TWO-SIDEDANALYSIS (GENERALLY.)

4- TACTICAL 0COMBINES-GAMING,_ SiMUL.ATION,_ AND
S-ANALYTIC MODELING

: SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF COMPUTER TIME
-REQUIRED

210-
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I IV FIRE SUPPORT DATA RESERVOIR

A. Role of -the Data Reservoir

The third component of the structure -for effective fire support

analysis is the data reservoir. One role of the data reservoir is to

provide the two-sided analyses data required to insure the validity of

the many one-sided quantitative analyses that are performed in the area

of fire qupport. For example in many analyses, the enemies' actions

are assumed to be preprogrammed while the friendly forces' actions- are

L varied- to evaluate alternative force mixes, concepts of operations,

weapons systems, etc. The data generated with two-sided analyses are

j essential to establish what the preprogrammed enemy actions should be

and over what ranges of friendly force actions the -preprogrammed actions

remain valid. Thus, although it would be foolish, if not impossible, to

attack all fire support problems with multisided analyses-, data from

multisided analyses must be uti'lized even- f6r the one-sided analyses.

Another role- of -the d-ata- reservoir is to -serve as a repository for

the state-of-the-art -knowl-edge of fire support analysis. Results from

all fire support analyses are used-to refine the data base and incorporate

improved concepts- of operations-, force deployment, etc. Because the data

base is a- dynamic system-it will require continuing management in up-

dating data and providiig ifiputs -to-analyses.

B. Types -of Data

U The type of Information in the data base is generally aggregate

measures which characterize the composition, concepts of operation, and

engagement features of both friendly and enemy major organizational units.

For example, such measures might include statistical distribution- of the
I types of individual components: of -each organizational moln unit movement

rates, attr-ition- rates, and firepower coefficients. It is essential to

include aggregate rather -than detailed parameters to keep the data

2-1
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storage requirements within reason and to insure that the data can be

catalogued and organized in a usable form.

An important task in -the development of a fire support data base is

to isolate a reasonable set of measures which adequately characterizes L

the forces, operational concepts, engagement features, etc., that are of

concern in fire support analysis. These measures are referred to as

planning factors. It is necessary that each of these factors be quanti-

fiable and measurable., It is also necessary that from this set of

aggregate measures, more detailed characterizations are derivable. For

example, a planning factor may be the mean and variance of the numbers

of tanks, trucks, and armored personnel carriers in aSoviet motorized

division. A- target generator which would generate the actual number of

each type of vehicle from these statisticS could easily-be devised if

needed ,for a specific analysis.

C. Source of Data

One source of data for the data base isoempirical information. I
This includes actual battlefield statitics, intelligence information,

and judgments by experts. Since wars are not fought to gather empirical

data for-the analyst, very little battlefield data is available. Of the

data that was gathered, much of it is unusable-because of its incoiplete-

ness, form, or dubious validity. Therefore, most of the data for the

data base must be derived from analytical investigations.

A major analytic technique for generating data for the data base is

the use of two (or more)-sided engagement 'analyses which have been f
rdferred to as gAmes in this work. Traditional war games (both manual

and computer augmented), analytic games, and coiputcrized games all I

belong to the general category of games. The essential feature of games I
is that they are multtsfded, that is, they involve -more- than one party

competing to achieve conflicting objectives. -

Anotber source-of data is the results of the various force level

requirements, operational concepts, and technologyassessment studies I

which-are-fed back into the data base after the-data-from these studies-

22
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are transformed into the appropriate planning factors. The results of

II these studies are thus used to continually refine the data base. This

leads to more accurate data for deriving inputs to fire support analyses.

I
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V CONCLUSIONS

In developing the analysis framework, several fundamental con- I
clusions became evident. The first is that the purpose -of fire support

analysis is to- support, not supplant, the human decisionmakers who must

integrate the results of quantitative analysis with qualitative factors t
and constrai.nts (economic, political, etc.). With the diversity and

fluidity of the qualitative concerns in fire support decisions, any

attempt to replace the human decisionmakers via some analytical or

optimization technique is -doomed to failure. Thus, -the objective of

quantitative analysis is to provide the decisionmaker with support in

the fo m of decision aids which depict the tradeoffs associated with

key system parameters and- identify sets of alternativesystems which

appear promising in view of the quantitative factors considered in the

analysis.

A second fundamental conclusion is that no single fire support

analysis "model" can be developed that will fulfill all fire support

analysis requirements. The particular types of problems that are of

concern to decisionmakers at different levels vary widely. As a result,

the analytic tools and techniques applicable for providing quantitative

support differ among decisionmakers, not only among the various levels, j
but even among decisionmakers at the same level. The aim should be to

incorporate existing fire support analysis models (after modifying them I
to conform to a set of standards) into a fire support analysis package.

Additional models would be developed and incorporated into this package I
as needed to supplement the existing package. Access to this standard

fire support analysis package would provide analysts with a common base

for providing quantitative support for fire support decisionmakers.

Procedures for standardization, assembly, and management of such an

analysis package should be given considerable attention .

24
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-A third conclusion is that a data revervoir which provides the

necessary information for developing inputs to fire support analysis and

for pooling the results of past and future fire Support analyses is

needed. Even though different fire support analyses require scenario

input data in different forms and to different degrees of detail, this

data base will-provide the means to insure consistent scenario descrip-

tions. In addition, by incorporating the results of all fire support

analyses, this data reservoir will provide a repository for the state-

of-the-art knowledge of fire support.

j Finally, considerable efforts must be expended in the-development

of the fire support analysis structure before any additional model

[ building is undertaken.- Work is required in the area of -defining a

hierarchy of fire support decisionmakers and the associated zhierarchy of

measures of effectiveness, which-will -include working- closely with the

decisionmakers. Work is-also required to-design and synthesize the

required: data: reservoir. This- will include-defining appropriate planning

-factors, data structure, and means of maintaining and managing this da~a

reservoir.

Work must also be undertaken to structure the fire support analysis

package. Standards (e.g., regarding inputs, outputs, etc.) will have to

be established to insure the integr-ity of the package and the compatabil-

ity of the various models -in the package. Having structured the package,

j. presently developed fire support analysis models will have to be incor-

poratedcinto-the package. Only then can gaps- in the analysis package,

1i which may be filled by additional model building, -be identified.

A 2
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I

1. General Description of Problem and Approach

I This paper describes a large scale ordnance planning and resource

allocation model which has been developed for the U. S. Air Force. 'The

I model is designed~to aid in the following three analyses:

1- 1) Determination of alternative stockpiles of air-to-ground munitions.

2) Determination of the most effective weapor modules for the modular

weapon development program.

3) Allocation of air-to-ground resources between aircraft and weapons.

The planning horizon for the model consists of several time periods.

I A-planning horizon, for example, might be' 180 days broken down into four time

periods of 10, 30, 50 and&90 days. A feature which makes the problem of

special interest is that in general, it contains a vry large number of

variables, (several million perhaps), representing sortie types with all

-permissible combinations of aircraft type, ordnance type. target type, de-

l. livery condition, weather state and time period.

In Section 2 the problem is. formulated as a convex non-linear pro-

gram. At the preseilt time the model is solved suboptimally as a sequence of

linear programs, one foreach time period. The formulation of the linear

program for one time period is described in Section 3.

The model is handled completely by a computer system named TAC

IRESOURCER within which is embedded a flexible linear progranning code CAIPS.JThe non-linear functions are represented by piecewise linear approximations
I within TAC RESOURCER. decause of the very large number of variables available

i



for the mathematical program for each time periodq we do not follow the j
usual approach taken in large mathematical programming computer systems

of constructing a packed wori matrix consisting of all the nonzero co-

efficients of the constraints and objective rows with row and-column
identifications. The basic information necessary for constructing these

nonzero elements is provided to the system in the form of a large, sequentially I
organi-ed data base produced by a different suite of computer programs. This -j

data base changes relatively infrequently. As a preliminary to solving the

mathematical program the data base is processed and the required information

is extracted from it and stored concisely in so called "packages" of infor-

mation in random access file organization. Subsequently,. during simplexing,

these "packages" are brought into high speed core according to certain rules

and opened-up for pricing. The computer system and the algorithms employed

in the packaging and pricing procedures are described in Sections 4 and 5

and the post optimal sensitivity analyses are described in-Section-6. Section

7 contains some results and conclusions.

4 I
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1 2. Formulation as a Non-Linear Mathematical Program

ILet

i = the index of aircraft type

I j = the index of ordnance type

k the index of target type

d = the index of delivery condition

I I = the index of weather state

t the index of tiMe period

m the index of ordnance class containing ordnance type

indices Jm .

Let thezvarcable :;;kd:bt ?-t>0 be -the number of sorties flown by
Sthe i th, aircraft type with 'the- I th ordnance type againist-the k t h  tar-

get type with the dth  delivery condition in the Ith weather state, in

the tth  time period. The notation Xijkd t refers only to permissible

L sortie types., Combinations- of indices which do not give rise to permissible

sorti'es are omitted so that, for example -jkXijkd t means that the sum-

mation is carried out only for permissible jk combinations for the given-

id~t combination. Multisubscripted Variables (or constants) -that are summed

over all values of a subscript, will be so indicated by replacing the sub-

script by a dot. Thus

xi. . dt = "j Xijkdft

5



In certain cases weighted combination of the X's will be similarly

treated, e.g.

E k .t = aijd,1Eijkd~ijkd1 t

The following notations refer to known constants: _

Vkt = value of a target of type k in time period t . ]
T = total number of k type targets at beginning of time horizon.

Tki

Eijkd average number of targets killed on a-single sortie with indices

ijkdLt assuming that at least Eijkd 'live' targets of type

k remain at risk and that there is no dimiuishing&-sortie

effectiveness due to difficulty in distinguishing live targets

from 'dead' ones.A -a
Aijkd verage attrition of a sortie with indices ijkdft

Wijk ordnancr load per sortie of type ijkdlt-

k a factor referring to targets killed in-previous time period and

not availahje for current time period t

! 2kt = a factor referring to targets killed two periods earlier and

now reconstituted and available for attack in period t

B 2it -

budgetary bo~unds on aircraft-types, ordnance-types-,,ordnance

Bt classes and overall for -time period t



I

I Oblectives

ma t~~t~t[i-exp(-E * *./TOiI (1

where Tkt is te number of undestroyed type k targets remaining in period

t defined as:

Tk2  = _Tkl ilk2 kl (2)

Tkt = Tk,t-l - 'lMktMk,t-l + '2kt ,t-2 I t > (3.

where Mt refers to the-number of type k targets killed in time period t

The objective -function is one '4sed by the Air Force for ordnance

planning and represents the total expected damage in terms of military

worth. As is shown in the larger paper, I,] it is a concave function in

its arguments and can be -derived by applying a binomial attrition process

and making such assumptions as;

Every aircraft type :beig considered is capable of reaching all targets

of each given type with enough fuel to expend its ordnance and return.

Each sortie is flown independently of all others.

-On each sortie the aircraft locates and attacks- a target or targets of

Ionly one type.
Each:sortle expends its entire load of ordnance, using one of a pre-

is selected set of delivery tactics.

[1
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Implicit in this objective function is the increasing difficulty

of finding a 'livet target to attack. As live targets are neutralized, the

effectiveness of subsequent sorties decreases. This decreasing effectiveness

stems from the assumption that expenditures of ordnance occur against targets

which may have been killed by earlier sorties.

Sortie vs. Attrition

The ability to fly sorties is affected by the attrition encountered.

If attritions are heavy, the upper limit on the number of sorties is lower

than if attritions are light. This relationship may be derived as follows:

Let N. be the number of available aircraft of type i at the
it

beginning of time period t , Pt be the sortie potential per aircraft,

assuming no attritions occur, and A the expected loss of type i aircraft

it

during period t . Then for any one aircraft of type i the probability

of attrition during the time period is Ait/Nit and the corresponding proba-

bility of survival is I - Ait/Nit . Assuming a uniform attrition rate

over the time period, it follows that the probability of survival of one• y,
aircraft from one sortie is (I - Ait/Ni t on average. Using the• t

multiplication principle for probabilities and assuming that P is a positive

integer, the expected maximum number of sorties for-one aircraft becomes:

i it

,j -- (.Ait/Ni( - t/ Pi t (4)

- -



ii
and for Ni aircraft it becomes:

A it

Uit it . i 5

A- 1 -(1 Ai -j i

In the larger paper, a general proof of the concavity of Uit is

given for real Pit 1. For the case,'that Pit is a positive integer, (4)

shows that Uit is the sum of concave functions of the arguments Air

and is therefore concave.

I . The above derivation allows us to impose the constraint:

Xi  <Uit(At) where- A it Ai  . (6)

However for practical reasons the-constraint actually imposed is

Fthe equivalent inverse relation:
"lf(x) ,wee x xi  (7)A---A < U- where =t

S . t = it i t .. . t

I Other Non-linearities

Non-linear budgetary constraints -in each time--peribd -ray be imposed

Ion several different linear forms in the;problem. For example:

I
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c-i(xi .. t) B11 (8) I

A--

where lit and Cj t  above are functions of the arguments shown in

parenthesis. The set {ZIZ>0 , C- (Z) <B is convex for pq=li or 2j.
pqt )Spqt}

Constraints (8) and (9) are readily transformed into tho equivalent linear bounds.

-1

< C (Bit) (10)Xi ... t li

t -1
-=W. < B2 lit) (l

Other budgetary constraints involve donvex functions Ci and C2j

and are of the form:

1C2. ( < B (12)
jeJ __T-

i i

10 -I
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Other Constraints

The other constraints in the problem are linear and consist of

lower and/or upr-er bounds on various weighted combinations of the variables.

They are not included in this settion; but Section 3 will list them (in a
A-

consolidated form) as they appear in the linear programs.

3. The Linear Program Formulation for One Time Period

~In this section we describe the linear program which approximates

one time period of the non-linear program described in Section 2. We con-

tinue to use the-same notation and introduce more as required. The subscript

t is dropped.

We will introduce non-negative variables y , Y'Jr' Y 3kr

bounded above by 1.0 that are used to achieve a polygonal approximation to

I the non-linearities. These approximations are constructed automatically by

TAC RESOURCER according to maximum error tolerances provided by the user.

I However, we will not describe these methods in this short paper. Instead,

we assume that a satisfactory approximation is achieved by sets of coefficients

(apqr  b pqr d pqr) where apq r measure changes in arguments, and bpqr

and dpqr measure the corresponding changes in the functions.

j Obiective

Maximize W , where

I W - 1r 5kr=



II
where the arguments are defined by the constraints:

r akrY3 kr - E.k = - k (15)

-

and a3k and 3k r a3 kr count for bounds. on E .k

Sortie vs. Attrition

- rdlrYlr +A .  . 0 (16)

with .the arguments defined by: .

r alirylir = ai (17)

where a1 i and ali + r alir establish bounds on X.

Budgetary Constraints

The same Yir variables and definitional constraints (17) are use&

for the sortie cost in tha-budgetary cqonstraints. Thus they become:

b y B- (18)j JiJmr 2jr 2jr m

fI
- 1
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I: b Y + b. -Br a1b lirylir + 2ryj -(19)

where the ordnance arguments are given by the constraint:

i
AEr 2jr Y2_jr + WJ.Cj (20)

j and a4m. C, o a0  _ account for lower bounds.

I Other Constraints

In order to describe the constraints not implicit in the bounds im-

posed- by the 's and a's we- shall use the sybto represent one

of the symbols < =or >. The letters R i ,Tkt and- GIk are

-known constants.

Ii
.. = ~ -L (21)

SXik.. =Gik (22)

E...k. Tk (23)

I
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4. The Computer System

The overall flow diagram of the system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The program is coded almost entirely in FORTRAN and currently consists of

about 14,000 statements -used in an overlay system which uses about 630k

bytes of core storage.

There are two main sources of input; the data base which is main-

tained by an independent system,(see Section 5) and the so-called parameter

input data which determines the structure of the problem in terms of the

subset of variables, the constraints employed, the non-linear functions used,

etc. The latter also contai-as parameters that control the LP solution algorithm

and- select the post ptimmail analyses.

Much- of the syitem relates to editing and processing input data,

forming the problm at each stage and producing reports-of the solutions

which are both cumulative and non cumulative over time. It is possible to

carry out sensitivity- ranging analyses on parameters of the system singly

or in some cases, collectively (see Section 6). The system is heavily loaded

with user parameters- and options, which-, if not specified explicitly, will

take on default values. Within a time period -data -specification is order

independent. If desired the system will operate in an initial mode which-I

processes and edits all data for all time periods withouthowever, solving

* any of the linear programs. Only if everything is apparently in order does

the system go into -itssecond mode and-Corsnence to solve the -linear programs,

11
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Across time periods the structure of the linear programs may I
change. For example, a new aircraft type may become available in a later

time period, or certain combinations of aircraft type and ordnance type

may be available in certain time periods and not in others. I
p-3

Getoff and restart capabilities are available -which allows the user

to terminate a run with all pertinent arrays saved after a specified time,

number of simplex iterations or a number of time periods have been-dealt

with. The data for succeeding time periods may be changed if desired,

and the program may be restarted from point of exit using a special restart I
parameter card. In case of machine or operator malfunction or other un-

scheduled termination. the program may always be restarted from the last

time period processed.

The linear programming code is a modularized set of Fortran sub-

routines which is easily adapted to take advantage of special features of

a problem, It has upper bounding and uses the product form of the inverse

with double precision arithmetic where pertinent.

16
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-.The Column Generation, Algorithmrs

There are three-types of linear -programmning columns in-this:

problem. The slack variables-and the upper b ounded y variables-,

associated with the pielcewise linear approximations are kept in high speed-

I core while-a linea rga is being solved.-

I From the linear progranmming standpoint the major point of interest

is the handling of the enormous number of X I:kltvariables in-a-problem.

if Each X variable ha's at most seven-nonzero coefficients -in-its

column- arising from equations of -type -(15), (16), f(17), (20),) -(2),- (22).

I and (23).0

The formula for -computing. -the reduced -dost of -such -a: column- is

g iven- by-

L
8 ijkdft = 12lit + Ei-jkd72 3 kt 7 221lkt + 7Tl7it

T + VJO2-jt - 'E kd7ri~kt + A, jkdr16it (24)

where- the- 7T's- are tha-simplex- multiples usin. a- notL tio- which corre-

* ~ Isponds to-the row numbers.

-It- can-be-seen that a-matrix column can -be constructed if three

I-coefficients are-known an& that ~thes-e coeffici-ents- are shared-by many -otherI Icolumns., The -three -coefficients Sukd Wj 'and A are -stored- in- a-

,compact -form In '1pabkages_ in, the random -access storage. -Thi' pak~ging is-



carried out after the structure of the linear program is known in a pre-

liminary processing operation at the beginn-!g of the--problem run, and

again for subsequent time periods if problem StructUre changes require it.

The data base which contains these doefficients is processed and all re-

-quired data extracted using an algorithm which attempts -to maxfmize the

amount of useful information'in each record. Solid blocks of data in the

data base are searched for. Gaps in the coefficient arrays- indicate

non-permissible sortie combinations.

After -the packages are formed and depending on the availability

of core storage, two parameters K1 and '2 are computed. The first j

parameter K is the minimum number of representative cciumns which will

be held in core from each package of colunms. The second parameter

12> K is the number of columns which is sought froma :package each time

it is brought in from- random access storage. The-main idea in the pricing

strategy is to maintain in core representative columns from each of the

packages as illustrated in Fig. 2.

A majbr iteration in the solution procedure is- roughly as follows:

1). Select apackage for pricing. Give priority-to -packages which do -

not have the requisite number of representatives. Otherwise

determine which variable Xijkdlt in coret has, the minimum reduced

cost. Select the package which contains this -variable. Initiate

2). Simple on-- -the -in core matrix until- the- most attractive reduced-

-18- ,
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,cost is greater than a tolerance e If any simplex iterations

occur, unlabel any labeled packages (see step 4).

3). According to a set of priority rules earmark sK2  column spaces

in core which-may be used to record the chosen columns from the

next package pricing operation. This may be tnew' core storage,

or space occupied by 'stale'-package representative columns.'

4). Price out the 'package' in-core. Choose Up--to K2 columns

according to attractiveness. If no column-has-a negative reduced

cost, label this package. If' all packages-are labeled, exit.

5). Return to step 1.

The tolerance e is a dynamic tolerance. It starts with- a

substantially negative value and gets increased when certain-conditions

occur., such -as when a certain proportion of packages :get labeled or very

little progress is made -at step 2. its function- is- to attempt to strike a

balance between computation-work and real progress.

There is a complication. in the- above procedure in that one,

package is -being processed Wthile another is being transmitted from peri-

pheral device to core. The simplex muitipliers used- in-step 4) are there-

fore not current. J
The pricing out of a package in step 4) is carried out in a

'nestedi fashion according to the following table showing five major loops:

Il
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Lo9- ietch Compute

I 7 t20jt

I k jk ' '15kft ' 72ke§ bijkt "Wlit ijkl2ojt + 2ikt

dEijkd - ijkd B ijkdt E,-k Ejkffl5 kt

I+ A ijkd16it

4'21ifLe -7r3kUt ijkdft-; ijkdt 2le

+ I ik 2-j k .I t

The- quantities - and -Bkd -are-partial sunmations -used-in the

I nes ting -procedure.-
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6. Sensitivity Features

TAC RESOURCER allows the sensitivity of nearly all of the problem

parameters to be studied in some manner. The primary-method is ranging.

Ranging is the technique that determines the range of Values that a para-,o1
meter (or set of parameters) may take while still maintaining the feasi-

bility and:optimality of the basis. This technique displays the revised

solution values (primal and/or dual)-at the extremes of the range and-

indicates the nature of -these range limits.

-Closely related techniques produce lists of non-basic variables

that (most-nearly) price at -zero. The lengths of these lists can be

determined by the user and are categorized in several ways. Another

sensitivity report interprets the dual variables in management terms and i

relates these variables to the appropriate problem parameters,

Below- we will name the algorithms available. -No attempt will be

made to explain these algorithms in this report.

1). :Right-hand-side ranging with uPper bounded variables.

2). Right-hand-side ranging with upper bounded variables, and with

special designed techniques to account for implicit appearance

-of t parameter in the probledm in places other than the right-

hand-side. I
3). Cost-row ranging.-

These first three algorithms-can range specific parameters in-

dividually or range a specified set of -parameters simultaneously. In- the

t latter case the user provides a vector of rates of change relative to-the
rate of chage in an independent change parameter.

22 -
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f). -Row ranging.

5). Row ranging with special non-linear treatment to handle the sortie

1! vs attrition relation.

6). Non-basic element cluster ranging.

1 7). Lists of,(-near) alternate basic variables. These lists may be:

[-(a) The non-basic variables with smallest 'reduced cost'.

-(b) For each k the non basic variables requiring the least

L increase in- Eijkd to have-reduced cost of zero.

(c) For each i the non-basic variables requiring the least

L decrease in A.. to have reduced cost of zero.

f

ijk

IJ
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7. Results and Conclu&ions

TAC RESOURCER has been operational for more than a year during

which time it has been used to solve more than 100 problems. None of the I
problems solved so far have been as large as originally contemplated.

Typically a problem might contain 30 aircraft types, 50 ordnance types,

50 target types, 6 delivery conditions, 6 weather states and 10 time -

periods. A systematic study of solution strategies has not yet been

undertaken.

A problem with about 250 rows-and 100,000 variables per time I
period, with 10 time periods takes about 7-5 minutes cpu time to solve on

an IBM 360/75 computer.

-24I
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THE ROLE OF DIFFERENTIAL MODELS OF COMBAT

IN FIRE SUPPORT ANALYSES

by-W. P. Cherry

Ut

Sl1.10 INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the- use of one-analytic methodology, namely

I di fferential models- of combat,- to describe fire support activities.

The-contents of -the -paper are -based On the -experience of "Vector Research,

Incorporated (VR.,- in developing and using-differential- models in numerous

3 military-studies-including studies of specific fire supPort requirements

and roles. The remainder of the paper is organized as-follows. Section

2.0 consists of az brief discussion of forerunner of the differential °

Smodels,, namely the Lanchester-the6ry of combat, and the battalion level

differential combat -model-s developed by VRI. Section--3.0 is devoted

3 to a discussion of VRI's current approach-to fire support processes in

combat-models and-addresses the critical elements of the-processes and the

means chosen to-Arepresent these elements. -Section 4.0 -is a description of

I VECTOR-2, a theater level combined arms model under development at VRI.
The description is- included to illustrat -the degred to-which fire support

is modeled in a large scale model and to-serve as a possible basis upon

which future analytic needs can-be defined.i
I
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2.0 BACKGROUND-

In their simplest forms the equations proposedvby Lanchester (1916) 1
to represent combat are as follows:

dx -ay I

2=-bx
dt

and

dxd= -axy

-bxy
dt

where I
x = the number of Blue survivors at time t,

y = the number of Red survivors at time t,

a = the rate-at-which a single Red element attrits Blue elements, and

b = the rate at-which a single Blue element attrits Red elements.

The first two equations are usually-described as representing the "square I
law" and are appropriate for aimed fire and negligible target acquisition

times, while the third and fourth equations are described as representing J
the "linear law"o-and are appropriate for area fire in which target acqui-

sition times are relatively larger than times to destroy acquired tgets

and are inversely-proportional to target density. -(For a more complete

discussion ofthe Lanchester models see Weiss [1957]).

I
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Although the simplicity of the Lanchester model is attractive, it

can rarely be applied to produce real-istic results for analyses of questions

involv.ing-modern-weapons systems, force structures-and tactics. In par-

ticular the attrition rates, a and b above, which-were assumed constant

by Lanchester are in fact variable- and extremely complex functions of the

Istate of the battle at any given time. Moreover, studies-of the dynamics

Sof combat-have indicated that the-categorization oF lethality medanisms

into either linear or square forms is incomplete, since there are mechanisms

in which, for example, the attrition produced by a single weapon system

is not proportional to the-number of targets-but depends upon this-number

in a compl-icated-way. As a: consequence,, a 'class of ccmbat-models has

u been developed which-most properly might be designated differential models

of which the Lanchester models are a special- case. VRI has- been and is

I currently engaged in research on differential models of combat; this research

and some of its results, are described below-I
2. 1 The Differdntial AMthodology

In a broad sense the-primary objective-of our -research- is in the

development-of analytic structures that can-be used- to predict the

I history-of an engagement. Essential-ly, this-would-be a trajec-

tory or trace-of time, geometry, casualties, .and resources expended for

S-both forces. Measures of combat effectiveness such as the ratio of sur-

viving forces at the-objective, time to.overrun the objective, and the

amount of terrain controlled are then determined from-these desults of

:1 battle.

1-
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Ideally, there exists some functional relationship between the results

of battle and the initial numbers of forces, types and capabilities of

the weapons systems, the doctrine of employment, and the environment.

Thus, we would like to specify the function f shown below.

Numbers of Forces
R Types of Weapon Systems

fResults -Weapon Capabilities-ofB f Doctrine of Employment
Battl e- t (tactics, organization):

Envi ronment :1

Unfortunately, it i-s not, known- how to construct such a function -directly,

nor is there sufficient data to develop it empirically. Because of this,

we attempt to-approximate what happens in a small period- of time-during

the battle. That is-, for each side, it is hypothesized that -in- a:-short

period of time-

(1) locations change due Zo- tactical movement,

(2) weapon -systems are attrited by enemy -activity,

(3) resources are expended, and

(.4) personnel become casualties due to enemy activi-ty.V

Focusing on the loss of weapon systems and- persbnnel, it is assumed

that, if the state of the battle at the beginning of the small interval ]

is known, and the activity that takes place during the interval- is:known,

the rate at which weapons systems and -personnel are- attrited-during this

small interval- can be-predicted, It is because of this rate focus that -

the mathematical structure employed -to model the combat activity is that

of diffe'rential equations.

'Reserve commitment ahd resupply during the small interval -of ;time. are:
also possible but are omitted for presentation purposes.-I
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interest to note that research done on. comparing; deteministic and sto -
chastic formulations for the homogeneous-force case (cnly one force group

on each side) indicates-that the deterministic- formulations are reasonably I
good approximations of the expected number of-survivors if -there is a

small probability that either Side- is-ahnihiI_ated. Additionally, in

many defense studies that employ Monte- arlo - simulations-,. typically only I
-the expected results are considered in the-decis-ion-making process.

in t h IJutd ti na -m these- e i
nth t al- prog~a , thsd-ifferent ial- equations are

approximated, by the difference equations. _

mi (t + At)= max- mi-(t) -  n--(t)t-Anj(

for J - ,..- I --'- -I -

-n- (t + At); -max- -, :jt) - t

for j 4 ,2 - .I. J

where -At i-s the computational- time: step. The correpondence between-

-battle time and--spatial -distribution of foeces. dur-ing the battle is

obtained- from knowl-edge of the movement -patter.of al-l- Red: and Blue groups.
The attrition coefficients v AI-_and&' B)arem, as one-would expect,-|

complex :functions of the-weapon-capabfl-ites, target characteristics,

distribution, of the targets, afll:ocation produrs for-assi-gning weapons-

to targets. etc. -The model attempts toe-flect- -these complexities by

partitioning the- total- attrition _p0rocess- 4ntoifur distinct ones-:
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(V)- -thq- -effecti veness- of weapons systems whil-e -firing on l ive

targets ;.

(2)_ the allocation- procedure- of assitgn ingwmeapons -to targets';

1 ~3)- the inefficiency of fire when- other -than live tat-getsar

eng-aged-;. and-

(4). the e-ffect -of terrain- on- limiting- the% firing: activity and- on

-mobi-i-ty -of -the- system~s.-

The fi rst three ef fects are i ncl uded i n- the-- attrit-ion -coef f ici ent

j as

A. .()=a(r) e-. (r-). .(Cr)T
13 131- 13- 1

= I where
. (Ii-(r) = the- attrition rate-7-the -rate -at -which-,an- individual -system

in= the i -hBlue group -destroys- li.ve, I -gopRed targt

aran~rwe i t i s f iri ng at -them-,-

13-- -rl= - h&-a~lcaton th

7systems- assigned- to- f ire on the = -group -Red targets which
q ~are-at -ranger..t

I.. Cr) the _intelligence factorm--the ftprtion--of -the- 1 group

I firing- Blue-weapons alioca-tee-to -the j-h - Red- group which
lieth

are -actually -engaging J . group targets at-ranger.
Similar -defi niTtions -exist for conponent! -of thed trtincoeflicient,

B-;The: intelligen ce factor -has nhot -been- considerdd i n any appl-icatitn-s

I.to-date , i-Le.,i Ti. 1.0- for allI i-, j-.



The -terrain is incorporated in the model as if it were a map with

digitized properties of cencealment (line-of-sight),' cover,-terrain

roughness, etc. associated with each or pairs of locations. Values of

the attrition,-rates l(aij., ai) at any time during the-battle are determined-

from basic weapon performance descriptors which are interrelated in

attrition-rate submodels. For any weapon-target pair, the submodels deter-

mine the mean time which will be required for the firing system to kill

the target system, neglecting the possibility that the firer will be

killed during this period, but taking into account all the other conditions

of battle (including oxposure, movement, concealment, suppression, etc.).

The attrition rate is then taken to be the reciprocal of this mean time

to destroy the target. The attrition rate is discussed -below.

2.11 The Attrition Rate

Basic to- the differential model or theory of combat is the attrition-

rate, which is the rate at which a weapon 'system can destroy live targets

when it is firing-at them. In the classical-Lanchester theories, the

attrition rate has been assumed constant or 'state-dependent (dependent

on the numbers of surviving Red and Blue forces). The inability to obtain,1

other than by hindsight, a satisfactory estimate of the attrition rate for

future engagements has limited the use of classical- Lanchester theories

for plahning. However, [Bonder and Farrell, 19701 have developed such a

means of predicting-attrition rates for aWide-spectrum of weapon systems.

!An exception to this statement is the version of the differential models
in-the-VECTOR -series of theater campaign models, which incorporates
random-variations in terrainiVine-of-sight.
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In their developments, the attrition rate is assumed to be dependent

on a multitude of physical parameters of a weapon systen,; which describe

-its capabilities in such areas as acquisition, firing accuracy, delivery

rate, and warhead lethality. This dependence gives rise to two distinct

variations in the attrition rate--variation with range to the target and

chance variation at any specific range.1 A mathematical structure of

heterogeneous-force combat which includes the range and chance variations

a explicitly cannot be analyticaI-y solved with--existing mathematical- tech-

niques. For this reason-we [ave suppressed the explicit chance variation

and used average attrition rites. In -this formulation we can consider the

range variation of the attrittion rate explicitly -and somewhat independently

:of the chance variation--at each specific rangepto the target.

Initially, the attrition rate at each: range" was defined to be the

arithmetic mean or expected value of the attritJon-rate random variable-.

[Barfoot, 1969] suggested that a more appropriate definition, of the

attrition rate, when a -single value is used at a specific range, is -the

-harmonic mean of the attr-0iion-rate random variable. The appropriateness

of this definition for use in tr: differential: equation model of combat is

seen below.

Consider i ohomogeneous-force battle in whicho the initial numbers -of

Blue and Red forces are sufficiently large so that neither is totally-

annhilated. Each Blue -weapon -system is erfgaged in- a -renewal process of

attriting: targets, i.e., the times between kil s are independent and-

1 -For clarity of discussion, variations in the-attrition rate due to-changes
in- target posture, environmental effect, etc.., -which can be included in-
the model, are not presented.

f:
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identically -distributed= r .,ariables. -From Blackwellt's theorem I

[Parzen, 1962]- we -have -

Tim Pr[re-twal in (t, t + dt)] dt

t4_~i

where j
v the expucted inter-enewal time.

Therefore-, the expeoted number _.f Red kill:s in (t, t -+ dt) is i
I

E[nt'mber of Red -kills in (t,_ t + dt)] = mdt

The differential equation-homhogeaeous-force -model of combat states thet

An = E[number. of:Red kills in _(t,- t + dt)_-] I

= Cimdt. (2)-

-Comparison of (I) and '2)- -suggests that c be defined- as 1/4.. -More generally,
the definitioh-of the attrition rate to use,(-for a specific range) in the

-differential: equation structure of heterogeneous-force combat is j
def _ I +

Cij(at range _r) = E[T1.. lr

where II
EE-Lr.--r the expected timie for a -s-ingle Blue system-:.of the. ith-

-[ 1r -tte exetIe

group tc destroy a passive j: group Red target, given

the target at-range .. j

- I
_ _
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This definition for an average value of the z..tri'ion rate at range r is

equivalent to the harmonic mean of the attrition rate when it is viewed

as a random variable at range r. This definition Iso leads naturally

to defining the range variation of the attrition rate as the variatiol

in the reciprocal of E[T Ijr] as the range i the target changes." The

i range variatinn is called the attrition-raz- function and is de'oted by

L i.(.r), as used in the differential equation structure of combat.13 '

Based on the above discussions, research on attrition rates has

been concerned primarily with the development of time to kill probability

distiibutions and their expected values for a spectrum of weapon systems.

UThe distribution for the time-to-kill random variable is developed by

consideration of the number of rounds expended to achieve the kill.

Thus, the amount of ammunition resources expende? can be obtained directly

I for a specific combat attivity. Essentially, what is done is to take the

physical process of the duel (which is basic to Monte Carlo s-mul :'ons)

IF and model the dynamics of this process mathematically.

To ensure that the attrition rates developed are general, a taxonomy

of weapons systems that is not dependent on physical hardware characteristics

(such as caliber) was developed. Rather, the taxonomy reflects character-

istics of weapons systems that would affect the methods used in predicting

I the attrition rates.

IThe taxonomy is shown in figure 2.1. Weapon systems are first classi-

fied by their lethality characteristics as having either impacL-to-kill

I mechanisms or area-lethality effects. Within each of these categories,

we have found it useful to further classify weapon systems on the basis of

I
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FIGURE 2.1: WEAPON SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION FOR THE

DEVELOPMENT OF ATTRITION RATES

LETHALITY MECHANISM:

1. IMPACT

2. AREA

FIRE DOCTRINE

I. REPEATED SINGLE SHOT:*I
a) WITHOUT FEEDBACK CONTROL OF AIM POINT

b) WITH FEEDBACK ON IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING ROUND (MARKOV FIRE)

c) WITH COMPLEX FEEDBACK

2. BURST FIRE:

a) WITHOUT AIM CHANGE OR DRIFT -IN OR BETWEEN BURSTS

b) WITH AIR DRIFT IN BURSTS, AIM REFIXED TO ORIGINAL AIM POINT

FOR EACH BURST

c) WITH AIM DRIFT, RE-AIM BETWEEN BURSTS

3. MULTIPLE-TUBE FIRING: FEEDBACK SITUATIONS (la, b, c)
a) SALVO OR VOLLEY

4. MIXED-MODE FIRING:

a) ADJUSTMENT FOLLOWED BY MULTIPLE-TUBE FIRE
*b) ADJUSTMENT FOLLOWED BY BURST FIRE

I tI
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their methods of using firing- information to control the system aim point

and their-delivery characteristics, i.e., the firing doctrine employed.

-Methods have been developed [Bonder and Farrell, 1970]-that-allow

the prediction of attrition rates for-many of the weapon systems shown

in th--taxonomy. The. first cases :analyzed involved single-tube firings

in which -launch of a projectile otcurred only after the observation of

j the effects of the preceding round. These are called "repeated single-

shot" doctrines in our schema, and-are Sometimes- called "shoot-look-shoot"

S-doctrines by other analysts. Analyses have been undertaken of two sub.-

classes: (1) those in which no use is made of information obtained from-

observations and (2) those in which-the observations are treated-distinctly

I dependingon whether they are-a hit or a- miss, 
leading to different types

of correction in aim point for these- two- cases. This subclass- is- called

I "Markov -fire." A completely general time-to---ll probabi-li-ty distribution

for Mar-kov- fire systems has been- -deveToped. Weapon system parameters that

are included explicitly in the distribution a.e shown in figure-.2:.2.

Methods -of predicting these parameters from basic hardware consmiderations

are well- -known.

The more complex doctrines involving "multiple-tube firings" and

"burst fire," have been analyzed separately. These are classes of systems

for which the projectiles may be launched before observation of previous

round- effects. Burst-fire cases analyzed include those in which rounds

are aIY identical with respect to-accuracy (no drifting or control-led
Salteratio of the aim~ point) and those in which the accuracies -of rounds

within -a :burst vary, but the bursts are resi ghted to the same aim point.

II
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I their methods of using firing information to control the system aim point

and their delivery characteristics, i.e., the firing doctrine employed.

Methods have been developed [Bonder and Farrell, 1970] that allow

the prediction of attrition rates for many of the weapon systems shown

in the taxonomy. The first cases analyzed involved single-tube firings

in which launch of a projectile occurred only after the observation of

Rthe effects of the preceding round. These are called "repeated single-

shot" doctrines in our schema, and are sometimes called "shoot-look-shoot"

doctrines by other analysts. Analyses have been undertaken of two sub--

classes: (1) those in which no use is made of information obtained from

observations and (2) those in which the observations are treated distinctly

gdepending on whether they are a hit or a miss, leading to different types
of correction in aim point for these two cases. This subclass is called

"Markov fire." A completely general time-to-kill probability distribution

T for Markov fire systems has been developed. Weapon system parameters that

are included explicitly in the distribution a.-e shown in figure 2.2.

Methods of predicting these parameters from basic hardware considerations

are well known.

!_ The more complex doctrines involving "multiple-tube firings" and

"burst fire," have been analyzed separately. These are classes of systems

for which the projectiles may be launched before observation of previous

round effects. Burst-fire cases analyzed include those in which rounds

are all identical with respect to accuracy (no drifting or controlled

alteration of the aim point) and those in which the accuracies of rounds

within a burst vary, but the bursts are resighted to the same aim point.

! . .
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IAll present analyses have been based on fixed-length bursts. The complex

case in which bursts are re-aimed on the basis of observation has not

been analyzed.

Analyses have been conducted of multiple-tube firing cases, and it

has been determined that the attrition rate for both volley and salvo

fire may be represented by the same formulae. The method developed con-

siders a weapon system which, perhaps not knowing the exact location of

targets, fires indirectly into an area with a projectile that delivers

damage-producing effects over part of the area. Parameters included in

the method are shown in figure 2.3. Each of these parameters can be pre-

I dicted from basic hardware characteristics of weapons systems and targets.

2.2 Battalion Level Models and Fire Support Analyses

VRI has applied differential models of battalion task force level

Jcombat in a wide variety of studies. The computational efficiency of the

models and the high resolution present have been proved valuable in analyzing

isuch topics as the role of attack and scout helicopters, anti-tank and
tank weapon systems, the effect of terrain line of sight variations, and

the effectiveness of the cannon launched guided projectile (CLGP). The

full extent of systems, processes and environmental variables that have

been incorporated are illustrated in figures 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 respectively.

However, in analysis of fire support mix questions, the differential models

T Idescribed above are not used in a stand alone mode but form a component

of larger models. The nature of this approach and the rationale for its

Iuse are described in the next section.

]
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FIGURE 2.3: FACTORS CONSIDERED IN ATTRITION RATE FOR

INDIRECT, AREA-FIRE WEAPONS

WEAPON AIMING AND BALLISTIC ERRORS

TARGET LOCATION ERRORS

WEAPON FIRING RATE

VOLLEY DAMAGE-PATTERN RADIUS

TARGET DISTRIBUTION

TARGET RADIUS

TARGET POSTURE

PRO3ABILITY THAT THE TARGET IS DESTROYED GIVEN IT T-

COVERED BY DAMAGE PATTERN

1'
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FIGURE 2.4: THE DIFFERENTIAL MODELS: SYSTEMS INCLUDED

ITANKS, INCLUDING SECONDARY ARMAMENT
APC'S, INCLUDING MULTIPLE ARMAMENT SYSTEMS

I
ANTI-TANK GUNS AND MISSILES

ASSAULT GUNS

HEAVY MACHINE GUNS

MORTARS

RIFLE SQUAD WEAPONS, INCLUDING

LIGHT AND MEDIUM MACHINE GUNS

GRENADE LAUNCHERS

MIXED-MODE WEAPONSI
RIFLES

CONVENTiONAL, ICM, AND LASER-GUIDED ARTILLERY

ATTACK HELICOPTERS WITH

AUTOMATIC WEAPONS

ROCKETS

COMMAND-GUIDED MISSILES

SELF-GUIDED MISSILES

LASER-GUIDED MISSILES

ROCKET OR MISSILE ARTILLERY

FIXED-WING TACTICAL AIRCRAFT WITH CONVENTIONAL OR ADVANCED ORDNANCE

AIR DEFENSE GUNS AND MISSILES

LAND MINES, INCLUDING SCATTERABLE MINES

JEEP AND TRUCK MOUNTED WEAPONS

KLASER DESIGNATORS
£
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FIGURE 2.4: THE DIFFERENTIAL MODELS: SYSTEMS INCLUDED

(ConcZuded)

TARGET ACQUISITION SYSTEMS, WHETHER GRUUND OR AIR BASED, INCLUDING OPTICAL

AND OTHER ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEMS AND SEISMIC, AUDIO, AND OTHER

SYSTEMS

SMOKE OR OTHER OBSCURANT AEROSOL, HOWEVER DELIVERED

I

!

I1

-I

I
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FIGURE 2.5: THE DIFFERENTIAL MODELS: PROCESSES MODELLED

ACQUISITION, "SERIAL" OR "PARALLEL," INCLUDING FALSE ACQUISITIONS,

ACQUISITIONS OF DEAD TARGETS, AND MIS-IDENTIFICATION (AND LOSS OF

ACQUISITION)

TARGET SELECTION, INCLUDING CRITERIA FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF LOW-PRIORITY

TARGETS (AN APPROXIMATE MINIMAX TARGET SELECTION PROCESS IS AVAILABLE

IN ADDITION TO DESCRIPTIVE MODELS)

f AIMING, ROUND SELECTION, AND MODE-OF-FIRE SELECTION, INCLUDING FIRE

ADJUSTMENT PROCESSES

IFIRING, DIRECT AND INDIRECT: SINGLE ROUNDS, VOLLEY, AND BURST; ADJUSTED
AND UNADJUSTED; BALLISTIC ORDNANCE, COMMAND-GUIDED ORDNANCE, SELF-

GUIDED ORDNANCE, ILLUMINATION-GUIDED ORDNANCE; ETC.

ORDNANCE LETHALITY, IMMEDIATE OR DELAYED, AGAINST WEAPON SYSTEM HARDWARE

OR CREW, INCLUDING MULTIPLE DAMAGE STATES (WHICH MAY INVOLVE DAMAGE

U TO ONLY ONE COMPONENT OR SUB-SYSTEM OF THE WEAPON SYSTEM, SUCH AS A

MOBILITY KILL OR A PARTIAL FIREPOWER KILL)

MANEUVER

DELIBERATE DETERMINISTIC OR STOCHASTIC USE OF LOCAL TERRAIN OR VEGETATION

FOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO SUPPRESSION

IBY ARTILLERY OR DIRECT FIRES

I COMMUNICATION OF TARGET ACQUISITION INFORMATION BETWEEN WEAPON SYSTEMS

DAMAGE RECOVERY, INCLUDING RE-MANNING OF A WEAPON SYSTEM WHICH HAS SUFFERED

j A CREW KILL

MINEFIELD ENCOUNTER, INCLUDING INITIAL ENCOUNTER ATTRITION, ATTRITION

DURING REORGANIZATION (IF ANY), CLEARING OR PASSAGE TACTICS DECISION,

Tl
i.I
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FIGURE 2.5: THE DIFFERENTIAL MODELS: PROCESSES MODELED

(ConcZuded)

MANEUVER ALTERATIONS FOR CLEARING, PASSAGE, OR ATTEMPTED BYPASSING,

AND ATTRITION BY MINES DURING PASSAGE, CLEARING, ETC.

AEROSOL GENERATION AND CONSEQUENT ACQUISITION AND ILLUMINATION

ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

I
II

j!
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FIGURES 2.6: THE DIrcERENTIAL MODELS: ENVIRONMENTAL SUB-MODELS

DETERMINISTIC TERRAIN AND VEGETATION

DETERMINISTIC ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSIVITY AND ABSORPTION

(DETERMINISTIC METEROLOGICAL VISIBILITY)

DETERMINISTIC LINES. OF-SIGHT (FUNCTIONS OF DETERMINISTIC TERRAIN AND

VEGETATION)

STOCHASTICALLY DESCRIBED TERRAIN AND/OR VEGETATION

DETERMINISTIC TERRAIN AND/OR VEGETATION DETERMINED AS A SAMPLE FROM A

STOCHASTIC TERRAIN

OBSCURATION PRODUCED BY COMBAT ACTIVITIES (MOVEMENT AND FIRING, ETC.)

STOCHASTIC OBSCURATION

DETERMINISTIC BACKGROUNDS AND ILLUMINATIONS AS FUNCTIONS OF LOCATION

jSTOCHASTIC BACKGROUNDS
DETERMINISTIC CLOUD HEIGHTS AND LOCATIONS

STOCHASTIC CLOUDS

Im

U

fU
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3.0 CURRENT METHODOLOGY

The differential models described in the previous section serve pri-

marily as high resolution models of direct fire combat in maneuver unit

engagements. Although forms of differential models have been used to

calculate the results of brigade or division level combat in a single set

of equations, we at VRI prefer to model combat at the brigade or division

level as consisting of a set of company or battalion level actions that

occur in sequence and/or in parallel, with each action modeled by means

of an appropriate differential model. There are various reasons behind

this approach, among the most important are the need to adequately repre-

sent command and control of maneuver units in a division or brigade engage-

ment and the need to represent the dynamic changes in the demands on and

availability of components of the combat process of which fire support is

perhaps the best example. Accordingly, a series of models have been

deyeloped by VRI which are differential models in the sense that direct

fire enqagements are modeled via high resolutior differential models of

company or battalion level combat within an overall structure that incor-

porates deterministic or expected value models of other battlefield

processes. In this fashion a high degree of resolution is achieved in
representing the spatial and temporal interactions Letween the entities and

processes which comprise a battle or a campaign.

In conducting analyses of fire support mixes the inclusion of spatial

and temporal interactions is critical. Due to the long-range effectiveness

of the weapon systems in a fire support mix, the impact of fire support is

not eeerl'icted to a single location on the battlefield; the targets of a

battery or an aircraft sortie could at one instz-t be an engaged threat
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and at the next instant a weapon system or concentration a substantial

distance behind the FEBA. The impact of fire support may be immediate in

the case of final protective fires, of intermediate duration in the case

of suppression of threat air defense systems or delay on a reserve maneuver

unit moving to the front or of long duration in the case of the destruction

of supplies or transportation resources.

The fire support system must simultaneously deal with spatially

separated targets of possibly critical importance; in certain situations

the number of targets requiring fires may exceed the number of fire support

resources available. Furthermore, the fire support mix is itself subject

nU to attrition and suppression by counter-battery fires in the case of

artillery; by air defense systems in the case of close air support, both

fixed wing and helicopter. Based on these characteristics of the fire

support process, it can be argued that analyses of fire support mixes must

at some point include the examination of the contribution of the mixes to

engagements of at least brigade and more properly division size, of suffi-

cient duration to permit assessment of the impact of the long term effects

of fire support missions and possible threat responses directed at the

fire support resources.

S3.1 GeneraZ Approach

E l VRI has constructed a number of models of combat at the brigade,

division and theater levels which have ac their basis differential models

of engagements between maneuver units. Our general approach to modeling

j combat in these scenarios has two basic components: the concept of the

state space and the concept of process models. The state space consists

M -
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of those variables whose values completly describe the battlefield

at any given instant, together with variaules whose values suffice to

permit the calculaticn of the future course of combat. In the first

category are variables describing the numbers and locations of different

weapon systems, their organization, their activities, etc., while the

second category includes variables describing such things as target lists,

plans and intenLions, etc. The state space is frequently thought of as

consisting of the information Lhat would constitute a "snapshot" of Lhe

battlefield, together with information describing intended behavior or

courses of action. (Historical information is also included as input to

tactical decision making.)

To calculate the changes in the values of elements of the state space

that occur as a consequence of activities on the battlefield process models

are used. The differential models of maneuver unit combat are the fore-

most example of process models, others include supply and ammunition con-

sumption, target acquisition, tactical decision making, air to grouna

firepower, etc. Inputs to process models include not only state variable

values, but also performance and/or environmental data. The key character-

istic of VRI's approach to both state space and process models is that,

insofar as is possible, state space variables and data are based upon

experimentally or doctrinally verifiable quantities. Such concepts as

"firepower score" are not used.

Within the state space/process model approach to modeling combat,

it is possible to achieve efficiency in operat on without substantial

degradation of resolution by logically selecting state variables that -an

represent aggregates rather than single entities and by calling upon process

______...._ ........___.___90___ _- __ _ __________- r_-___-___....
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models to calculate the effects of activities with a frequency consistent

with the impact of these activities on the spatial dnd temporal inter-

a'ctions on the battlefield. Thus for example, the location of batteries

of artillery (rather than single tubes) is sometimes assumed to be

described by a distribution, and the effects of fire support on rear

area targets may be calculated less frequently than the effects of fires

in a maneuver unit combat. The governing factor in selecting either

aggregation policies or intervals for calculation of effects is the

necessity of representing the possibly simultaneous interactions between

entities and activities on the battlefield.

3.2 Fire Support' Proce3ses
U -

In the context of the general approach to modeling large scale combat

If activities, two major components must be formulated to properly represent

fire support, namely state space variables and process models. The state

space variables describe the components of the fire support mix, their

nstatus, activities and intentions, whiie the process models describe the

activities of the fire support mix and its interactions with the total

combat process. Needless to say, the attrition and suppression of elements

of a fire support mix are critical to any analysis of the course of a battle

or campaign in which such a mix is employed. In this paper we will

discuss these problems only briefly and then from the point of view of the

causative agent rather than the target.

Typically we have described the elements of a fire support mix in

large scale models in terms of state space variables which represent

numbers, location, status and activity. In some cases where location is

II
_______________________________________________________________________.__...__. -.......
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not sufficient to indicate ownership, a further descriptor is used, e.g.,

to describe the use of corps artillery in support of a specific division

or brigade. It is possible in the mlodels to represent variable numbers

of different types of artillery, fixed wing aircraft and helicopters,

together with different ordnance loads. Aggregation at the battery

or flight level is generally used, and positional information is repre-

sented in terms of distributions over areas associated with specified

levels or organization, i.e., division or brigade artillery, or the position

of a flight of aircraft on the ingress, target area or egress portion of

the flight path. Provision has been made to represent suppression of

artillery batteries and to indicate unavailability due to movement.

A second set UF state space variables is ised to describe targets for

fire support .,,;ssi1's. Inventories are mafr;.ained of targets by type,

location and activity. Target types refer to both composition and behavior.

A number of generic categories is supplied within the model and the user

provides information of the elements making up the target, their deployment

and their behavior. This information ccnstitutes data used as input to

both target detection and attrition processes.

The final set of state space variables directly associated with fire (
support is that which describes the target acquisition resources. Again,

inventories of these resources are maintained by type and location. Where

appropriate location is implicitly used to define the unit to which a i

target acquisition resource reports its acquired targets. Target acquisition

resources are subject to attrition and suppression.

Three different process models are directly associated with fire

support activities:
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1 ( target acquisition,

(2) target allocation, and

(3) delivery.

These models are used, as described above, to calculate dynamic changes

in state space variable values and thus to represent interactions between

elements of the fire support mix and other entities and activities on the

battlefield. The target acquisition model, based on the classic non-

homogeneous Poisson process model of detection, produces the expected number

of acquired targets characterized by type, location and type of resource

making the acquisition. The expected number of targets acquired is a function

Iof target types and numbers, range between target and sensor, line of

sight properties, target composition and behavior, environment and the

duration of the search period. Provision has been made for sensors which

operate intermitantly and for sensors that "hold" an acquired target

after detection. Target reports are generated from target acquisitions

Lto represent non-identification and the reporting of targets is delayed to

reflect processing and communication.

The output of the target acquisition process model is an array of the

expected number of acquired targets by type and location. This array which

changes dynamically as further acquisitions are reported and as missions

are fired, is the primary input to the target allocation process model.

This model represents the decision making process which assigns targets

to elements, e.g., batteries and flights, of the fire support mix. It

has been our practice at VRI to base the logic of target allocation upon

current doctrine rather than to attempt in any way to "optimize" the fireI
I
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support process. The target allocation process model is extremely flexible

in this regard and logic has been designed which incorporates such vari-

ables as the number, type and location of reported targets, the lengths

of time since acquisition, the CEP of the reporting sensor, the number and

type of fire support resources available, current missions and ammunition

and/or fuel constraints. The outputs of the rule specify 4hich elements

of the fire support mix fire on which targets and also specify the type

and amount of ordnance to be delivered. A further delay representing

processing and communication is assessed in the target allocation model.

The calculation of attrition and initiation of suppression is accomplished

by the delivery model, which also schedules the attrition to account for

delays caused by battery preparation and flight times. The quantity calcu-

lated is the expected amount of attrition as a function of actual target

composition (as distinguished from the reported target) and amount and type

of ordnance delivered. As the duration of the period between acquisition

and delivery is available in the model, the effects of target movement,

target location and delivery efforts are incorporated into attrition calcula-

tions. Suppression is generally represented by a decrease in firing rate,

ranging fri complete suppression to a fraction of the normal rate of fire.

The duration of suppression is a function of the time since last ordnance

delivery.

3.3 Advantages of the DifferentiaL Models

As discussed earlier, it is our belief that combat models at the

brigade or division level are necessary for fire support mix studies, and
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that these models must be capable of representing the complex spatial and

temporal interactions that take place in combat. The differential based

models in which maneuver unit combat is modeled by means of differential

methods and other modeling techniques are used where appropriate to repre-

sent other battlefield dctivities, appear to offer several advantages.
PI

The first of these is the high resolution available. Without exception

the methods used in the differential based models provide greater resolu-

tion than any other deterministic method. The only other methodology

with which a comparable resolution is possible is that of a highly detailed

Monte Carlo simulation. It can be argued that this latter meth)od is more

expensive in terms of both development and use, and that it pv.se problems

in terms of transparency, i.e., it may be difficult to connect c.use and

effect using the Monte Carlo approach. In addition to efficiency and

transparency, the differential models have proven to be remarkably flexible

and can be quickly and easily modified to reflect new we-apon systems and

tactics, or to increase or decrease resolution as requirec, by aggregation

or disaggregation of entities, processes or time.

There r ,,ain, of course, problems in differential models but these

fare for the most part common to all combat models. These problems might
Lm

be best described as those associated with battisj"ield processes which

iare not adequately understood. Suppression is one such process; the genera-

tion of target reports from target element detections is another. It is

clear also that although a substantial amount of informatinn can be obtained

in the area of target allocation, actu2 procedures vary from organization

to organization and from officer to officer. Until more detailed knowledge

becomes available on these processes, approximtions must be used to

rZYI
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represent their effects. In the mean time the sensitivity of combat results

to different approximations can be determined.

A |
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$ 4.0 THE VECTOR-2 THEATER-LEVEL COMBINED ARMS SIMIULATION

This section is intended to illustrate the range and scope of differ-

ential based models of combat. Perhaps the largest such model currently

available, VECTOR-2, is described. It is not suggested that this model be

used for fire support studies per se, but the model is an example of what

can be accomplished using the differential model approach.

VECTOR-2 is a two-sided theater-level combined arms simulation model.

The model is deterministic, i.e., it produces a single engagement history

for theater-level engagements of durations ranging up to 100 days. The two

fbasic elements of the model structure are the concepts of a state space

and a set of process models. The state space utilized in the model consists

of a set of variables which describe the current status of all elements on

Ii the theater battlefield at any given instar.t during the course of a campaign.

In addition, the state space includes variables which contain sufficient

information to predict the immediate future of the campaign. As an illus-

tration of this concept, consider a battalion task force on the FEBA involved

in direct fire combat with an enemy unit. State space variables used in

VECTOR-2 to describe such a task force include:

(1) the composition of the task force in terms of numbers of weapon

fj systems of up to 12 types;

(2) the deployment of the weapon systems including movement;

(3) the proportion of the weapon systems firing on specific

enemy weapon system types and groups (including the targets

of organic air defense weapons);

(4) the intention of the task force (i.e., assault on a defensive

position, holJ or, a defensive position, delay or withdraw);

7-7.
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i
(5) target acquisition and firing doctrine employed by weapon system

type;

(6) targets reported by the task force to the fire support coordi-

nation center;

(7) task force perception of enemy order of battle;

(8) commander to whom the task force commander reports,

(9) intensity of communications from task force to fire support

coordination center;

(10) characteristics of and distance to task force objective;

(11) weather;

(12) mobility characteristics of terrain;

(13) intervisibility characteristics of terrain; ?nd

(14) presence of attack helicopters in a fire support role.

The extent of the portion of the state space required to describe a

battalion task force in direct fire combat is a consequence of VRI's

philosophy of aggregating only in those processes in which significant

effects and outcomes are not masked by aggregation. Rather than aggre-

gate effects, VRI chose to include and dynamically keep track of explicit

representations of force elements, environment and processes in terms of

measureble physical and behavioral variables. This choice in turn makes

possible the clear definition of data requirements and subsequent ease of

modification of weapon system types, capabilities, and employment doctrines.

The introduction of new processes, or elements, or the enrichment of

current processes or elements in the VECTOR series of models usually

results in the addition of states to the state space. The selection of

these states is based on the level of detail and aggregation selected for

77S
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I
the process introduced or enriched and the need to maintain a consistent

level of detail throughout the model. Thus, for example, the addition of

command and control to VECTOR-l as part of the development of VECTOR-2 led

to a different and finer representation of model time which in turn led

to a much more detailed description of close air support aircraft. States

were added to indicate airborne or airbase alert, specific nrdii,,ae load,

ingress, egress, target area activity, and endurance. Delivery delcy times

were explicitly represented in the state space togethe, with decision state

variables to represent the employment of CAS in those cases where the rumber

of sorties available did not meet missions demanded.

All interactions between elements of the combined arms forces involved

on both Blue and Red sides in VECTOR-2 are reflected in changes of the

values of state space variables. These changes of values are determined

via process models which calculate the effects of current activities on

state variables. These process models range in complexity from a single

priority scheme to describe the order in which a field artillery battery

engages acquired targets to a comprehensive differential model of battalion

task force direct fire combat or a detailed model of the effects (attrition)

produced by the delivery of ordnance by a CAS aircraft on a maneuver unit

target.

Process models in VECTOR-2 were selected on the basis of a number of

factors. The first of these deals with the level of detail required to

adequately model the effpcts of the process on state space variables.

The second deals with interaction between processes and may be thought of

as related to timing. Activities that are interacting instantaneously

must be treated simultaneously by appropriate models. Thus the evolution

of the VECTOR series of theater-level models can be characterized in one

__ !--
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respect as involving a continual decrease in the number of processes that

are decoupled from the combat viewed from the theater-wide perspective.

Subject to constraints imposed by computer storage and running time, some

activities whose effects are less immediate are calculated periodically,

but efforts have been directed toward the objective of including all

interactions simultaneously whenever feasible.

The description of VECTOR-2 that follows is intended to illustrate

the conceptual structure of state space and process models. The description

is organized as follows. Categories of state variables are discussed

first, including representation of

(1) battlefield, environment and time,

(2) forces,

(3) supplies, and

(4) plans and intentions.

Major process models incorporated in VECTOR-2 are then described, including:

(1) command, control, and communication;

(2) intelligence/target acquisition;

(3) firepower;

(4) logistics and supply; and

(5) movement.

Following the description of the model, some experience with VECTOR-Q and

VECTOR-I is described.

7- 77'
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4.1 Categories of State Variables

4.1.1 Representation of Battlefield, Environment, and Time

The theater-level battlefield in VECTOR-2 is divided into ten sectors

roughly corresponding to areas in which one or more US Army corps might

be deployed. Within a sector a further division of the battlefield is

made on the basis of military characteristics, into areas referred to as

combat arenas. Each sector has a fixed (for a particular model execution)

number of ribbons of combat arenas. The arenas themselves vary in terms

of width and depth. The width of an arena corresponds approximately to

the defensive front of a US Army battalion and is a function of terrain

characteristics. The depths of arenas are determined by the existence of

natural or manmade features which constitute objectives for combat forces;

the degree of correlation between objectives in adjacent arenas is speci-

j fied as are the characteristics of the objectives, e.g., river, urban

area, or hill. Defensible positions are represented internal to a combat

farena. An arena may contain any number of defensible positions spaced
at equal distances in depth subject to the constraint that the positions

are separated by the maximum range of direct fire weapons.

Within an arena both trafficability characteristics and intervisibility

characteristics are assumed to be homogeneous. The state variables for

trafficability and intervisibility for an arena can each take on one of

five values. Weather is represented in VECTOR-2 by a state variable for

each sector. This state variable may also take one of five values. Con-

j sequently, 125 different environments which impact on combat are represented

i VECTOR-2.

-1
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The representation of time in VECTOR.-2 reflects the need to calculate

simultaneously the effects of activities which interact instantaneously,

and at the same time to calculate efficiently the effects of activities for

which exact timing is not critical. Within a sector of the theater, time

is essentially continuous over a model time period (a user-selected dura-

tion, usually 12 or 24 hours). This continuity is accomplished by combina-

tions of a time step procedure, for those activities in which major

changes can occur in intervals of approximately 15 to 30 seconds duration,

and an event scheduling procedure, which schedules the calculation of

effects which are subject to delay in reality (e.g., delivery of fire

support), and the calculation of effects of activities periodically when

the effects of those activities are not immediate (e.g., arrival and dis-

tribution of supplies or replacements at corps level).

4.1.2 Representation of Forces

For each side the model considers maneuver forces at the FEBA, maneuver

forces in reserve, artillery forces, attack helicopters, air defense artil-

lery forces, tactical fixed wing air forces and services support forces.

Maneuver units, both at the FEBA and in reserve, can contain a user-selected

number of weapon system types. (Demonstration runs at VRI will employ

two types of tank systems, three types of anti-tank systems, ar-mored per-

sonnel carriers, infantry with heavy automatic weapons, mortars or similar

area fire weapons, infantry with basic rifle squad weapons, two types of

air defense weapons systems and attack helicopters.) Artillery forces will

contain up to four weapon system types together with associated personnel,
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attack helicopters will be of one type with personnel. Air defense

artillery forces can contain up to six different types and provision is

made for eight types of fixed wing aircraft with ten different ordnance

loads. Airbases of three different types are included in the model,

together with shelters and support personnel. Service support forces
4m

consist of personnel only. The model continually keeps track of the number

of weapon systems and personnel for both Red and Blue by maneuver unit.

The number of weapon systems are separately retained by type for artillery

forces, attack helicopter forces, air defense artillery forces, tactical

air forces and service support forces and are maintained according to that

element of the command &nd control hierarchy to which they belong or are

attacked. Also retained in this fashion are target acquisition resources:

up to fourteen types ranging, for example, from forward observers to early

warning radars.

4.1.3 Supplies Represented

Supplies of the following kinds are represented separately in the

model: ammunition for each maneuver unit weapon system type, ordnance

(in user-specified categories) for fixed wing aircraft, avaiation gasoline

and associated POL (for fixed-wing aircraft and attack helicopters), O0L

for ground systems, mines and a user-specified category, other supplies.

Ammunition is assigned (and bookkept by type) to units such as individual

tactical air forces, to sector (corps) stores, and to theater stores.

POL is similarly assigned to individual battalion task forces, to air

bases, sector stores and theater stores. The user-specified "other

supplies" are assigned to sector stores and to theater stores.

--- ----- + -§--- ---- -- -- - -. ..-- . . - - - - _- -- : = -
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4.1.4 Plans and Intentions

Among the most significant state variables within the VECTOR-2 state

space are those which describe the plans and intentions of the elements

of the ground forces command and control hierarchy, from theater to battalion

task force level, and the air force command and control hierarchy at

theater and flight levels. Essentially, plans and intentions are set by

tactical decision rules which correspond to decisions made at various

levels in the command and control hierarchy. Thus the plans and intentions

of one unit (e.g., a division) are used to organize subordinate units for

combat, to assign missions to these subordinate units and then to coordinate

units. Plans and intentions in the air portion of the model are used as

input to those decision processes which deploy aircraft to air bases, select

missions and organize aircraft for those missions, and govern the tactical

behavior of fixed wing aircraft. It is as a consequence of the interaction

between the plans and intentions of Red and Blue that activities occur in

the VECTOR-2 model.

In the preceding section the significant elements of the state space

of VECTOR-2 were briefly described. Each of these states are variables

in the model which may change with the passage of time. At any instant

the values of the variables represent a picture or "snashot" of the

battlefield and activities underway at that time. In addition to providing

this instantaneous picture, the state space is so structured as to provide

information which cause changes and the associated process models are now

described.
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4.2 Proceoses in VECTOR-2

4.2.1 Command, Control and Communication

In VECTOR-2 a command and control hierarchy is explicitly represented.

As a consequence, for any unit both superior and subordinates are identified,

together with the decisions which are made by the commander of the unit.

Both the command and control hierarchy and the above decisions may differ

between Red and Blue or within sectors on Red and Blue sides.

The conceptual basis selected for the C3 process model in VECTOR-2

isthat of a feedback control system. in such a system a desired state

of thE world, or reference input, is compared to an observed state of the

world, or feedback signal. As a consequence of this comparison, control

elements are applied when necessary to produce, insofar as is possible, an

observed state of the world which conforms to the desired state. In a

broad sense control is necessary when the system is disturbed by undesired

input. Further complications arise because of time lags and/or inaccura-

cies and/or omissions in the feedback signal and because of time lags in

the application of control elements.
i3

The analogy between the feedback control system and the C3 process

proceeds as follows. A commander is assigned a mission corresponding to

a reference input or desired state of the world, e.g., to hold a position,

to destroy an enemy formation or to assault and take a position. The com-

mander examines the "system" in which he must function based on intelli-

gence estimates of the enemy, estimates of the capabilities of his own

forces and other factors which could be 5aid to make up the commander's

perceived state of the world, perceived because information, about the
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enemy in particular, may be incomplete and/or inaccurate. Based upon a

comparison of the mission and current situation, the commander allocates

resources to accomplish the mission or to bring the perceived state of

the world into agreement with the desired state of the world.

The structure described above is sufficieotly broad to be applied

to C at all levels of the C3 hierarchy; that is, from squad to theater

level. The significant differences between levels may be related primarily

to the size of the system considered by the military decision maker at any

specific level, the resources available to that decision maker, and the

time frame within which the decision maker can act to bring resources to

bear within the system. A further characteristic of the C3 process that

should be noted is that application of control elements at one level

results in the specification of a desired state of the world for C3 elements

subordinate to that level.

A diagram of the C3 process viewed in the context of a feedback con-

trol system is given in figure 4.1. Note that a similar but not

necessarily identical structure will exist for the enemy. For purposes

of illustration consider a specific level or echelon within the C3 hierarchy.

At that echelon missions are assigned via a communications system by a

higher echelon. The military decision maker compares the mission with

knowledge of the enemy (intelligence estimates), knowledge of the combat

environment (terrain, weather, etc.) and knowledge of his own forces and -i
then assigns missions to his subordinate elements. These assignments are

communicated via the communications system. W'hen and if combat begins,

the decision maker receives, again via the communications system, information

from his own forces as to thier progress toward completing the mission as

I ;
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well as intelligence estimates of enemy action which is stalling or contri-

butiig to that progress. Upon receipt of this information the decision

maker can utilize his own resources or request other resources to make the

dynanics of the combat correspond to his desired goals, i.e., as a conse-

quence of feedback, control elements are applied.

In VECTOR-2 the desired state of the world, or reference input in

control theory terminology, will consist of an assigned mission or, in

the case of dynamic combat, of a set of parameter values which describe

that combat. The perceived state of the world will consist of three

elements. Knowledge of the enemy will be provided via an intelligence

model. Knowledge of the combat environment, i.e., environmental parameters

not subject to human control, will be provided via a data based description

of the scenario. Finally, knowledge of own forces will also be available

subject to delay caused by communications. Elements of information flow

on feedback loops will be subject to choice by the model user; time delays

associated with both decision making and implementation of decisions, i.e.,

the issuing of orders, will be represented. Significantly, this approach

will enable the user of VECTOR-2 to examine different C3 structures and to

examine the effects of incomplete or delayed information on the decision-

making process carried out by these C structures in addition to the

effects of time delays during the transmission of orders.

The primary structural component of the C3 process model in VECTOR-2

is the tactical decision rule. A tactical decision rule is a computer

subroutine which models a decision-making process. With reference to the

above description of the structure of the command and control process, the

inputs to a tactical decision rule consist of state variables in the
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model which describe the desired state of the world; for example, mission

or desired supply levels at subordinate units. Also constituting inputs

to the rule are state variables which describe the perceived state of the

*world in three subcategories: those state variables which represent

intelligence estimates of enemy characteristics and strength, those state

4variables which describe the environment such as terrain, weather, etc.
4and those state variables which describe friendly resources, including

strengths, dispositions and supply levels. Within the rule the desired

and perceived states of the world are compared via decision logic which is

in some cases augmented by a data base inherent only to the decision rule.

The result of the comparison, a detection, is then implemented by changing

the values of state variables which form the output of the decision rule.

The subroutine structure selected for tactical decision rules in

the VECTOR model series provides a number of advantages. First, the rules

can be easily altered by simply replacing a subroutine, facilitating the

study of different decision thresholds or completely different decision

logic (i.e., different employment doctrines). Secondly, the tactical

decision rules in VECTOR-2 are inherently extremely flexible since, in

NJ addition to their role in which the values of specified state variables

must be set, they can be used to incorporate new processes and pffects

to the model. This latter feature is a consequence of the subroutine

structure in which the subroutine has access to almost all state variables

in the state space. Hence if a new activity is to be investigated, rather

that modify or augment the entire program, the activity can be represented

in an appropriate tactical decision rule.

----- ------
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Before presenting a representative list of decisions modeled via

tactical decision rules, it is useful to briefly outline the communications

process model. Essentiriiy the effects of communicatic.is in VECTOR-2 are

represented by delays in information flow. Thus information provided

to tactical decision rules, i.e., state variable values, is delayed by

communications, as are the changes in state variables which are made by

the tactical decision rule. The delays imposed via communications are

modeled by a multi-server Markovian queueing network which links elements

of the command and control hierarchy. Two classes of messages are repre-

sented, priority and non-priority, and expected delays are calculated as

a function of the loaa on the system (which changes dynamically), the

number of channels available, and the mean chainel holding time required

by messages between elements in the command and control hierarchy.

The mechanisms used to model tactical decision making and communica-

tions delays have been briefly discussed above. The following list contains

the tactical decision rules employed in VECTOR-2.

(1) theater level

(a) assignment of missions and objectives to sectors,

(b) assignment of maneuver units to sectors,

(c) assignment of non-organic air defense artillery waits to

sectors,

(d) assignment of non-organic attack helicopter units to sectors,

I(f) assignment of fixed wing aircraft to airbases,

(g) assignment of replacements and supplies to sectors,

(h) assignment of missions and tactics to fivd wing air.

.- .J
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'LI
Ii (2) sector level

(a) assignment of missions to subordinate units (sector to

corps, corps to division, division to brigade),

(b) assignment of missions to non-organic field artillery,

(c) assignment of missions to non-organic air defense artillery,

(d) assignment of missions to non-organic attack helicopters,

(e) assignment of replacements and supplies to subordinate

units (sector to corps, corps to division, division to

brigade, brigade to battalion task force),

(f) assignment of missions tn and creation of battalion task

forces,

(g) assignment of minefields to battalion task force arenas,

(h) allocation of prescheduled close air support sorties,

(3) battalion task force

(a) assessment of dynamic status of engaged battalion task

Uforce,
(b) response to dynamic status of engaged maneuver uints

(includes non-engaged reserves),

(c) target priority selection and fire sdpport allocation.

It is important to note that the frequency with which tactical decision

Urules are applied varies according to level and need. Theater-level rules

are applied once per model time period (12-24 hours are typical) as are

most of the sector-level rules. Battalion task force tactical decision

rules, howevei, can be applied as frequently as every 30 seconds and thus

exercise substantial control over the activities present in combat between

maneuver units. It is the battalion task force level rules which permit

accurate representation of the effects of fire support, both CAS and
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field artiilery, reserve commitment and coordination of battalion task

forces consistent with brigade and division mission.

4.2.2 Intelligence and Target Acquisition

Previous theater-level combined arms combat models have treated

intelligence and target acquisition implicitly, if at all. In VECTOR-2

intelligence and target acquisition are represented explicitly by means

of process models. Although target acquisition is generally considered

to be part of intelligence, for the purposes of modeling the two activities

were considered separately in VECTOR-2. Intelligence is viewed as that

process which provides to the tactical decision maker (and thus the

tactical decision rules) a portion of his perception of the state of the

world, namely information on the enemy and the environment. Target acqui-

sition is viewed as that process which develops a list of targets from

which missions are assigned to such elements of the combined arms team

as field artillery, CAS or in the case of air defense, air defense artil-

lery and interceptors. The two processes are discussed separately in

the following description.

One may think of the intelligence model of VECTOR-2 as a transformation

which produces estimates of enemy strength by type and location as a

function of intelligence collection resources and the true values of enemy

strength. The process model calculates estimates of enemy strength by

type and location as a function of intelligence collection resources and

true values o? enemy strength. Provision has been made within the model

for up to 14 different intelligence collection resources, each subject

Vi
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to attrition if acquired and fire upon. The model is based on a general

decay methodology in which the values of prior estimates of strength

are combined with newly collected information to produce current estimates.

The amount of new information collected is determined by process models

representing each of the intelligence collection resources and explicitly

reflecting the effect on the performance of these resources by such param-

eters as range, enemy activity, weather and length of observation period.

For a particular geographic area and enemy element, separate estimates are

made of attrition, arrivals, departures and resident elements.

The primary function of the intelligence process in VECTOR-2 is to

provide to the tactical decision rules estimates of enemy strengths by

type and location as input to the decision making process. Whereas pre-

vious theater-level models based decisions on actual values of enemy

strength, VECTOR-2 considers such information only after uncertainties

and delays have been introduced to represent intelligence collection and

Uprocessing.

The target acquisition process in VECTOR-2 represents the activities

associated with the acquisition of targets for the fire support and air

interdiction elements of the combined arms force. Within the model up

to 14 different target acquisition resources or sensors can be explicitly

represented, ranging from forward observers in maneuver units at the

Ell FEBA to long-range air defense radars. These resources are subject to

attrition if acquired and fired upon by enemy weapon systems. Targets

in VECTOR-2 are defined to be natural groupings of weapon systems and

personnel, e.g., an armored platoon in a maneuver unit, an air defense

site, an airbase or a flight ot attack aircraft. For calculation of both

m
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acquisition and attrition, the identities, locations and compositions of

these groups are maintained.

The process model which calculates the expected number of targets

acquired in an interval of time includes the effects of the length of the

observation period, the total number of available targets by type and

location, detection rates by sensor and target type, line-of-sight

characteristics, weather, target behavior and sensor deployment. Also

included are the effects of downtime on sensors which are blocked for a

finite period following the acquisition of a target. Outputs of the

target acquisition model are lists of the expected number of targets

acquired, classified by type, location, type of reporting sensor, and time

of acquisition. The list of acquired targets constitutes input to a

tactical decision rule representing the fire support coordination center

at low levels, and in the case of interdiction mission targets, air force

command and control. Acquisitions of enemy aircraft by air defense radars

are passed to a tactical decision rule which represents air defense command

and control. Based on doctrine, the tactical situation and the availability

of resources, targets are assigned by these tactical decision rules to

appropriate field artillery batteries, CAS sorties, attack aircraft

missions or interceptor sorties.

4.2.3 Firepower Processes

Firepower processes in VECTOR-2 describe the different mechanisms

of delijering firepower and their effects upon state variables representing

force composition values and supply levels. These processes may be grouped
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into four categories: air-to-air, ground-to-air, air-to-ground, and

ground-to-ground. Descriptions of the processes in each of these categories

are contained in VECTOR-2 as submodels based on specific assumptions about

J the process being described. Inputs to each of these submodels are either

directly measurable quantities or can be estimated from systems engineering

models or more detailed combat process models.

The air-to-air firepower processes describe the interactions between

escorts and interceptors, and interceptors and attack aircraft. The process

fmodel includes provision for both duels between aircraft and a mixed
engagement involving M-on-N combat. Based on criteria input via tactical

decision rules, attack aircraft may or may not abort missions when attacked,

interceptors may or may not return to base after engagements, interceptors

may attack either attack aircraft or escort aircraft, and aircraft may

gchoose targets based on aircraft type and/or target type. The commitment

of ground alert interceptors is contingent upon detection by air defense

radars and appropriate rules of engagement. Outputs of the air-to-air

process models include escorts continuing missions, escorts killed, escorts

returning without engaging interceptors, interceptors killed by attackers,

attackers killed by interceptors, attackers aborting missions and attackers

completing missions. These results are produced by both mission and aircraft

type.

The ground-to-air firepower processes describe the interactions of air

defense artillery against enemy aircraft involved in ingress, target area

activity and egress. Two types of processes are considered: the one-sided

duel between air defense artillery and aircraft engaged in attacking tar-

gets other than air defense artillery sites, and the two-sided duel between

I
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aircraft attacking air defense artillery sites and the air defense sites

responding against the attackers. The former process model considers the

three portions of the aircraft mission, i.e., ingress, target area activity

and egress, separately while the latter process model is used in place of

target area activity for engagement in which aircraft missions involve air

defense suppression. Outputs of the models include aircraft surviving in-

gress, aircraft completing missions and aircraft surviving egress. In the

case of aircraft-air defense artillery duels, both aircraft surviving andI

air defense artillery destrcyed or suppressed are output by the model. The

employment of air defense weapons organic to engaged maneuver units is

represented in two ways. The use of such weapon systems against CAS aircraft

is modeled via the models described immediately above, while the effects of

such weapons upon attack helicopters employed as a weapon of an engaged

maneuver unit is represented in the differential models of ground combat

described below.

The air-to-ground firepower process describes the effects produced

by the delivery of ordnance by aircraft against ground targets including,

for example, resource groups present in engaged maneuver units in combat

arenas, reserve maneuver units, command posts, field artillery batteries,

aircraft and shelters at airbases, air defense radars and supplies.

The attrition of ground targets by air delivered ordnance is a function

of aircraft type, ordnance type, weapon delivery technique, amount of

ordnance delivered, target type, target activity and environment.

Individually-targeted ordnance such as smart bombs and area-targeted

ordnance such as napalm or iron bombs are represented by different models

in VECTOR-2. The outputs of the process model are changes in the state
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IL variables representing the surviving numbers of weapon systems, personnel

and supplies for all types of elements in the target. Permanent and repair-

able damage can be represented. As described above, the generation of

_missions for aircraft engaged in CAS or interdiction depends upon the

acquisition of targets which is explicitly modeled in VECTOR-2. The

gemployment of aircraft, in terms of organization of flights, selection of
ordnance, and mission assignment is determined by tactical decision rules

representing both the tactical situation and Air Force doctrine.

Ground-to-ground firepower processes in VECTOR-2 fall into two cate-

gories: first, delivery of indirect fire by field artillery batteries

dagainst engaged enemy maneuver unit targets and enemy targets behind the
FEBA, and second, direct fire combat between maneuver units.

The calculation of attrition caused by the delivery of indirect fire

U is scheduled by tactical decision rules to reflect the delay betweenn
target acquisition and fire mission completion. The process model of

attrition by indirect fire incorporates characteristics of weapon system

type, ordnance type, amount of ordnance delivered, target type, target

activity, environment, type of acquisition resource reporting the target

_f and delay since the report which led to the fire mission. Two models are

included in VECTOR-2 for calculation of indirect fire attrition, one

Urepresenting area-targeted ordnance such as conventional field artillery
and the other individually-targeted ordnance such as the cannon launched

guided projectile (CLGP). As in the case of the air-to-ground firepower

process model, outputs of the indirect fire process model are changes in

the state variables representing the surviving numbers of weapon systems,

II personnel or supplies for all types of elements in the target.

Nme
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The firepower (and other) processes in the assault activity between

maneuver forces at the FEBA in each combat arena are computed internally,

using VRI's differential models of combat. These models describe the

dynamics of small unit firefights at the FEBA in great detail. The models

explicitly consider different weapon system types on each side (tanks,

antitank systems, mounted infantry, etc.), characteristics of these

weapon systems (their firing rates, accuracy of fire, projectile flight

times, lethality of the projectile), vulnerability of the target by type,

firing doctrine of the weapon system (single rounds, burst fire, volley),

probabilistic acquisition of targets in the firefight, allocation pri-

orities of weapon systems to targets, maneuver of the weapon systems

and the effects of terrain line of sight on acquisition and fire

capabilities. The combat model can be used with any of a number of

scenarios corresponding to different terrain types, force types (armor,

infantry, airborne, etc.), or other situational variations. The choice

of scenarios is governed by the user-specified tactical decision rules.

Each scenario determines the basic terrain characteristics, initial weapon

placements maneuver tactics, etc. which will be used in the evaluation of

the small-unit action. The model computes attrition of weapon systems by

type and personnel for the opposing units at different range steps as the

assaulting unit closes to the objective (typically calculating results

for periods of the order of 8 to 40 seconds). Based on an assessment of

the tactical situation accomplished via tactical decision rules a force

engaged in direct fire combat may break off an assault, begin a delay or

withdrawal, request fire support (including final protective fires or

disengagement fires) or begin implementation of a contingency plan. In
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iresponse to the assessments of the tactical situation in combat arenas, a

tactical decision rule representing the higher elements of the command and

control hierarchy assigns missions to fire support resources, coordinates

the activities of subordinate units, and commits reserves. (Commitment

of a reserve requires that the reserve unit move to engage and be subject

to attrition and delay during the move). Outputs of the model include a

complete description of surviving weapon systems by type and personnel at

the end of the engagements.

4.2.4 Supply Process

The consumption of supplies in VECTOR-2 occurs as a result of combat

activities, attrition of supply dumps, and as a result of the passage of

time. Ammunition consumption during direct fire combat is computed

Iseparately at each range step in the differential models based on the
expected number of rounds fired to achieve the expected attritinn rcacu-I
lated in the model. In other combat activities consumption of supplies is

j computed on the same basis as its associated firepower process model.

For example, if the firepower process model involves completion of sorties

I parallel data elements give annunition and POL expenditure per .sortie.

IConsumption of supplies based on the passage of time is intended to
simulate activities not explicitly modeled. This type of consumption is

in direct portion to unit personnel and weapon system strengths. Supply

inventories are maintained at unit, sector and theater levels and are

subject to attrition at all levels if reported by target acquisition

Iresources and attacked. Tactical decision rules determining plans and

' ~~I - - ..,' . I IlI ..
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intentions for maneuyer units or air force units can explicitly reflect

the effect of supply levels on mission assignments.

Resupply in VECTOR-2 is accomplished by means of tactical decision

rules which allocate supplies by type from theater to sectors and from

sector level down through the command and control hierarchy to maneuver

units, combat support units and air force units. The rules consider both

current activities and inventory levels and planned activities in allo-

cating supplies. A logistics network is not explicitly represented in

VECTOR-2. A concept study was performed and a model for such a network

was proposed for VECTOR-2, but resource constraints resulted in the

assignment of a lower priority to the network representation and its

implementation was postponed. Delays in resupply activities due to logistics

network capacity can be represented by means of tactical decision rules.

4.2.5 Movement Process

Movement in previous theater-level models has not been explicitly

represented. In particular, movement of maneuver units at the FEBA was

based on the decision to move and a movement rate which depended upon

the combat activity in progress. To improve the representation of the

interaction between movement and other combat activities, movement is

explicitly represented in VECTOR-2. The model continually updates a

record of the location of maneuver units engaged in direct fire combat

within combat arenas, committed reserve maneuver units moving from

assembly points to the combat arenas where they will be deployed and

flights of aircraft on the ingress, target area, and egress portions of

K j
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Lmission flight paths. The concept of FEBA movement used in previous

theater-level combined arms simulations, in which the extent of FEBA

movement is calculated after combat results have been determined, is not

used in VECTOR-2. FEBA movement in VECTOR-2 occurs as the result of

tactical decisions to advance or withdraw in combat arenas and as a result

Lof any combat that occurs as a consequence of these tactical decisions.

Inherent in the VECTOR-2 model is the separation between Blue and Red

FEBAs, which coincide only when direct fire! combat is taking place.

4.2.6 Model Input and Output

Categories of inputs to the VECTOR-2 model include weapon performance

Udata, tactical decision rules and data, environmental data, and initial

force command and control structure, force inventory and deployment data.

Outputs are provided via a report generator which can process intermediate

values of state variables for analysis purposes. Outputs used in past

VRI studies include:

(1) Daily and cumulative weapon system losses by weapon type,

(2) Daily and cumulative casualties,

(3) Supply totals by type of supply,

(4) Total weapon system survivors by weapon type,

(5) Total personnel survivors in maneuver units,

I (6) Numbers of task forces, weapons, and personnel in maneuver

units in reserve,

(7) Numbers of sorties flown on each mission by each aircraft type,

1 (8) For each combat arena maneuver unit (daily):

I
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(a) Number of weapon systems (by type), personnel and supplies,

(b) FEBA position,

(c) Activity, and

(9) Cacualties (by location) and weapons system (by type) losses by

system type which inflicts the attrition.

Additional more detailed output (or special summaries) can be produced as

required by the user.

4.3 Prior Experience with VECTOR Series ModeZs

As noted above, the programming of VECTOR-2 is scheduled for completion

in September, 1975. It is worthwhile however to consider the characteristics

of the computer programs associated with VECTOR-O and VECTOR-I the prede-

cessors of VECTOR-2 in the model development program. In the remainder of

this section these characteristics are briefly described and some insights

gained in use of the models are discussed.

Both VECTOR-O and VECTOR-l are written in American National Standards

Institute (ANSI) FORTRAN and have been run on CDC 6400 and IBM 360/67

computing systems. 1 The models require two to three seconds of CPU time

per sector per day of combat, plus additional CPU time if extensive output

is desired. (Some cases have run more than five CPU seconds per sector

per day when extremely detailed output was required.) Typical total running

times are from 3 to 20 minutes.

VECTOR-2 is currently being implemented in ANSI FORTRAN and is expected

to be operational on the CDC 6400 and IBM 370/168 computers later this year.

IVECTOR-I and its Data Preprocessor are currently being converted to run on
the HIS 6000 computer system at the National Military Command System
Support Center (NMCSSC).
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I~ iIn the course of running VECTOR-O and VECTOR-I, several methodologic-

ally significant observations have been made. Some of these are discussed

in the following paragraphs.

4.3.1 Attrition is Not Uniform

The various systems are not attrited in proportion to their numbers.

Further, the attrition caused by a single system type is not distributed

in constant proportions across other systems. Thus, this model, which

examines attrition processes in detail, differs significantly from most

or all others in its predicted attrition results. This difference corre-

sponds reasonably to the difference between the detailed predictions of

Ismall-scale combat models and the hypothesized mathematical forms which
have often been used for these results in larger aggregated models.

4.3.2 Individual System's Effects Observable

The effects of individual system types on the outcomes of a theater-

level campaign are clearly observable and bear clear relation to the input

performance assumed. An example of this can been seen in the following

case: a test case hypothetical combat was run where one of the two
t

opposing forces heavily outweighted the other in armor, but the weaker

armor force possessed a hypothetical high-lethality, low vulnerability

Ianti-armor helicopter. Figures 4.2 through 4.5 show some summary results

of a run with these forces. As they show if overlayed, the initial attrition

of armor helicopters is severe, and can in fact cause some movement of the

I FEBA in favor of the weaker armo"- force, but as the helicopters are

II
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FIGURE 4.2: A HISTORY OF FEBA MOVEMENT IN

A HYPOTHETICAL CAMPAIGN
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F.udRE 4.3: A HISTORY OF ATTACK HELICOPTER SURVIVORS

IN A HYPOTHETICAL CAMPAIGN (SIDE 1)
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FIGURE 4.4: A HISTORY OF TANK SURVIVORS IN

A HYPOTHETICAL CAMPAIGN
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FIGURE 4.5: A HISTORY OF MANEUVER UNIT PERSONNEL
I SURVIVORS IN A HYPOTHETICAL CAMPAIGN
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attrited, the resupply, mobilization, recovery, and repai- of armor (as

input in this run) for the strong-armor force again causes a significant

change in the combat conditions.

4.3.3 Sensitivity and Trade-Off Analyses Possible

Because no direct human gaming is required and the model runs quickly,

large numbers of runs can be made in the analysis of procurement, deploy-

ment, force design, or tactical questions. One of the kinds of output that

can be used in procurement and force design is illustrated in figures 4.6

and 4.7 where the effects of variations in the numbers of tactical aircraft

and attack helicopters on one specific hypothetical combat of ten days

duration are displayed. Comparison.of the two graphs does demonstrate one

serious difficulty associated with such analyses--the comparative marginal

effectiveness of the systems is very sensitive to the performance measure

used. This limitation was made even more clear when portions of this

analysis were rerun for combat durations of up to 100 days and changes

in comparative marginal effectiveness on the same measures of performance

were greater than two orders of magnitude. (It may be worth noting that

the entire set of runs used in these tradeoff analyses, about 90 runs,

were produced in two evenings of computer runs.)

4.3.4 Results are Senslidve to Tactical Rules

Although no extensive analysis of their effects has been carried ou't

to date, the analyses that have been made show that the overall combat

results of these models are sensitive to reasonable changes in the input
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] atactical decision rules in almost every area. This sensitivity reflects

the potential sensitivity of campaign outcomes to force missions, strategies,

and tactical behavior. It should be noted here that the input rules should

represent behavioral assumptions, not doctrinal ones--unless deliberately

made. There need be no assumption that the forces in the model can make

intelligent, doctrinally correct decisions without hesitation. (Perhaps

1this observation will answer some of the recent comments that have implied

that models cannot play commanders who are not perfect and/or differences

iin training and ability in decision making processes.)
Overall, it has been the impression of the designers and all those

who have used these models that they provide a flexible tool to examine

the detailed interactions of tactics and weapon performance in a theater-

level campaign and that they provide a -tructure in which the causal links

Iof the observed output to the input are easily determined for analyeses.

in More detailed information 
on the models discussed 

here may be found

Hi

I
i
I
I
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FIGURE 4.6: ISO-EFFECTIVENESS CO1TOURS AS INITIAL

AIRCRAFT AND HELICOPTERS ARE ALLOWED TO VARY

THE EFFECTIVENESS MEASURE FOR THIS GRAPH IS THE NUMBER OF RED TANK

LOSSES BY DAY 10.
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FIGURE 4.7: ISO-EFFECTIVENESS CONTOURS AS INITIAL
AIRCRAFT AND HELICOPTERS ARE ALLOWED TO VARY

THE EFFECTIVENESS MEASURE FOR THIS GRAPH IS THE MEAN FEBA LOSS BY DAY 10.

j Dat.a in this region
did not permit accurate

interpolation to glve-
iso-ef fectiveness curves
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THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF GAMING AND GAME THEORY

IN THE STUDY OF FIRE SUPPORT PROBLEMS
by Martin Shubik

1. Introduction

There are five topics which this paper will touch on. They cannot be

addressed in depth in a paper of this length. However, it is desirable that

they be dealt with together. The topics are (a) game theory, (b) gaming,

(c) comments on modeling in general, (d) the research and implementation

process, and (e) the relevance of the first four topics to the study of fire

support.

The first two topics deal with specific methodologies; the third with

some general methodological problems, and the fourth with the contextual

framework of research and development activity.

2. Game Theory

Game theory is part of a large body of theory dealing with decision-making.

It provides a language for the description of conscious goal-oriented, decision-

making processes involving more than one individual. It provides a metiodology

to make amenable to analysis subtle concepts such as the state of information,

choice, move, strategy outcome and payoff.

j Game theory may be regarded solely as a branch of mathematics which

can be studied as such with no need to relate it to behavioral problems, to games

j or to other applications. However, game theoretic reasoning and analyses are of

considerable use in constructing and analyzing games and gaming exercises.

The two major distinctions which must be made by the modeler in

utilizing the methodology of the theory of games are the description of structure

or the "rules of the game" and the description of behavior or solutions to a game.

Structure

There are three major formal descriptions of a game, each aimed at a

different level of aggregation and investigation. They are:

1-1S!



(1) the strategic or normal form

(2) the extensive form, and

(3) the cooperative form of a game (Reference 1)

The first is for systems in which the details of information conditions

and order of moves is not of immediate importance. The second representation

is designed to stress the details of information. The third representation provides

the most aggregated form of a game. Even the details of strategic choice

are suppressed. The major concern is with the potential gain from cooperation

among the players. This type of game structure is of relevance to diplomatic-

military situations such as alliance formation. However, potentially cooperative

games with three or more players are not particularly relevant to tactical studies

or even to many strategic studies which are best considered as two-sided.

Games in strategic form are most usually presented in a payoff matrix

structure. Those most relevant to military models are two-sided games and are

represented in finite strategy form by payoff matrices or in a continuous strategy

form by games on the unit square. To examples are shown in Figures la and b.

Strategy of
Player 2

1 2 1rT1i
Strategy of 1 15, 5 -1,-i
Player 1 Strater of

2 -,-2 4,14 Playe 1 C1 ---- f(tl't2 )

1!
0 

t2

Strategy of
,Player 2

a b

71 -re 1
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In Figure la, each player has two strategies and the game portrayed is a

nonconstant sum game In each cell of the matrix the payoff to the first, then

the payoff to the second player are noted. There is a key distinction in two-sided

game theory models between zero-sum games or games of pure opposition, and

non-constant sum games. In a ronconstant sum game, the players are not pure
lopponents; their interests may be positively correlated up to some degree.

Figure lb portrays a game on the unit square. A player i has to select an

act at some time ti where O t, I. The payoff to player 1 is f(tI t2 ) and to

player 2 is -f (ti, t 2). An example of such a game is a duel between approaching

1forces.
Behavior

iThe solution primarily used to investigate two-person, zero-sum games is

the well-known maxmin solution (Reference 2). This is a normative solution

based upon the proposition that in a game of pure opposition it is possible to

define an optimal course of behavior for each side.

This suggested solution is of considerable applied value in the study of

weapons evaluation, duels, pursuit and search problems. It and game theory

Imethodology in general depend upon the assumption that there are no coding or

computational problems in recognizing and processing information. When limited

Iperceptions and data processing ability are assumed, the game theory analysis

must be modified.

- When the game pcrtrayal of the conflict situation is best modeled as a

two-person nonconstant sum game, then there is no longer a simple single

normative theory of behavior which enables us to recommend an optimal policy.

Among the solution concepts which can be considered are:

(a) the noncooperative equilibrium

(b) max min (P1 - P

(c) max min P1 and max m n P2 (Reference 3)

and there ate several others including cooperative and quasi-cooperative solutions.

3 -



Direct Military Applications

There is now a considerable literature on military game theory as is indicated

by the book of Dresher (Refdrence 4), the work of Berkowitz and Dresher (Reference

5), Isaacs (Reference 6) and many others (Reference 7). The models deal with

direct weapon duels, or with tactical air fire support, or search and evasion

problems. A nonzero-sum game example is provided by Dalkey (Reference 8).

Undoubtedly, most of the game theory models are overly simplified and

highly abstract. Nevertheless, they are relatively cheap and where they give

paradoxical or strange results, these results may well lead to a clearer identi-

fication of what factors have been left out of the model.

Indirect Military Applications

Although it is my belief that the direct application of game theory methodology

is of value to the study of many military problems, probably the more valuable

and general use of game theory is in training for strategic thinking and model

building of conflict situations. A basic elementary course in the concepts and

techniques of game theory for those members of the aned forces concerned with

building or sponsoring combat situations could help to avoid many of the

problems encountered in the portraying of both environment and behavior.

3. Gaming

A Gaming exercise employs human beings acting as decision makers in their

own or simulated roles in an environment which in general is simulated. The

discipline of gaming deals with the construction, organization, running and

analysis of games.

Militar ,aming in general may be used for operational, teaching, training,

experimental or organizational problems. The details of these usages have been

discussed elsewhere. In particular, if used with care, gaming can serve to

provide an important empirical and organizational check for game theoretic and

other analytical models and for computer simulations. Gaming employs a

variety of techniques which stretch from the heavily analytic to the unashamedly

-4 -



Ibehavioral. Tw useful categorizations are into environment rich or environ-

ment poor games and into free form or rigid games. There is a clear correlation

between environment rich and free form games and environment poor and rigid

games.

When a game is played as a rigid rule game, at least in theory one could

immediately construct a simulation or a well defined analytical game theory

model. When a game has free form components, one form of control is

exchanged for another. Explicitness of rules are given up in exchange,

hopefully for interactive feedbacks among experts. The gaming exercise no

longer is purely model dependent, but it becomes part of the model building

process.

In military research, possibly the two ends of the range of models can

be characterized by the large fully computerized simulation "untouched b,-y

qhuman hands", at one end of the range with the highly free form political-

military or diplomatic-military exercise at the other end of the range. To the

user these two extremes may represent the choice of a scientific mystical

black box on the one hand to the choice of a behavioral Pandora's box on

1the other hand.

A sensitive use of gaming in tandem with game theory and simulation

1serves as a device to make people consider what is in the black box and in

the other direction the game theorists and simulators can by logic and

analysis limit the contents of the free form gaming Pandora's box.

As an example of the interaction between game theory and the work that

13 is done in some form of gaming, Table 1 contrasts the game theory (and other

rigid rule) analytical model builder's assumptions with behavioral theories.
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TABLE 1.

fJ

Games Theory or Behavioral Theories

Rules of tha game Customs and heuristics

External symmetry Personal detail

No social conditioning Socialization assumed

No role playing Role playing

Fixed weil defined payoffs Difficult to define, may change

Perfect human intelligence Limited human intelligence

No learning Learning

No coding problems Coding problems

Primarily static Primarily dynamic

Direct Military Applications

One cannot make a useful general comment on t success of military

gaming in all of its many different uses. Large scalo man-machine gaming

in real time or slower than real tirie can be enormously expensive.

Elaborate tactical games may depend delicately upon such details as

accurate terrain description and a myriad of parameters which need to be

empirically evaluated. Unfortunately, there is no indication that it is

possible to evoke some magical law of large numbers to tell us that a host

of minor errors will cancel out. It takes an act of faith and a knowledge of the

details of one's business to risk claiming that a tactical model is robust

enough against variatLns in the detail.

The Justification of gaming usage must be ad hoc. In general, however,

it is possible to state that the fewer the questions that are being asked, and

tne more the questions are well defined, the better arc :he chances for success

with a relatively rigid game. The vaguer the questions, the more important it

is to allow for free form components and to stress Interaction among experts,

builders, users and sponsors.
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Indirect Military Application

The comparing of gaming, game theory and simulation approaches to the

same problems teaches a great amount of useful skepticism. Gaming constructi-

vely used keeps the simulations and game theory models more honest than

otherwise.

The teaching of the methodology of gaming with a stress upon relevant

model building and the analysib of play rather than upon playing is an approach

which needs to be developed.

4. Some Comments on Modeling

I Model building, simulation construction and gaming are, to a great

extent, art forms. There is no cut and dried way of learning how to do them

I well. Furthermore, the task of building MSGs (models, simulations or games)

to answer specific questions calls for a considerable amount of hand tailoring.

IIn most instances, the success of the investigation ,& 11 depend upon the

specifics of the model.

The problem faced in furthering the state of the art is to develop an

inventory of different techniques and methods which may be general but whih

provide the means to build highly specific models. General purpose games and

simulations, are in general, no purpose games and simulations. (Editor's

emphasis).

Although there may be a considerable component of art in model building,

there is by now a body of knowledge which needs to be but has not yet been

adequately pulled together. The time is at hand for a bringing together of our

knowledge of model building and testing. A listing of some of the important

items about which we already know a great deal is given in Table 2. It is by

no means meant to be complete, but a discussion of even these is hard to find

ii in a single location.
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TABLE 2

Data validation (a) scientific problems

(b) organizational problems

Relevance versus realism

Symmetry

Sensitivity analysis (a) conceptual

(b) functional forms

(c) parameters

(d) excluded variables

Aggregation
External symmetry
Built in bias and "theology" control

S. The Purpose and Process

The production of MSGs takes place within a more general decision-

making process. Unless we wish to use as our criterion "Validation is a

happy customer" and "Replicated valiaation is a new contract" we must ask

a series of process and organizational questions. They include (a) who spon-

sored the work? (b) did he know what he wanted? (c) ,h o is doing the

work? (d) who will use the results? (e) would the sponsor recognize an

answer to his question if he had one?

In general, I suspect that most contractors and MSG experts are competent,

honest and concerned. Yet the builders of MSGs may easily face a coordination

problem with the sponsor that makes it difficult to work with complete open-

ness. It is well within the range of possibility and DoD personnel policy

that General A has the belief that a study in a broad, not completely defined

area needs to be done, he delegates Colonel B who lets a contract to

Consultant Group C who help the Colonel define the study. By the time the

study is finished, Colonel B has been replaced by Colonel D, who will have

to brief General E, who has replaced General A. The consulting group may

find that it, rather than the sponsor, must provide continuity in perception

of the motivation for the study. This should not be its Job.
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An importanf organizational lesson that is easily learned from game

theory is that even if all individuals in different points of an organization

are rational and efficient in their own terms, the overall performance of the

qorganization need not be rational or even reasonable. In terms of studies

such as detailed fire support simulations, overall crganizational rationality

must force us to ask how do they fit in, in importance, for the overall

organization,.

lThe prime purpose of this paper was to indicate the potential of game

theory and gaming methodologies to a specific class of fire support

problems. These problems are undoubtedly important in weapons and

weapons systems evaluation. They have many technical subtleties

involving terrain description measures of effectiveness of weapons, and
so forth. Those not intimately aware of the difficulties can only tangentially

comment on how these factors influence the potential overall use of such

studies. However, almost as an aside, I would like to suggest that the

fl study of the implementation process from the inception of a study, to how

it finally influences a weapons mix and force structure problem, is of

great importance.

In a different publication, we deal with problems concerning the

Himplementation process in detail (Reference 10); before leaving this topic

here, a simple question is suggested which can be appropriately modified

Hand applied to any operational simulation or gaming exercise:

Suppose that in early 1972 a group running a war game had come up

with the conclusion that it was possible that the Arabs would be willing

to risk raising the price of crude oil to $13 a barrel. Who would have

listened? Vhat actions would have been taken?

This question can be asked of the work in fire support. The answers

may well vary with the location of the work, the involvement of the sponsor,

and whether the work was in-.house or performed by an outside contractor.
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The answer to the question on the oil prices "that nothing would be

done", is not necessarily bad. Unless the degree of belief is sufficiently

high and the results of the study reach sufficiently high levels, there is

not enough time to follow up on many futuie scenarios. The combinations

of future states are too large to enable any organization even with the

largest of computers to carry out contingent planning in any depth for

more than a fw broad alternatives.

Actually, several oil experts and economists were aware of what

would happen if the Arabs raised the price of oil. This was of sufficient

importance that contingency planning would have been highly worth while,

but nothing was done.

6. Conclusions

Weapons systems evaluation in general, and fire support problems

in particular, pose a considerable number of specific, detailed tactical

problems which can only be treated effectively by ad hoc models.

The various methodologies such as game theory, gaming, simulation,

dynamic programming, computer language development, human factors

analysis, etc. can be used constructively to help to clarify questions

and construct better relevant abstract models.

Basic research on game theory, and gaming on weapons systems

evaluation appears to be slight. Yet relative to tne costs of constructing

large specific models such work is relatively cheap.

It is unreasonable to expect that all armed forces personnel at the

level of major and above should be experts in any particular methodology;

however, it appears to be both possible and desirable to provide education

in the uses of model building and how various methodologies play their

role. If this is done, the number of incidents of "computer bites man" can

be cut down and the quality of models be considerably improved as the

underotanding of more individuals in the decision process enables them to

see more clearly both the value and limitations of simulations.
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At the more specifically applied level, it is suggested thatt game
jtheory models of tactical warfare are cheap and useful as preliminary

models to examine measures of effectiveness and to begin to explore a

few major variables. Man-machine gaming can serve to bridge the gap

j between overly simplified game theory models and large black box

simulators. They also serve as a means of challenging the assumptions

and data hidden in the black box.

Since 1970, there has been an increasing tendency by DoD to

abandon man-machine gaming in favor of pure simulations. This trend

could be extremely dangerous if the cross-checking uses of man-machine

gaming aid simple analytical models are not applied to the simulations.

I

1
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MODELING AND MARKOV PROCESSES

by Matthew J. Sobel

Yale University

1. OBJECTIVES

This article discusses the modeling and optimization of dynamic processes.

Dynamic - or time dependent - processes are embedded in most facets of the

utilization of supporting arms in an amphibious assault. The procurement pro-

cess and the provision of fire support present opportunities for influencing the

manner in which these dynamic processes unroll. This realization is an incen-

tive to model the dynamics of fire support.

MODES OF ANALYSIS
Recent fire support models have been simulated rather than subjected to

alternative modes of analysis. This article describes some prominent alterna-

tives to simulation and, it is observed, they may be both applicable to fire

support analyses and used in confunction with simulation in a hybrid fashion.

OUTLINE

The article begins with a discussion of modeling issues that transcend

model type. Then a family of dynamic models is described. To begin with,

this family, dynamic network models, is assumed to be free of uncertainty

and one-sided; the issues discussed include model size, optimization,

computational feasibility, and compatibility with simulation. Then the more

realistic element of uncertainty is introduced and the corresponding family of

probabilistic dynamic models is described. Again, optimization is introduced

and the issues of model robustness and computational feasibility are addressed.

The discussion of dynamic probability models is followed by a brief considera-

tion of two-sidedness, i.e., sequential games and their possible applicability

to fire support, and of ordinal dynamic processes to accomodate disparate

Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs). The article ends with a short list of

research and development recommendations.

I
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2. MODELING

MODEL AS HYPOTHESIS

Elementary scientific principles apply to dynamic processes in general and

to fire support in particular. A formal model is at first a tentative statement,

regardless of its origin in words, a computer program, or mathematics. The

generaily accepted mode of testing a model's validity is to compare its predic-

tions with observed circumstances. Major discrepancies between observed

phenomena and model predictions should induce us to discard or modify the

model. A model comes to be regarded less as an hypothesis and more as a

useful characterization of reality when its predictions are found to be consistent

with empirical reality under widely varying conditions. In the context of fire

support, the outcomes of past amphibious landings should have been compared

with predictions of the outcomes using fire support models. Such a comparison

presupposes battlefield collection of appropriate data. Failing such data and

comparisons, it is difficult to identify the levels of detail at which current

models should be constructed. To paraphrase Professor New's comment in

PGRG's Task 2 Phase 1 ("Fire Support Requirements Methodology Study"),

"power and elegance of models and techniques can in no way compensate for

lack of understanding or ill-prepared input data."

DESCRIPTION AND PRESCRIPTION

Numerous dichotomies apply to fire support modeling. The aforementioned

advocacy of basic scientific principles bears on relevance vs. realism.

Another dichotomy concerns the role of optimization in fha support models.

If our objective is to identify desirable mixes of supporting arms and to discover

how they ought to be used then our models should optimize the tactics used

during an amphibious assault. However, if our objective is to identify mixes

of supporting arms that would be effective with existing doctrine then the

tactics in our models should descrioe behavior that would be currently observed.

We ought then to consider various models of behavior and optimization models

comprise only a part of this collection.

-2-
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[j VALIDATION

Deterministic and stochastic models have already been compared. In

* principle, it is clear how to validate a deterministic model, i.e., to compare

its predictions with empirical observations. The validation process - or

fJ "reproducibility" - of stochastic models is less straight-forward. We can

hope, at most, to achieve statistical reproducibility, i.e., matching of

sample distributions with predicted probability distributions. The dearth of

comparisons of fire support models with data, therefore, is in stark contrast

with the apparently widely held belief that the efficiency of supporting arms

in a given engagement depends on stochastic elements. Some examples of

such elements are the weather, the tactics of the opposing force, and the

readiness of the opposing force.

This section has posted caveats concerning the validation of models, the

optimization of models, and the introduction of stochastic elements in models.

These issues will not be mentioned in the sequel although they are implicit

in. the remainder of the article.
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3. DETERMINISTIC DYNAMIC MODELS

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING

It is convenient to begin a discussion of dynamic models by pretending

that the Immediate consequences of any decision would be known exactly,

in advance. In spite of the effectiveness of intelligence operations, in

practice, this state of affairs Is never completely realized. However, the

idealization simplifies the exposition and the principal issues of modeling

and optimization are unchanged by the introduction of uncertainty. Probabilistic -

or stochastic - dynamic models will be discussed In 4 for which this section

establishes a foundation.

Perhaps our earliest exposure to dynamic models and their optimization

occurs in linear and nonlinear programs. Mathematical programs provide a

static framework that can be applied to dynamic models. For example, consider

the problem of choosing numbers x and y that satisfy the constraints

xO, y)eO

y = (1 - X + I)

and the criterion

maximize b(x) + b(y)/(1 + I).

The number I is assumed to be nonnegative and b(.) is a real-valued function

on the domain (0, 1+1). This static nonlinear programming problem could

arise from the dynamic toy problem of partitioning a weapons development

budget amount 1 between "cwo periods, each being several years long. Quantity

x is budgeted for the first period and, it is projected, the remaining amount

available, 1 - x, will have inflated to (1 - x)(1 + I) by the second period

(think of I as the fractional rate of "interest"). The net benefits of x are

summarized by b(x) and the discounted net benefits of y are summarized by

b ()/(I + I).

in a similar fashion, the magnificent but static apparati.s of mathematical

programming can be applied to optimize less trivial dynamic models. However,

zhe direct application of mathematical programming sometimes masks the

dynamic structure of problems. Often it is preferable to exploit the dvnamic
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structure to obtain computational efficiencies and qualitative insights. In the

toy problem above, for example, before embarking on a numerical analysis

we should inspect the shape of the benefit function b(.). If b(.) exhibits

increasing returns to scale, i.e. , if b(.) is convex (and increasing, then it

is suboptimal to forego some of the expenditure until the second period. An

optimal solution Is given by x = 1 arnd y =0 so the entire budget should be

depleted during the first period.

Useful dynamic models, particularly models of fire support processes, are

unlikely to be as simple as the two-variable example above. Therefore,

formalisms are needed to define more complex models. one of simulation's

principal virtues is the relative ease with which simultaneous transactions

can be described. Suppose transactions a and b have starting times Sa and

-iand completion times c and cb. A simulation can permit sa< sb <Cab<ca

without major difficulty. Simultaneity of this kind is disagreeable in the

dynamic network models that are about to be discussed. However, we shall

see that some simultaneity can be tolerated without resort to simulation.

DYNAMIC DECISION NETWORKS

Dynamic decision networks comprise a useful formalism for many complex

I dynamic models. Such a network is a collection of nodes connected. by

directed arcs. Each node in the dynamic model is associated with two data:

I (a) a point in time or a chronological stage in the unrolling of the dynamic

process; and (b) a military state of affairs. The state of affairs should summarize

I the current situation as It pertains to the decisions currently faced. The statea

of affairs - or "state" - might Include intelligence on size and disposition of

enemy forces, deployment of USMC supporting arms, and logistics considera-

1 tions. The "states" in VECTOR-i, for example, are not unlike the network
I nodes currently being discussed. The nodes in BALFRAM, however, denote

geographical locations and are quite different from decision network states.
'I An enormous number of network nodes mayr be needed at each chronological

stage. The feasibility of using network models is limited primarily by the
1. number of nodes at edch stage and by the number of stages. Consider, for

ii. example, a stage at which the Immediate beach area has been secured. Suppose



that the state depends on the status of Intelligence, deployment of

supporting arms, and logistics considerations. If intelligence status can be

placed in one of 20 categories, arms deployment in one of 10 categories, and

logistics status in one of 5 categories, then there are 20 x 10 x 5 = 1,000

states, or nodes, at the stage being discussed. Of course, different stages

in the amphibious assault entail different numbers of states but, for the sake

of illustration, suppose there are 20 stages and that each stage has 1, 000

states. Then the entire network contains 20,000 nodes I Such a network is

Impressively large but not prohibitively huge from a computational point of

view.

ARCS

Several arcs may emanate from a network node. These arcs correspond to
the alternative decisions that are available in a particular state of affairs at a

given chronological stage. For example, different matchings of targets to

supporting arms elements may be considered. The number of alternatives,

therefore arcs, is relatively low If existing (or proposed) doctrine is assumed.

The number of arcs increases' as commitments to doctrinaire decision-making

are relaxed.

If uncertainty is absent then it is possible to predict accurately the

immediate consequences of taking a particular action while in a given state

at a specific stage. This assertion is equivalent to knowing which state would

be occupied at the subsequent stage. Therefore, an arc connects the node at

which the corresponding decision could be taken with the node which describes

the new state of affairs at the subsequent stage.

The preceding network example had 20 stages and 1,000 states, I.e., nodes,

at each stage. If 5 alternative decisions were to be available at most nodes

then the network would contain approximately 100,000 arcs connecting 20,000

nodes.

SIMUIATION

Many simulations consist of traversing the network from a distinguished

starting point, or "origin," to a subset of specified nodes, termed "sinks".

The simulation program, in effect, describes for each node d switch whose
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rsettings are the actions described above. The program or input data specify

the action to which each node's switch should be set. A simulation "run"

evaluates the characteristics of the route through the network that results

from the input parameters and switch settings. Numerous expensive runs are

Usometimes made to compare the effectiveness of different combinations of

switch settings.

Network optimization algorithms, by comparison, have each switch's

setting as a variable dnd they compute an optimal combination of settings for

fall the switches in the network. "Optimality" here has a severely limited

scope. The measure of effectiveness (or weighted average of measures of

jj effectiveness) must be represented as a sum of numbers attached to the arcs

actually traversed in a route from the source tc a sink. Every arc in the net-

Uwork is assumed to be labelled with such a number and ever route from source

to a sink is labelled with the sum of the numbers associated with the arcs in
the route. A route is optimal if its sum is at least as great as the sum

associated with any other route.

A single "run" of the optimization algorithm encompasses the routes

generated by all possible combinations of switch settings. In the preceding

network with 1,000 nodes at each stage, and 20 stages, and 5 alternative

decisions et each node, for example, there are 1000 x 5 19, different routes

(no arcs emenate from the nodes in the last stage).

A major virtue of network optimization algorithms is their implicit compari-

son, for a single MOE, of a staggeringly large number of alternative routes.

The cost of this virtue is that each node in the network must be considered

I explicitly. The optimal solution includes a contingency plan that specifies an

action at each node that would be optimal if that node were visited in a route

j through the network. However, many nodes would be avoided by every sensible

route and, certainly, an optimal route. Therefore, the optimization algorithm

I obliges us to accept a specification for a large number of nodes that are absurd.

Often these absurd nodes cannot all be pruned from the network because their

Iabsurdity is recognized only from a post-optimality analysis..
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Simulations usually avoid the price of having to visit all nodes including

those tha. are absurd. Because the switch settings are input data or in the

program, only one node is visited at each stage so the number of nodes visited

is equal to the number of stages. Therefore, vastly greater networks can be

simulated than can be optimized. However, the cost of simulation that one

saves with optimization is that only a miniscule fraction of the possible routes

can he evaluated.

Amphibious landings are sufficiently complex and lengthy operations that

their corresponding network models are likel to be large by any standard. It

seems unlikely that it will be possible to optimize such networks in the forsee-

able future and, therefore, simulation of some kind is inevitable. However,

major segments of the network are probably susceptible to optimization; some

fire support examples will be given in the sections on stochastio networks. Ad

hoc methods have been used for two decades to embed optimization in simulation

but the art of such hybrid procedures is primitive and the science is nonexistent.

R&D Recommendation 1. Develop the art and foster the science of simulation-

o2limization hybrid procedures.

OPTIMIZATION

The time-staged network optimization problems above are, in fact, discretized

dynamic programming problems. It is widely supposed that the "curse of

dimensionality" prevents the optimization of problems whose states are composites

of several individual variables. However, the "curse" Is partly myth because the

optimization of time-staged networks can be accomplished with extraordinarily

fast algorithms. Network optimization problems are specially structured (ref. 1) I
linear programs and, more than a decade ago, it was not uncommon to encounter

problems having 10,000 constraints and 50,000 variables. In the network

context, we have constraint for each node and a variable for each arc.

The time-staged structure of our networks makes it possible today to

optimize networks of olympian size. However, no software package (to my

knowledge) is specifically adapted to time-staged networks. Therefore each

user would have to tailor the input and output formats and the data editing
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routines. This situation contrasts sharply with the relative ease with

whkh the plethora of simulation packages can be used.

R&D Recommendation 2. Develop software packages for the optimization of

dynamic networks.

I
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4. STOCHASTIC DYNAMIC MODELS

The use of stochastic models entails the collection of much more data

than the use of deterministic models. In the first case one estimates a

probability distribution's dependence on parameters; in the second case one

estimates "merely" a numerically valued function of the parameters. However,

this comparison 13 not a sufficient reason to use a deterministic rather than a

stochastic model. In each context, say fire support, the issue is the

significance of the stochastic elements in connecting effects to their causes.

For example, suppose the outcome of an engagement can turn on reaction

times when intelligence is less than perfect and suppose intelligence gaps

occur sporadically. Then too little value may be attached to short-run

flexibility of supporting arms mixes if engagements have been described with a

deterministic model. In other words, the issue is whether or not the explicit

inclusion of stochastic elements is likely to yield significantly better decisions.

STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING

Stochastic programming is the part of mathematical programming which

addresses the effects of uncertainty in the objective function or constraints.

However, the existing theory and algorithms seem ill-suited to the analysis

of very large problems. Instead, we shall turn to theory and algorithms

from dynamic programming - or Markov decision processes.

STOCHASTIC NETWORKS

Nodes in the deterministic networks denoted time-staged alternative

states of affairs - or "states". Nodes in stochastic networks play the same

roll but offer greater flexibility in the treatment of intelligence. Several

"realities" often are consistent with the limited information at hand and, at

best, only one's degree of belief in each alternative reality can be specified.

"State," therefore, can encompass the posterior distribution used in a

Bayesian treatment of information.

Arcs in stochastic networks differ significantly from their deterministic

counterparts. The presence of uncertainty makes one unable to predict the

exact consequences of a particular action. Therefore, one must distinguish

-10 -
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a transition connecting successive states from an action available at a given

s tate. Different actions may cause the same transition, and any of several

possible transitions may result from a single action. In a stochastic network,

at each node (state) and for each alternative action at that node, it is

necessary to stipulate the probabilities associated with transitions to the

various nodes possible at the successive stage in time. The decision trees

of "decision analysis" are examples of such networks. An example in the

target designation process would result by modifying the queuing model in

DAFS/CAS.

It was observed previously that simulation models are particularly well

suited to the inclusion of simultaneous events. Stochastic network models

can describe such events by augmenting the state with supplementary

variables. This technique is standard in applied probability, particularly

in queuing theory. However, the flexibility offered by supplementary variables

is obtained at the price of a geometric increase in the number of augmented

states. It is routinely assumed that such a price is too high and that the only

reasonable recourse is to simulation models. The empirical conditions under

which the assumption is valid are unknown and undoubtedly simulation is

Uused sometimes when explicit network models or hybrid models would be

more appropriate. As was advocated in the first R&D Recommendation, the

trade-offs and hybridization possibilities should be explored. For example, is

it prudent to embed a target designation stochastic network model in a large

g fire support simulation?

OPTIMIZATION

The optimization issues are similar for deterministic and stochastic net-

works. Particularly efficient optimization algorithms ( Ref 2, 10) are avail-

I able but corresponding software packages for time-staged networks have not

yet been developed. The existence of incommensurate vaguely defined MOE's

S1 is a more fundamental problem which will be addressed briefly in section 5.II
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Network optimization models are particularly well suited to sensitivity
analysis. The problems are, fortuitously, linear programs which have well
established theory and numerical procedures to analyze their sensitivity

(Reference 2, 10).

T. Horrigan has advocated (Reference 3, Appendix D) the exploitation of
special structures in simulations. It is generally prudent to exploit special

structures wherever they are found and this homily is as true for dynamic
optimization as it is for simulation. For example, there is a well-established

and growing literature on the optimal operation of queues (Reference 7).
Optimization of the target designation proCess appears closely related to

recent and on-going research of this kind. The research elicits Justifications
for considering only simple and easily implemented policies. Such policies
typically comprise a small fraction of the collection of all possible decislai

rules. Therefore, it is much more efficient to seek the best simple policy

than to search for the best among all decision rules.

1I

I
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5. OTHER ISSUES

This section briefly describes some recent research results that may be
useful in analyzing the effects of (a) two-sidedness and (b) several measures

of effectiveness (MOE's).

TWO-SIDED DYNAMIC MODELS

Two-sided models invest both warring parties with strategic richness. It

is easy, in principle, to construct such dynamic motbls but more difficult

to analyze them. Suppose, for the moment, that specific strategies are

attributed to Blue and Red. The resulting dynamic process, at its most

general, is a stochastic network of the kind described in Reference 4. From

any node or state of afairs, a stochastic transition to another state occurs as

a joint consequence of the actions of both Blue and Red at that node. The

most important impediment to the analysis of such network fire support

models is the difficulty of constructing them. Professor Shubik's caveats

(Reference 6) in this report are applicable to this task. If such a model

were constructed, how should it be analyzed? Two options, described below,

8are solutions of stochastic games and optimization of pseudo-two-sided

models.

A stochastic game is a Jointly controlled network as described above.

It has the added feature of benefits or costs being incurred by each player

during each transition from one state to another. The scope of such

sequential game models is exceedingly broad (Reference 5). The solution

Hcriteria that have been investigated are saddle-points for zero-sum games

and, otherwise, equilibrium points. An equilibrium point is a pair of

Lstrategtes, for Red and Blue, with the property that each member of the pair

is a best rejoinder to the other member. The existing theory has the serious

H' apparent limitation that Red and Blue are assumed to share their awareness
of the current state and the structure of the entire network. It is unclear

whether thislimitation canbe removed.

1I
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Until recently, it was impractical to compute equilibrium point

solutions- (or, saddle-points in the zero-sum case) to dynamic games.

Now it seems that the earlier difficulty resided in the assumption that

Red and Blue always could make simultaneous decisions. Instead, if

they are assumed to alternate their opportunities to make decisions, then

the stochastic garie can be solved as a linear programming problem (Ref. 9).

The application of this result has the virtue of convenience and the danger

of ignoring other solution criteria (Ref.6). Nevertheless, the infant art

and science of numerically solving large stochastic games should be

nurtured.

R & D Recommendation 3. Develop the art and foster the science of

numerical solutions of sequential games.

Stochastic games invest the opponent with strategic richness but

many simulations deny him any strategy and, instead, stipulate his actions

as time passes. A strategy is a contingency plan and an intermediate

approach would be to endow the opponent with a contingency plan. Then

his actions would be in reaction to our own. He would not choose from

among alternative contingency plans, as in a stochastic game. On the

other hand, while being a "strategic dummy" he would not also be a

"reactive dummy." Such a pseudo-two-sided model is again a stochastic

network of the kind discussed in Section 4, so its optimization is straight-

forward. A move towards a pseudo-two-sided model is the internal generation

of target lists as DYNTACS seems to do.

SEVERAL MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

The optimization discussed thus far concerns a single numerical MOE.

Of course, this includes a weighted average or other numerical function of

several MOE's. However, it has been argued atthis Workshop that disparate

MOE's are sometimes simultaneously present. We shall take "disparate" to

mean that the preferences of the mythical (nonexistent?) decision-maker

perhaps may not be representable by a weighted average of elementary MOE's.

-14-



"Utility theory," "decision theory," and "decision analysis" are labels

Ufor literatures that explain how one "ought" to make decisions even in the

absence of a numerical single MOE, i.e., in the absence of cardinal utility.

UHowever, most of this theory concerns static decision problems, whereas

fire support problems are dynamic. The essence of a dynamic process is

Ithe dependence of its "location" at later stages on the decisions made at

earlier stages. Therefore, optimization of dynamic processes invites the

preparation of contingency plans. Contingency plans, instead of inflexible

time-tables, seem necessary when operations occur in an uncertain environ-

4ment against a partially unpredictable adversary. The part of utility theory

which is not restrJcted to an assumption of cardinal utility is ostensibly

static and seems ill-adapted to planning for contingencies, i.e., dynamic

optimization.

Recent research provides some theory and algorithms for dynamic optimi-

ation (Ref. 3, 8) in the absence of cardinal utility , (although no such

jresults exist for the previously discussed sequential games). This recent

materlal, labelled "ordinal dynamic programming," begins with the assumption

gthat the "decision-maker" is able to rank the outcomes of the dynamic process.

"Outcome" here means the entire time-dependent sequence of states (or

statuses or nodes) visited end actions taken, i.e., the history of the engagement

reviewed after its conclusion. Ties in the rankings might be widesperad.

IHowever, it is assumed that the rankings satisfy certain postulates of

rationality.

U At least tNo obstacles arise at this point. First, who is the decision-maker

and how does one elicit his preferences, i.e., his ranking of alternative

outcomes? It may be simpler to elicit a ranking using vector-valued MOE's

than to identify 0he decision-maker (for purposes of fire support analysis). The

second obstacle is that a ranking, once obtained, might be fundamentally

inconsistent with the raticnality postulates in References 3 and 8. If these

obstacles can be surmounted, then the algorithms in References 3 and 8 are,

in principle, essentially the same as those that pertain to the dynamic netvorks

in Sections 3 and 4.

I-15 -
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R&D ecomendaion4. Investat th pplicability of ordinal dynamic
A2gMMi~ng o ir support analysis with disparate MOE's.
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*6. R & D RECOMMENDATIONS

The four recommendations in the text are restated below:

*1. Develop the art and foster the science of simulation-optimization

hybrid procedures.

*2. Develop software packages for the optimization of dynamic (stochastic)

networks.

L3. Develop the art and foster the science of numerical slutions of

sequential games.

i4. Investigate the applicability of ordinal dynamic programming to fire

support analysis with disparate MOE's.

It seems to me that recommendations 1 and 2 are interrelated and

more essential than 3 and 4. Also, 1 and 2 are probably more expensive

I than 3 and 4.

1

I~i
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1. Introduction

Although references to simulation models in the Review of

HTheories and Techniques Applicable to Marine Fire Support [9] in-
dicate a general dissatisfaction with their contribution to pro-

1gress in understanding the nature cf Marine fire support activities,
most attendees at this conference would agree that some form of sim-

ulation model nevertheless will play a role in future fire support

V studies. Given this inevitability, one hopes that the problems en-

countered in the past can be either avoided or at least ameliorated

in the future by some thoughtful reflections on their origins and

on their possible solutions. In today's presentation my rumarks are

intended to put the problems that arise in a simulation of fire sup-

port in perspective and to offer direction. Hopefully, this per-

ispective and direction will facilitate our discussion here on just

what can be done to increase user satisfaction with fire support sim-

ulations.

I1-
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2. Features of the Simulation Method

As a too! for studying complex systems, simulation offers

nany attractions. These include:

1. compression of time

2. expansion of time

3. model detaii

4. selection of outputs "j

5. control of measurement errors

6. control of variation.

A properly constructed simulation model can compress time

so that several years of system activity can be simulated in minutes

or, in some cases, seconds. This ability enables one to run through

a variety of operational designs of interest in a fraction of the

time required to try each on the real system.

The ability to expand time also has its benefits. By arrang-

ing-for statistics of interest to be pruduced over small intervals

of simulated time, one can study the detailed structure of system

change that cannot be observed in real time. This figurative time

dilation is especially helpful when little data exist on change in

the real system.

Model detail is often cited as the most notable feature of

computer simulation. Although all modeling involves some abstraction 1

from reality, the-ostensible reason for using simulation in the minds

I
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of many analysts is that it allows them to model detail that other

methods would have to omit in order to admit a solution. This abil-

ity to include detail has occasionally led to a euphoria about what

simulation can do. Unfortunately the dark side of the picture is

seldom mentioned in advance and inevitably a user who exploits this

ability to include detail learns that all is not well at a later

stage in his use of simulation. Section 3 discusses the subject of

detail with regard to its dark side In detail.

The ability to select output and reports of varying degrees

£of detail also contribute to the appeal of simulation. However, it

should be remembered that the computation of output statistics take

Utime. Therefore, a judicious simulation user devotes prior thought

to what the relative importance of different outputs is and to the

ways in which he can manipulate a small internal data base to produce

many outputs of interest. For example, in a queueing system the iden-

tity L = )W where L denotes mean queue length; A, the arrival rate;

-and W, the mean waiting time holds under fairly general conditions.

Therefore, one need collect data to estimate either L or W since the

other can be obtained by either division or multiplication by the

known arrival rate X.

Control of measurement errors offers a great comfort to

simulation users. Presumably the automatic fashion in which data are

Lcollected in a computer simulation together with the fact that machine
errors are virtually absent has, until recently, led to complacency

about the possibility of error. With the advent of the simulation of

1
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computer systems in which the time between events is of the order of micro-

seconds but run lengths are of the order of hours, it has become clear

that the accumulated simulation time which is generally computed by

adding the times between events is subject to substantial error. Wheth-

er or not this is a serious issue for fire support studies depends

on the nature of interevent times relative to run length times.

Control of variation is the least appreciated feature of com-

puter simulation. This may be a result of the fact that some knowledge

of statistics is necessary to exploit this feature. In particular,

application of this control of variation enables one to obtain results

with a specified accuracy at lower cost than if one ignored the po-

tential for control. Section 4 offers a number of examples to illus-

trate how easily this exploitation can be made to work.

3. Detail

There exists a general presumption among analysts that if

they were just able to make their models conform more closely to the

observed behavior, then they would increase chances of having a success-

ful study. Simulation, being a descriptive tool, allows one in theory

to make a model as close to resembling reality figuratively as one

likes. However, in order to close the gap between model and reality,

one has to have a definitive picture of the behavior to be modeled.

Fire support involves a host of microphenomena; they include:

A. target acquisition

1. detection

.2. identification

3. location



B. target engagement

i1. priority rules

2. weapons availability

3. weapons selection rules

C. fire support performance

1. target characteristics

2. weapons characteristics

3. measures of effectiveness.

Each calls for detail which hopefully would arise from actual

battlefield experience. If one were to judge from the sampling

offer-d in [8], this detailed knowledge is either absent or not used

in modeling. For example, take the discussion of target acquisition

I on p. 3-4. The probability of detecting a target is computed on the

assumptionl that all sensors are "equally involved in the acquisition

Iand perform independently." Although this writer recognizes the dif-

fficulty of working without this assu:..ption, its plausibility seems

open to question. In addition, the presentation in [8] omits any

mention of how the probabilities of locating and identifying a tar-

get varj with time, once detection has occurred.

If the knoWledge nteeded to derive a more adequate represent-

ation of target detection, location and identification exists, then

one has to decide whether its inclusion in the simulation will im-

I prove representational accuracy to an extent that makes the extra

modeling effort worthwhile. However, this improvement can only

be measured after the fact. In.particular, inclusion of known

T
1
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detail in a comprehensive fire support description would have to be

preceded by extensive testing of alternative mathematical and logical

representations. To do this one needs data.

Every extension of a simulation's detail introduces new para-

meters. These require estimation which relies on data, whether it

be sample observations or expert judgment. Naturally the more detail

that is desired, the more data that are required. This poses a dil-

emma for the analyst. While he may be able to describe a phenomenon

conceptually, he may not have the data needed to fit the parameters

of the corresponding inathematical representation. If he does have

the data, he must then face the issue as to how representative the

parameter estimates avc when this particular micromodel is used

in a variety of alternative settings. That is, parameter values may

be a function of the setting in which the model is used and, there-

fore, an analyst may need several sets of data to estimate the values

that parameters assume in different settings.

The third dark issue that more detail induces is increased

bookkeeping and computal, , i1,, simulation computer program. More

detail implies more events or state changes per unit time in the

model. From a programing viewpoint this requires additional data

structures and logical structures. This requirement adds to the cost

of putting the program together. Although it is true that languages

such is GPSS and SIMSCRIPT II make these supplements relatively easy

to introduce representationally, an analyst is still faced with the

problem of fi.t:in his'program into the computer on which he plans
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to do his work.

If Fn " * s used for modeling then a serious additional

problem ri, " support simulation involves reiatively intricate

time sequenci(:c of many diverse events. Whereas specialized simula-

U tion progra,ni '4nguages all contain timin routines that perform

this time seq-,,, ing automatically, the user of FORTRAN must fAild

his own timing routine. This effort alone can be so cost consuming

as to defeat the purpose of using FORTRAN for 'ts computational

efficiency. In particular, FORTRAN lacks a list processing capabil-

0ity, a principal feature of all simulation programming languages.

[3For this reason alone one has to question the flexibility and ver-
satility of a fire support mcdel programmed in a language other

th.., a simulation prograrmning language.

The effect of detail on program development represents :ily

one issue in this area. Detail seriously affects program execution

I also. In addition to creating more data and logical structures, more

detail causes more events to occur per unit time in a simulation.

I This implies that 1he list of scheduled events on which the timing

7 routine relies for direction is longer. This means that when a new

event is to be scheduled the timing routine takes more CPU time to

find the dorrect position for the corresponding event notice in the

I1 list of schedule of events.

Unfortunately the current state of development of most

simulation lanquages have contributed to the seriousness of this

problem in practice, in order to retain a simplicity in list

I
I
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structures and processing for qeneral simulation, these languages

search, add and delete from these li~sts using algorithms that in no

way exploit the nature of the event list for particular problem set-

tings. Moreover, many simulation users do not recognize that alterna-

tive ways exist to ,:rocess the list of scheduled events as well as

other lists t.iat materialize during the c- urse of a simulation.

Appendix D of the Review of Theories end Techniques Applic-

able to Marine Fire Support [9] recognizes that the generality of

simulation programming languages may represent an impediment to com-

putational efficiency in the fire support area. This recognition

has led to a proposal there for more tailoring to the needs of this

kind of simulation. This idea deserves encouragement. However, one

hopes the tailnring will not be restrictive of the resulting simu-

lation prograns's use for alternative fire support studies. Using

a simulation language to formalize concepts and st-rdac-ures would

help to insure this generality.

Few, if any, tailored simulations have been reported .-n ttne

literature. What has been reported are ways to speed up list proc-

essing in general. One suggestion which most experienced simulation

users follow, regardless of the problem,. is to create a single eventI

notice for two diverse events tha.t always occur simultaneously. Then

a subroutine call within the executable code of one of the events enables

the other event to be executed. A second suggestion concerns condi-

tionality. Occasionally one event occurs only after another type of

event has occurred. However, the second event does not always occur.

In this caqe an event notice for the necessary event is generated

in the sirzilation and within the executable code for this event a

test is made to see if'execution of the other type of event has to
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occur. The effect of these two suggestions is to reduce the number

of event notices in the list of sch.eduled events, thereby reducing

Uthe processing time for this list. Unfortunately the very emphasis

on events in a language such as SI4SCRIPT encourages a user to over-

look the fact that simple suggestions such as these two can con-

siderably shorten execution time.

Recently, other suggestions have appeared in the literature.

The papers by Vaucher and Duval [I]] and Wyman [12] in the Confnunica-

tions oi the ACM relate experience with alternative search proce:.Jres

aimed at reducing list search time. In GPSS the judicious user of

a user chain to shorten the length of the current events chain offers

dramatic savings, when properly used [6].

Improved processing of other lists can also induce efficien-

cies in large scale simulation. For example, suppose that available

resources in a fire support simulation are all kept on a single

Iavailable resource list. Presumably the type of resource is distin

guished by a value assigned to its attribute that designates type..

Every time a resource is required a search of the resource list occurs.

fIf there are many available resources of many different types the

search is time consuming. Alternatively, if one judiciously constructs

several lists based on type then the simulation needs only to search

U the selected shorter list. The price paid for search efficiency i-;

the increased number of list structures defined in the simulation.

II The exact balance between the cost of having more lists and'the saving

in search time depends on the particular system under study.

IWeI
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4. Control of Variation

Although control of variation seldom receives serious atten-

tion in large scale simulation, it is in this writer's mind one of

the most attractive features of the simulation method. Control of

variation includes the ability to control the pattern of varia-

tion in the streams of random numbers that serve as input to an

ongoing simulation. Thoughtful use of this ability enables a user

to attain a desired statistical accuracy with less computer time than

neglect of the option would require. This benefit can accrue when

running replications of an experiment in which all input parameters

are the same. Ip can also occur when comparing runs of an experiment

in which at least one of the input parameters assumes different values.

An example illustrates the point.

Consider an airline reservation office with m reservation-

ists. If at least one reservationist is idle when a call occurs

the call immediately receives service. If all reservationists

are busy the caller listens to a 9 second recorded message excusing

the delay. At the end of the message the caller receives service,

if a reservationist is available. Otherwise, he is put into a queue

with first-come-first-served discipline. Intercall times f-aew an

exponential distribution with mean 1/x. Each caller makes a one-way

reservation with probability 1-p and a round.trip reservation with j
probability p. Service times for one way trips are exponential with

mean 1w. Round trip service times are Erlang with shape parameter 2

and mean 2/. Times are in minutes. I
Consider the case in which x = 1, w = 0.5, m = 6, and p = 0.75.

Suppose one wishes to estimate mean waiting timae to within ±0.025 min-

K!



utes or, equivalently, ± 1.5 seconds. Let Yi denote sample mean wait-

ing time on replication i. LetI
I 1 k 2 k -2

(1) k k E *Y s (k-1)-11=1 i=l "

Suppose we adopt the following design for our experiment: Continue to

collect independent replications until [1]

Sk(Y) 2 < k(O.025)2/tkl

where tkl is the .975 significance point of the-t distribution with

k-l degrees of freedom. Then if Y Y are normally distribu-

ted the probability that Yk is within ±0.025 of the true waiting time

is approximately t 0.95. Table 1 shows the results using independent

1replications.
This particular simulation was run in SIMSCRIPT 11.5 with in-

tercall times generatei on stream 1, service times on stream'2 and

I type of call (one way or two way) on stream 3. In a simulation of

a single server queueing system Page [7] has shown that reversing

I the streams of random numbers for interarrival and service times on

j a second replication can induce sizable variance reductions. Presum-

ably, low interarrival times and high service times produce high con-

j gestion on the first run whereas reversal of streams produces high

interarrival times and low service times and, therefore, low acitivity

on a second run. Therefore, average sample output over the two runs

should have a smaller, variance than in the case of independent replica-

tions.

I Table 2 presents the results of reversing seeds on streams

i and 2 on pairs of replications. In order to allow comparison with

ItSee [10] for details.
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Table I.,

Sequential Estimation of Mean Waiting Time

d = 0.025 minutes, significance level = 0.05

s(Y) kd2/t 2k- No. of
0k 4) 00 -4  Completions

1 0.2243 0.2243 2651

2. .1705 .1974 14.47 0.08 2497

3. .1721 .1890 9.37 1.01 2781
4. .1619 .1822 8.08 2.47 2500
5. .1583 .1774 7.20 4.06 2629
6. .2275 .1858 9.94 5.67 2550
7. .2222 .1910 10.18 7.31 2595
8. .1576 1868 10.12 8.94 2422
9. .2362 .1923 11.56 10.58 2440

10. .2138 .1944 10.74 1 12.22 2478

25543

Table 1 the experiment here was designed to have about half as many

completions per run as in Table 1. The results in fable 2 indicate

that only 12354 completions were required to obtain the same statis-

tical accuracy as in Table 1, which required 25543. In terms of

variance one has-

2 4 S2 4(2) s 5(X) = 7.55 x 10- s25(Z) = 23.34 x 1O-

Then one way to measure variance reduction is to examine the sample ratio

(3) [s25(X) + s25(Z)J/4s25(Y) = 2.03

which indicates that seed switching has cut the variance by about

one half.
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Table 2.

Sequential Estimation of Mean Waiting Time

IUsing Seed Switching

I d = 0.025 minutes, significance level = 0.05

I k= IS'(Y) kd 2/t21  N.oIIk X+)/
Xk z k (Xk+Zk)/2 Yk (10-4) (10- 4 ) Completions

1 0.1649 .1699 0.1674 0.1674 1262 + 1335

2 .2240 .2338 .1739 .1701 2.11 0.08 12"D + 1113

3. .2250 .1679 .1965 .1893 2.33 1.01 1165 + 1220

4 .1755 .2483 .2119 .1874 4.22 2.47 1352 + 1251

5 .2618 .1373 .1695 .1838 3.81 4.06 1178 + 1223

12354

A
1 Other methods of controlling variation are also available-

Let X and Y have means px and Vy, respectively. Suppose that px is

known but Py is to be estimated. One estimate is Y, another is Z =

Y + c(X -. zx) for which var(Z) < var (Y) if

(4)- c <- 2 coy (X,Y)/var (X)

Consider the airline reservation problem again and let X

denote the sample intercall time, p. = 1/ and c = 1. The choice of

c is based on the observation that if X - is positive the intercall

times in a replication are above average and, therefore, congestion

and waiting time are below average.

jTable 3 presents the results of using intercall time as a

control variate. The extent of variance reduction is evident.

I
I
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Table 3 ,

Sequential Estimation of Mean Waiting Time

- Using a Control Variate

d 0.025, significance level = 0.05

... . 2 (Z) kd2  It
k Zk  Zk  Sk k-i No. of

(10- 4  (10- ) Completions

1 0.2100 0.2100 2651

2 .1648 .1874 10.22 0.08 2497

3 .1760 .1836 5.54 1.01 2781

4 .1528 .1759 6.07 2.47 2500

5 .1624 .1732 4.91 4.06 2629

6 .2079 .1790 5.94 5.64 2550

7 .2134 .1839 6.64 7.31 2595

18203

When comparing results on experiments with different inputs,

variance reduction is again possible. These range from using common

seeds for corresponding streams to varying the number of observations

collected on each run [3]. For example, suppose that one wants to

measure the reduction in mean waiting time that accrues when the

number of reservationists increases from 6 to 7. Moreover, the

accuracy required is d = 1160 minutes or 1 second.

Table 4 shows the results when common seeds are used for

corresponding streams on coriesponding runs. Since

(5) s2 4.4 x 10-4  s (Z) 2.10 x l0-4

P) 3



Table 4

Sequential Estimation of Mean Waiting Time Difference

d= 1/60 minutes, significance level = 0.05

X Z Yk s2(Y) kd/tk_
k m=6 m=7 Xk - Zk Yk 10- 4  10- 4

1 0.1884 0.0628 0.1256 0.1256

2 '.1575 .0411 .1164 .1210 0.42 0.03

3 .1976 .0687 .1289 .1236 0.42 i .45

variance reduction is estimated to be

(6)2 2 2 55
(6) E~~s (X) +sMR155

impressive by most standards.

In some simulation settings it is not possible to match seeds

or to induce the necessary correlation between runs to effect a var-

iance reduction. This is especially true when comparing the results

of radically different experiments. Here one may have to settle for

independent replications, however, variance reduction can still occur.

Consider two experiments with outputs X and Z and sample sizes per

replication of n and n Let var (X) = a/2 n and var(Z) = o/nz

under the assumption that one is able to create independent observa-

tions within each replication [2, 4]. Let cX and cz denote the unit

costs of collecting and processing observations -in each replication.

If one wants to achieve a specified variance V % aol x + Cz/nz for

Y = X Z on each-replication then nx and nz should be selected so
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that

r= n = r /r2
(7)

r2  2 2/c
1 z  x z

Using (7) with nx + n = n instead of n_ = n / n/2 leads to a

22 2
saving in computing cost of (r1 - r2 )2/(1 + r1)(l + r 2) x 100 percent.

In preliminary runb of the simulation for m = 6 and 7 we esti-

mated a '  = 5.5 and Cx/cz = 0.95 so that r = 2.41. Ten replications

of each experiment were run with nx = 600 and nz = 250. Upon compu-

tation of the appropriate terms the estimated saving in computer time

needed to achieve the resulting variance for Yk =Xk - was about

one third. From this'one has to deduct the cost of the two preliminary
runs; but that cost was incidental.

The methods of variance reduction discussed here represent a

few among many techniques. All exploit the structure of the individual

problems to a marginal extent only. However, methods do exist that

exploit the properties of individual problems in such a way that sub-

stantial variance reductions are possible. These are discussed in

[3, Secs 11.2 - 11.3).

At
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SIMULATIONS

Donald L. Iglehart
0 Stanford University

1. Introduction

The simulation of a stochastic system should be viewed as a statistical

experiment. Just as in classical statistics observations are taken with

j an eye toward making statistical inferences about some unknown parameters

associated with the system being simulated. Most simulations are vastly

I more complicated than the experiments which are analyzed by classical methods

of statistics. This leads to two problems: the computer time required toI
L run the simulation long enough to obtain the desired statistical precision

can be very expensive and the statistical methodology available for analyzing

the results very scanty. These two problems in many cases have prevented

simulators from presenting a convincing statistical analysis of the output

of their simulations.

In the last three years a statistical methodology has been developed

for analyzing the output of the class of regenerative simulations. Our goal

in this paper is to present the highlights of the regenerative method. The

general problem of analyzing the output of simulations and the basic ideas

*1 *Preparation of this paper was supported by the Office of Naval Research

1 under contract N00014-72-C-0086 (NR-017-106) with Control Analysis
Corporation, Palo Alto, California.
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behind the regenerative method are discuosed in Section 2. In Section 3

the probabilistic structure in the simplest case, Markov chains, is treated.

The statistical problem and confidence intervals are dealt with in Section 4.

Discrete time mthods for reducing computational time are covered in

Section 5 and quantile estimation in Section 6. Selecting among competing

systems is the subject of Section 7. A numerical example is discussed in

Section 8. Approximation techniques to be used when the regenerative

structure is absent is the subject of Section 9 and additional technical

remarks are made in Section 10. The reference list contains all papers

dealing with the regenerative method known to the author, many of which

will not be referred to in this paper.

2. The Problem and Regenerative Method

Suppose (X(t) : t > 0) is the vector-valued output of a discrete.

event stochastic simulation. Assume that we know that X(t) "approaches

a steady-state" as t -4 co; that is, P(X( t) 4) [ < X) as t -+C,

where X can be viewed as the "steady-state" of the stochastic system.

This type of convergence is known as weak convergence and will be written

X(t) =0X. The objective of many simulators is to estimate E(f( )] a r,

where f is a specified real-valued function. Examples of f functions

of interest will be given later. Ideally, we would like to produce both

point and interval estimates for r.

The classical method of handling this problem runs something like

this. A "good" initial state 2O is selected and the simulation allowed j

2



to run T time unit- "until the initial transient wears off." Then

the simulation is allowed to run for an additional t units of time.

IFinally, the point estimate
T0+tI ^( Tox)

r( t TO, = C f f[X(s)]ds

T
is given for r. No confidence irterval is given. This method is

I unsatisfactory for at least three reasons. No guidance is given for

selecting x and T and no confidence interval is obtained for r.
-0 0

The stochastic processes of concern in this paper are regenerative

j processes. A regenerative process (X t) : t > 0] with state space Rk

k-dimensional Euclidean space, is loosely speaking a stochastic process

which starts from scratch at an increasing sequence of regeneration times

(P, : i >i]. That is, between any two consecutive regeneration times

P, and Pi+l, say, the portion [X(t) : pi 5 t < ii+l) of the regenera-

I tive process is an independent, identically distributed replicate of the

portion between any other two consecutive regeneration times. However,

I the portion of the process between time 0 and 0i' while independent

of the rest of the process, is allowed to have a different distribution.

For complete details on the construction of these processes consult [6].

1 The regenerative property is an extremely powerful tool for obtaining

analytical results for the process ( (t) : t > 0]. Before stating these

results, we first introduce some notation and make a few assumptions.

Let denote the time between the ith  and (i+l)th regeneration times,

that is, 1i = i > l, and assume Efai] < c. Let F denote

I
5
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the common distribution function of the ai's. We shall say that F is

arithmetic with span X if it assigns probability one to a set O,X,2X,...]

for some X > 0. For our simulation applications we shall assume that

the process (X(t) : t > 0] is piece-wise constant, right-continuous, and

makes only a finite number of jumps in each finite time interval. Then

if F is not arithmetic, it is known that X(t) -4X as t -+c; i.e.,

there exists a random vector X such that the lum P[X( t) < ) P(X < X)

k t -+ C
for every x E R at which P[X is continuous. On the other hand,

if F is arithmetic with span X, then there exists a random v. ctor

such that X(n ) -X as n -+c.

Now let f : - R be a nice (measurable) function and define

1i+i

Y f f[X(s)]ds

The goal of our simulation is to estimate Eff(X)]. A confidence interval

for this quantity may be obtained through appliAtion of the following

two propositions. The first follows from the structure of regenerative

processes and the second is proved in [6].

(2. 1) PROPOSITION: The sequence [(Yiki) : i > i) consists of independent

and identically distributed random vectors.,

(2.2) PROPOSITION: I f EIf( l) <a, then

E(f(X)] = Y



This regenerative structure is present for GI/G/s queues in light

traffic ([4]) and positive recurrent Markov chains ((5]) and semi-Markov

processes. The simplest case of discrete time Markov chains will be

discussed in the next section.

We shall show in Section 4. how these two facts may be used to

obtain a confidence interval for E(f( .

3. Probabilistic Structure: Markov Chain Case

Suppose we are interested in simulating a discrete time. irreducible,

aperiodic, positive recurrent Markov chain (Xn : n > 0) with finite (or

countablt) state space, R. Such a Markov chain will possess a stationary

(steady-state) distribution:

lim PX n  J) = =P(X =J), for all JEE
n-

where 7t > 0 and 1 = 1. Let f : E -+(-,,). We wish to estimate
JER

E(f(x)) = Z f(J)xj. Possible functions f of interest are the following:
-- JEE J

1 j
i) if f(i). , , then

ii) if f(i) . 0 L J j e E, then E(f(X)) a P(X.> J);

iii) if f(i) - ip, p > O, then E(f(X)) . I(xP);

iv) if f(i) = ci cost of being in state i, then I(f(x)) c i X

- stationary expected cost/period.

t.5



A typical sample-path of the Markov chain (M.c.) looks lke this

xn 2

1 1 -

0-

-po 31 02 03 04 0 3 6n -e

Figure 1

Here E =(0, 1, 2, .. ,, N], f(x) = x, and = time of the (i+l)St

visit to state 0. Since the M.c. is positive recurrent, there will be

an infinite number of visits to 0 (or any other state for that matter). t

I
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4. Statistical Problem and Confidence Intervals

We are given the following observations: (Xk Ik' <k), 1 _ k < n),

i .i .d ., w i t h 
E ( X ) = (0 

.
2 ) , 12 1 .

PROBLEM: Estimate E[YI)/E(al) a r = P1/92 .

1 n In
Let FY Y a -i Z a the sample means of the Y.'s

n i i=lI1 -2n n
and a. 's. Let s n Y) 2 1 -21 l-- (Yi" s)'22 =n'l E (cxi-cz) ,and

Sl2= :~ l E Yi- )i.-=1
i=

JTo obtain a confidence interval for r we need to prove a central

limit theorem. Let Z Yk-rk, k > 1, and 2 2. Note that the
I k rcK >1 n (Zk). oeta h

[  Zk'S are i.i.d. and E(Zk) = 0 from Propositions 1 and 2. Hence if

2 n 1/2O~a <00 then k z /an/  N(ol) as n -- co, where N(O,1) is a
k=l

mean zero, variance one normal random variable. By a slight manipulation

of this result we obtain

(3.1) PROPOSITION: If 0 < a 2 <0, then as n-*c

1/2nl[ R(V)l n) - r] NOl

This result yields a confidence interval for r provided we can estimateI/E[t1). A variety of estimates have been studied and are reported on

in [14]. The most naive estimate of a/Efal] is

I



-= " 2(/&;)'s + (?/&)2 ]221/2/8

For large samples (big n), this estimate seems to give good results.

5. DMscrete Time Methods for Continuous Time Processes

Assume now that the regenerative process is either a continuous

time Markov chain or semi-Markov process. Then a straightforward applica-

tion of the regenerative method would require the generation of random

holding times (exponential in the case of Markov chains) in the various

jtates. This is expensive in terms of computing time., 'ere is a simple

idea which avoids this time conauming complication; see (13] for details.

Assume the mean holding time in state i is m(i). Replace these

random holding times by a constant holding time of length one. Denote

the embedded discrete-parameter Markov chain (tb so-called jump chain)

by (X n 0) and the times of visits of this chain to a fixed state

(the return state) by (on : n>]. Form for v> 1

Z f (X)dMXnJ

k Z m(X.)
n-Ok-n

4 Then using the same method developcd above, we have as n -,o

8



l/2 Il(n)/ (n) r]:!, I oi/E~y .)o

2 1where 1 =E(Y - rY )2. The constant r is the parameter from the

original process which we set out to estimate. This central limit theorem

Rprovides a confidence interval for r and only requires the generation

fiof uniform [0,11 random variables. Furthermore the method is statistically

more efficient since it has been shown the' aI/E(Y 2 < a/E{al]. Here

cI and a are defined in terms of the original continuous time process.

6. Quantile Estimation

Instead of estimating Eff(K)) we might wish to estimrite the

quantiles of the distribution frimction of f(X). Here we shail assume

X is a scalar random variable and take f(x) = x. Then our problem is

to estimate the quantiles of the distribution function, F, of X. Theth

p quantile Q(p). of F is defined to be

Q(p) =inf(x : F(x) >p), 0 < p <

qua of course in nice cases Q(p) = F I(p). As in classical statistics, the

problem of estimating quantiles is significantly more difficult than

estimating moments.

! From a practical point-of-view the problem of estimating quantiles

is quite important. Suppose the simulator is designing a computer system

and wants to determine the size of a certain memory. He may then want an

I



estimate of the .95-quantile of the stationary distribution of the number

of words stored in the memory. Similarly, in designing the waiting room

for a complex queueing system the quantity of interest may be the .90-quantile

of the stationary waiting time of a customer. For inventory models we

may wish to know the .95-quantile of the inventory level in order to

assign storage capacity.

In this section we shall discuss the sample quantile approach to

estimating quantiles; for complete details see (15]. Since our desire is

to produ,'e a confidence interval for quantilee, we naturally begin by

proving a c.e.t. Suppose we agree to run the simulation for n cycles.

Assume for simplicity that p1  has the same distribution as a1 . (This

will not affect any of our limit theorems and is generally the case in

practice.) Then we only simulate to time pn Let 1A be the indicator

function of the set A. Then for real x the function

IF = .1 1 (X(s))ds
n, I On 0  (c*)x

can be viewed as the empirical distribution of the regenerative process

(X(t) : t > 0). We Aefine the sample quantile, Qn(p), based on n cycles

by the relation

Q n(p) = iTuf(x : Fn(x) ? p3 , 0 < p < .

Our next task c- to prove a c.g.t. for %(p). Select a particular

p, 0 < p < 1. As in the classical theory, we shall need to make some

regularity assumptions on F, the distribution function of X, whose

quantiles we are attempting to estimate. We shall assume that

10
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(6.1) Q(p)= F (p) ;

1 (6.2) F'(Q(p)) exiPts and is positive and finite; and

1 (6.3) F"(x) exists and IF"(x) I < M < c for x in

j some neighborhood of Q(p) .

JThe force of (6.1) - (6.3) is to permit a Taylor series expansion with

rernsinder of F(x) in the neighborhood of Q(p). If the state-space

I of (X(t) : t > O] is discrete, these assumptions obviously do not hold.

jThe stationary distribution F will be purely discrete in this case,

jumping only at the states of the process. In this case the conditions

(6.1) - (6.3) are blatantly violated. He,. is a way around this difficulty.

Suppose for sake of discussion that E = [0, 1, ..., N). Define

a new distribution function V from F by linear interpolation between

the jumps of F. For -1< x < N,

F(x) = F([x)) 4 (x - [xI) [F([x] + 1) - F([x])]

The new distribution function F is illustrated in Figure 2 for the

case N = 5. The conditions (6.1) - (6.3) are satisfied for the distri-

bution F except in those rare instances when Q(p) is one of the

iQtegers of I, where F(p) = F-(p). In the latter case left and right-

hand derivatives of F exist at the point (p). We shall define

Fn and Qn(p) in a similar way based on Fn of (3.1). Clearly

1 1

I1,. ..



if

and

..... .L

-1 0 . 2 3 4 x

Figure 2

Q(p) - 1 < (p) < Q(p) and Q n(p) - 1 < 4n(p) < Qn(p). Assume from hereni

on that the transition from F to has been made when necessary. The

basic c.l.t. op which our confidence intervals shall be based is contained

in

2!
(6.4) PROPOSITION: If conditions (6.1) - (6.3) hold and a + -< co for

some C > O, then as n- c

n,/ZtQn(P) - Q(p) (
a(q(p))/E ) F'I(Q(p)). N(0$ ,

where a2(x) is the variance of a certain random variable.

12
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IThe problem of estimating the constant a(Q(p))/Ec 1I] F'(Q(p))

is considerably more complicated than was the corresponding problem in

I Section 4 and hence will be omitted here. The c.l.t. above plus this

estimate yields a confidence interval for Q(p) in the usual way.I
I

7. Selecting the Beat System

j, Our concern in this section is developing a methodology which

can be used in conjunction with the regenerative method to compare the

performance of k (> 2) systems which are being simulated; for details

of the material in this section see [16]. A convenient situation to j
keep in mind is k alternative system designs which are being considered.

I For sake of discussion suppose these k designs each give rise to a

Markov chain (Xi : n> 0], i = 1, 2, ... , k, which we will simulate.

Suppose our measure of system performance for the ith system is

ri = Elf(X! )), the expected value of some given function f of the

"steady-state" random variable Xi . For example, if the system being

simulated is a queue, we might wish to base system performance on the

expected number of customers waiting. Our goal is to select from the

!I k systems the one with the largest (or smallest) value of ri.

As we do not know the values of the r is , we shall have to simulate

the k systems and estimate the riis,

A Consider first the special case of k = 2. In this case the

simulator desires to compare rI and r2. If system 1 is presently in

operation and system 2 is a proposed improvement, he may wish to test

I



whether r1  r2  or r1 < r2  (rI > r2,# ri r Tests of hypotheses

are ihdicated in [16] which are of fixed level a.

For the general case of k > 2, suppose we are interested in

selecting the system with the largest r We begin by specifying two

numbers P and e. Our goal will be to select with probability

the system with the largest ri, whenever that value of ri is separated
iI

by at least 6* from the other r 's. Because certain variances are

unknown and have to be estimated there is no fixed sample size procedure

that will guarantee the above goal. Two procedures are given in [163.

The first procedure is sequential and the second two-stage. The sequential

procedure has a stopping rule based on estimates of certain variances.

The two-stage procedure usea the first stage to estimate these variances.

The length of the second stage is then determined by these variance

r estimates.

Tests of hypotheses (k = 2) and the two selection procedures

(k = 3) were carried out for the classical repairman model. The

numerical results for the tests of hypotheses were in good agreement with

the theory. Both the sequential and two-stage methods attained the

required goals for the probability of correct selection, P*. The estimates

used in the two methods must be chosen properly in order to both attain j
the desired statistical results and minimize the computational time

required to carry out the simulations.I|

S j
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8. Numerical Example

Consider the classical repairman problem:

Alunits,
Sfailure,,,rate e

s repairmen,

repair rate

Let X(t) =#units waiting for or undergoing repair at time t, Assume

failure and repair times are exponentiallrdistributed. Then [X(t):t > 0)

is a birth-death process with state space E = o, i, ..., m.n), birth

parameters ? = (n - [i-m)+)?i, and death parameters g, = (i A s)g.

Also P(X(t) = j) -P(X = J) = nj, for all j E E. Some simulation

results for Eff(X)) are shown in TABLE 1.

The quantiles of X were also estimated. Here are some typical

I results for the same parameter values used in Table 1. Because of the
IH

discrete state space the transition from F to V has been made. The

estimates in Table 2 are the sample means of 100 replications c.ach of

length 200 cycles. These estimates yielded confidence intervals consistent

with the theory.

The discrete time method proposed in Section 5 was used for this

repairman problem when f(x) = x. For the continuous time simulation

the theoretical value of the constant a/E(al) in Proposition 3.1 is

I



TABLE 1

Simulation Results

= i = 4, s 3, n = 10, m = 4; run length 300 cycles)

Level of Confidence = 90%

TTheoretical Point Confidence
Parameter Value Estimate Interval

E(X) = expected # down 3.471 3.406 (3.205, 3.607]

E(X2 17.278 16.844 [15.094, 18.5941

PX > m) = prob. less .306 .294 (.260, .328]

than n operating

P(X > s) = prob. of a .438 .429 [.393, .465]

queue at repair facility

E[fs-X]+] = expected # of .678 .705 [.637, .7731
idle repairmen

Pr- > 1 = prob. at least .939 .930 (.919, .942]

one unit down

PCX = 0) = prob. no unit .061 .070 [.058, .081]

is down

16



j TABLE 2

Quantile EstimationI
true value true value of estimate of estimate of

p of Q(p) a/E(a,)F' Q(p) a/E(a )F'

.50 2.6of 2.151 2.575 2.125

1 .75 4..507 2.887 4.439 2.897

1 .90 6.238 3.686 6.165 3.451

I
1.9553, whereas the theoretical value of for the diEcrete

method is 1.9022. Thus only a 2.6% statistical saving is realized.

However, the continuous time simulation required 1.79 minutes to replicate

100 cycles 100 times and the discrete time simulation only 0.99 minutes,

a computational saving of about 44.7%. In all examples run thus far the

statistical saving is minor, but the computational saving significant.

Because of the additional complications of the selection procedures

discussed in Section 7 numerical results will not be described here.

Numerical examples can be found in [161.

9. Approximation Techniques

v A discrete-event simulation may not possess the nice regenerative

property exploited above. Furthermore, even if it does possess the regen-

erative propirty the return states may be hard to identify or may not

occur frequently enoughy to use the regenerative method. Nevertheless,

it may still be the case that X(t) X and estimating E(f(X)) may

17



be of interest. Here are two approximation techniques which may be

employed in this situation; for more details see [7].

In the first method select a fixed state x and construct a small

region A surrounding x. Define Oi, ci Y in terms of returns to

A rather than x. Compute confidence intervals by old method. Here

thei-pairs (Yi, a ) will not be independent nor identically distributed.

But if A is "small" the distributions should be close and dependence

fall off rapidly. This method has been used in [22] with some success

for a simulation of a job-shop.

The second method forms a modified process by setting the original

process equal to x each time it enters A. This modified process is

then a regenerative process to which the regenerative method can be applied.

However, in this case the confidence intervals produced are uith respect

to the modified process, not the original one.

10. Additional Technical Remarks

In this final section we collect together a number of additional

remarks.

1. If confidence interval is desired after a fixed simulation time T

rather than a fixed number of regeneration cycles n) the method can

still be used. Simply use the same formulae with n replaced by

N(T)l the # of completed cycles by time T.

2. If two or more regeneration sequences exist, the simulator may choose

whichever is more cbnvenient as the lengths of the two confidence

intervals are asymptotically of the same length.

18
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5. Suppose that in addition to wanting to estimate Z(f(YX) the simulator

also wants to estimate E(f(X(l0)], say. Then independent samnles

of f(X(lO)) can be read off after 10 time units elapse after the

start of a cycle, the samples being based on non-overlapping portions

of the process.

i. The same approach can be used to estimate the asymptotic cost per

unit time. Let (C(t) : t > 0) be such a cost function and assume

that0
Y = C(1i+l) - C(Pi)

and

I i= Bi~l -

I are i.i.d. Then

IC(t) EYl)
t E~a1)

with probability one.

I

5. After a rur of n cycies one can obtain a l0O(l-y)% confidence

interval of length

C 1-~ r/2)
| -F-

1 19
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-l The proportionality constant c can be estimated with a short run,

following which the simulator could make tradeoffs between

i) run length,

ii) level of confidence, and

iii) length of confidence interval.

I0
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i
TARGET GENERATION AND DESIGATION

I by Robert G. Hinkle

For purposes of this workshop, Target Generation and Designation

Ihave been considered as a unified process of "sensing the presence

of enemy units and preparing a ranked dynamic target array". The

target array consists of a set of entries representing demands for

[ supporting fire and hence include entries for suppression, preparation

fires, interdiction, and fire requirements against suspected enemy

.1 positions. Thus, the target array represents the demands placed on

the Fire Support System.

The objective of this working group was to consider the questions

associated with the analytic generation of these demands and the

form they should take for purposes of analytical evaluation of candidate

Fire Support Systems or alterations to existing Fire Support Systems.

The approach taken in the working group was to discuss the target

generation process in general terms as it relates to the operation,

revie% the current methods for modeling the process, identify areas of

weakness in the methodology, discuss some proposed ways of strengthening

the methodology, and identify areas for needed research.

Figure 1 is a conceptual flow diagram of the target generation/

designation process. The idealized target set is a continually evolving

set of targets or firing opportunities which exist under perfect intelli-

gence and evaluation. The target generation system produces a target

I list which includes s-i- "real targets", some targets which are not on

111
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the idealized list such as false targets or suppression fires which are

gopasd to be ineffective because the ener forces are not in the area.

There is a dynamic interaction between the idealized target set, the

target list and the in pleontation of the corresp oding fire plan.

These interactions are caused by, among other things, the time tag between

the occurrence of the idealized target set (whose coirrxosition changes

continually) and the final prepared target list which is an estimate of

the idealized target set at scaiD-e previous point in tine. In addition

there is a strong interaction of the fire plan imrplementation± and both

the ideal and actual target list in that the enemy loses units, pieces

of equipment and changes his tactics because of the fire directed against

his forces.

F~igure 2 is a conceptual rrode-l of the analytic counterpart to the

"operational" target generation process .A general conclusion of the

group was that the exact form of the mrodel and the level of detail

represented in the rnyel mrust be tailored to types of studies for which

it is to be used and the type of information being sought frnn the study.

This of course depends upon the decisions being supported by the study.

I
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ISSUES CCNSIDERE:

The working group agreed to focus primarily on two issues related

to target generation and designation: (1) the adequacy of analytic

methods (models) for generating target lists (or fire support

requirements) and (2) the need for and possible neans of introducing

dynamic interaction between the fire support means employed and the

target list.

TAr GENERATIcM MDDES

The target generation model is either a simulation of the operational

Sprocess which generates target lists or an empirical ndel which

generates target types and quantities based on historical data.

The target generation process consists of the knowledge of the

force mission and tactics; knowledge and preception of enemy forces,i N
I(order of battle), force disposition, and tactics; and the tactical in-

telligence system/decision process.

It was the consenus of the working group that the sensor systems are well

understood and well modeled. The major area requiring attention is the

sensor data processing system which is essentially a human process.1 Thus, sensor contacts do not themelves constitute a target list.

* Another area requiring attention is the generation of fire support require-

ments for harrassment and interdiction, preparation fires, and suppression.

Any operational target generation process will generate false targets due

to aging of sensor and other intelligence _nformation and due to incorrect

assessments of intelligence information.

1 5
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If one is considering the use of detailed simulation models for

fire support systems evaluation, the difficulties of modeling these

processes must be resolved otherwise the "noise" introduced by guesses

will mask the effects sought in going to the detailed simulation.

DYNAMIC INTERAMCICNS

The operationally generated target list is a continuously changing

list due to the continous inflow of intelligence information and the

assessment of damage done by partial implementation of the current fire

plan. In manual war games this dynamic nature of the target list is

accounted for by the two-sided interactive nature of the tool. The

target list generated is strictly valid only for that specific play

of the game and the introduction of different weapons, sensors, or

forces (players) will generate a new target list likely to be quite

different from others.

In an analytic nmodel of fire support operations it is important that

this interaction be represented. The use of a Markov process or Stochastic

network model may be a tool which would allow implementation of this process.

The idea is that the fire support allocation process be considered at dis-

crete points in time. At a given time there is an ideal target set, an
I

operationally generated target set, and an inventory of raaining fire

support assets. The decision maker must make a decision regarding the

allocation of assets to targets on the list. As a result of his decision

A (fire plan) and its implemexi aticn, the state of the systen will change

with certain probabilities to one of the set of possible new states.

The process continues for the duration of the operations.
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For a given fire support mix the final values of any nurer of the

chosen state variables can be used as the measures of effectiveness.

This concept is by no means well thought-out at this time and hence

neither its cczputational efficiency nor its value is clear.

OCNCLWICtNS AND J;E M TIONS

I The following general conclusions and reccarendations axe made by

the working group.

ISensor nmodels are adequate

Man part of the sensing process is not well understood thereforef not well modeled

Ideal target set and target list should be kept distinct

j Dynamic interaction between target set (hence the target list) and
the Fire Plan Implanentation should be modeled

The degree ofresolution/aggregatlon xequired in the methodology and
hence in the target array description is driven by the study question

Tiere does not exist a model (other than the landing force war game)
which will produce detailed target lists

New sensors and data processing systems will place increasing demands
on Fire Support Allocation Engagement Process

There is a need for threat studies to provide a basis for fire support
requirements generation

There is a need for a simulation model of fire support inbedded in
model of combined a=ms

There should be a scientific review of alternating Markov renewal
process utilized in Vector-2

J An in-depth study of the target generation process should be mde,
including cmmand, control and cmmunication, intelligence data
processilig, and inference.
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

TARGET ENGAGEMENT MINIWORKSHOP

by A. H. Goettig

On the third day of the Fire Support Methodology Workshop, the parti-

cipants of the workshop were divided into three miniworkshops to consider

specific areas of fire support methodology. The areas covered by the three

miniworkshops were:

f 1. Target Generation and Designation

2. Target Engagement

13. Fire Support System Effectiveness

jThis report describes the activities of the Target Engagement group, The

prime objective of the miniworkshops was to examine the applicability of

the techniques described during the presentations of the previous two days

to specific methodology problems.

Membership on the group appeared to represent a cross section of the

general attendance of the overall workshop, i.e., Marines, Army, University,

Contractor and in-house Navy civilians. They were:

[A. Goettig, Chairman (NWC, China Lake)

J. Bobick (SRI)

K. Chan (IDA)

G. Fishman (Univ. of N.C.)

K. Harrison, LCOL (MCDEC)

F. Hartman, CAPT (Army CAA)

D. Osteyee (ONR, Pasadena)

L. Peters (SRI)

J. Taylor (NPGS)
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CHAIRMAN'S COMOENTS

The suppression effects obtained by fire support was the miniworkshop

members primary area of interest. The broad findings about suppression

effects were:

1. They should be included in fire support methodology.

2. This should be done parametrically if data is lacking.

3. Efforts should continue to obtain data on troop behavior

while under fire.

Recommendations in the PGRC report for use of specific techniques were

not:

1. Supported by thorough comparisons with existing and evolving

techniques.

2. Consistent with the anticipated use of the methodology.

3. Consistent with the degree of uncertainty in the data that

would be used.

The PGRC plan emphasized more realism and detail in the methodology. The

acknowledged lack of data would normally indicate a need for more aggregation

to enable very fast running of programs and exploration of the effects of uncer-

tainty n, data.

The process of developing a fire support methodology needs strong and j
continuing inputs from three kinds of people in addition to the analysts who

technically develop the methods. These are:

1. Combat experienced personnel who know what kind of data can

be obtained.

2. Study managers who have had experience with utilizing

methodology to compute answers to someone's questions.

3. Project managers who will have to make decisions on alterna-

tive fire support concepts.



5 A critical factor in developing a useful methodology is to provide

I for a continuing input from these three elements to help steer the direction
i ii of methodology development.
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Sh The target engagement miniworkshop addressed a number of questions with

the intent oT developing statements relevant to each question which would

meet two criteria:

1. Represent the concensus of the group.

2. Provide useful guidance for fire support methodology development.

The questions addressed by the group were:

1. What is the Marine Fire Support Methodology problem?

2. Why is suppression important to include in the methodology?

3. Why isn't suppression adequately included in existing models?

4. What should be done about suppression in the nethodology until troop

behavior data is available?

5. What sources of troop behavior data appear to be most promising?

6. IWat does the group think about the methodology development plan

contained in the PGRC Report?

In addition to the above six questions the group developed statements about:

1. The fire assessment equation in the Phase I task's report.

2. The need for including environmental parameters in fire support

analysis.

3 Efforts to provide greater detail and realism in models and simula-

tions.

This report is structured according to the question or tolic addressed

by the group. For each question or topic the statement developel by .he group

is presented and a brief description of the discussion that took place during

the development of the statement is also included.

I-I
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What is the Marine Fire Support Methodology Problem?

S-° ment: -The Marines need a low cost methodology that will enable the

U selection of a mix of fire suppori weapons. Mix, in this sense,

means both which systems to buy and what quantities of expendable

ammunition are needed.

Discussion: The above statement is the chairman's interpretation of the

group discussion. In essense it is the same as what was stated in the PGRC

report but with emphasis on low cost and explicit recognition that there

are two facets to be considered in determining a mix.

Why is suppression important to include in the methodology?

Statement: Suppression and neutralization are the primary things accomplished

by fire support, however current methods deal only with the killing

or destruction of targets. In determining a mix of weapons compari-

sons are needed between the suppressive effects of different weapons.

Discussion: The need for including suppression in fire support methodology was

,1 " generally accepted by the group and answering this question seemed almost academic.

-cy isn't suppression adequately included in existing model?

Statement: There is inadequate data on troop behavior when under fire.

Discussion: Tho group agreed that there is currently no major problem in

modeling suppression effects but there is no supportable data on troop behavior

when under fiL to use in the models. The group realized that this is not a

siew findibng and thit efforts are underway that are attempting to develop the

data experimentally.

What shoulcL bi. done about suppression in the methodology until troop behavior

data becomes available?

f Statement: Suppression effects should be treated, as a parameter until data

becomes available.

I
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Discussion: Pe'ihapc the real question here was whether it is more dangerous

to use unsupported estimates or to ignore the problem altogether. In any

case we agreed chat including suppression effects in a parameterized form

is necessary. This would accomplish several things:

1. Require selection of MOBs that would include suppressive effects.

If done carefully this should help focus efforts to collect troop

behavior data and to design suppression models.

2. Help identify those cases where the uncertainty about suppressive

effects has a significant effect on a decision.

3. Provide a quantitative indication of the need for accurate sup-

pression modelling.

What sources of troop behavior data appear to be most promising?

Statement: Combat experience is felt to be the most likely source of convincing

data on suppressive effects.

Discussion: Actually replacing the words "most likely source" in the above

statement with the words "only source" might better reflect the group's

feelings. We were not able to see how convincing data on behavior when exposed

to a lethal environment can be obtained without using a lethal environment.

Nevertheless, we were not willing to claim that it couldn't be done nor did we

want to discourage ongoing efforts that are attempting to get a handle on the

problem. In any case when dealing with conceptual systems or systems that t
have not been used in combat, estimates of the suppressive effects on operators

will have to be used.

What does the group think about the methodology development plan contained in the

PGRC Phase I Report?

Statements related to this question were developed for each of the recommen-

dations made during V Zimmerman's briefing on Monday. The reconmendations were

divided into near- -aid far-tem. Elaboration on the recommendations are

war-



included in the Phase I Summary report which most of the group had at least

scanned, Mr. Zimmerman was a member of our group and also provided explanations

of the briefly stated recommendations on the view graphs he had used.

NEAR TERMt PLAN

Target List for Kinematic Analysis

I(The group decided this subject was included in the charter of another
mini-workshop. A lively interchange about whether it was better to have target

lists generated inside a simulation or outside got started but we did not formu-

late a statement).

Combine and Modify the DAPS/CAS and MAF Models

Statement: Before selecting near-term model(s) the following should be done:

a. Define the Marines near-term questions.

b. Identify the systems involved and decision criteria.

c. Identify models that deal with the systems and decision

criteria identified in b.

d. Select model(s).

Discussion: It turns out that this was the procedure intended in the Phase I

report but it was not apparent to the group and therefore, the rationale for

the recommendation was not apparent. In addition, additional models had been

discussed in the workshop briefings that might be candidates and had riot been

pevaluated. The net result is that a more explicit problem definition and
decision rationale than is contained in the Phase I report is needed.

Determine State-of-the-art of what we ow about suppression.

Statement: None

Discussion: The group felt that to a large extent this had been accomplished by

people in Army and Navy Programs. Two documents that address the area of

suppression and also have rather extensive bibliographies of reports relatedI
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to suppression are:

'I a. NWC IN 12-72-1, "Background and Approach for Study of Combat Suppression"

by E. G. Swann dtd May 1972, UNCLASSIFIED

b. NPGS Masters Thesis in OR, "The Effect of Suppression on the Casualty

Exchange Ratio," by Edgar C. Johnson dtd Mar 73 (AD 911 883)

People who have been actively working in the area of suppression and modeling

the development of suppression effects data are:

E. G. Swann NWC, China Lake AV 245-3811

Dr. J. Taylor NPGS AV 479-2683

Dr. Eugene Dutoit U.S. Army Infantry School AV 835-2015

Fort Benning, Georgia

Dr. H. Fallin USAAMSAA, Aberdeen, MD AV 870-3785

Dr. Seth Bonder Victor Research Inc., (313) 972-9210

P.O. Box 1505

Ann Arbor, Mich. 28106

Dr. Edgar Johnson U.S. Army Research Institute

1300 Wilson Blvd. AV 224-1694

Arlington, VA 22209 (202) 694-1694

Additionally a central contact point for the developing Army study program in

suppression is:

M J Edward J. Burke Combined Arms Combat Development Activity

ATTN: ATCA-CCM-I

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 66027 AV 552-5595
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Design-Value-Driven Simulation

Develop and Apply Algorithmic Programs

Statement: The value of algorithmic and value-driven models has not been

clearly demonstrated and commitment to these techniques would

be premature. Exploration and comparison of these techniques

does appear to be in order.

Discussion: The group recognized that it lacked the in-depth understanding of

these techniques that should be represented in either a strong positive or

negative endorsement of these techniques. On the other hand it appeared that

we were not alone in our lack of understanding and serious scrutiny of these

techniques is in order before a decision is made.

Scenarios and Concepts

Statement: We endorse the idea of standardizing scenarios (including threats)

and concepts of operations as a means of enhancing comparisons

between studies and reducing study costs. This should be done

regardless of decisions about whether or not to conduct an overall

fire support study. We realize updating will be required from

time-to-time and that new systems will not necessarily be compatible

with established concepts of operations.

Discussion: The group also felt that this recommendation might also provide

is some help in the area of target lists for specific often-ocurring combat

situations. Standardizing should not be interpreted as preventing reasonable

4 excursions or deviations if they are done in an explicit manner and are based

on data (particularly in the case of threats) rather than conjecture.

11I
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Structure of Combat

Statement: The relationships between fire support and rates of advance are

not well supported by data and yet these relationships are key

factors in simulations, games and models. Suggested ways for

improving confidence in the data were;

1. More detailed simulation.

2. Study of combat experience.

3. Use of data from exercises and maneuvers.

4. Experimentation.

Discussion: We did not reach agreement on what, if anything, could be gained

from these various approaches and in addition, there was a variety of opinion

on whether absolute values were really critical or whether relative values

would suffice in most cases. This was the last topic of the day to be covered

by the group and we did not see any way to resolve our positions in a short

period of time. It was decided that it was better to present the unevaluated

suggestions above rather than not comment at all.

OMER TOPICS

Fire Assessment Equation

Statement: Refinement in the fire assessment equation in Section 4.7 of Phase

I Task I report is needed.

Discussion: One member of the group had examined the Phase I reports in enough

detail to determine that more representative treatment of an offset MPI is

typically used to compute Pk's for artillery fire. This was discussed with an

author of the report.

Need for Environmental Parameters

Statement: The effects of dust, smoke, haze, etc., will influence the target

engagement problem with systems like CLGP and LGB's. These effects

should be included in fire support analyses and be supported by data.



Discussion: The group felt limited visibility conditions can have a signifi-

cant influence on the performance of some weapons as well as the detection

I and obscuration of targets. Limited visibility conditions occur quite often,

either naturally or as a result of mbat, and therefore are important to

* imclude.

Efforts to provide greater detail and Realism

Statement: Efforts to provide greater detail and realism should be carefully

examined with regard to contribution to overall results.

Discussion: The group observed that the proposed plan in the Phase I report

placed a lot of emphasis on additional detail, realism and resolution. While

there was not unanimous agreement on this statement, the consensus was that

there is a tendency to strive for extreme detail in one part of a model while

at the same time gross estimates are being used in another part. After

developing this statement we realized we had used a lot of words to restate

the concise phrase used by Dr. Shubik in his presentation the previous day,

i.e., "Relevance vs. Realism."

I
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J APPENDIX 11
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

J FIRE SUPPORT SYSTEM MIX EFFECTIVENESS

ANALYSIS WORKSHOP

by Edward W. Girard
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Report of Mini-Workshop on Fire Support SystemI Mix Effectiveness Analysis

The attendees are listed at the end of this report. The morning
session was attended heavily, the afternoon session, sparsely. To keep
the deliberations consistent with the main workshop, and free of avoidable
and perhaps inconsistent overlap with the other two paralleling sessions,
two assumptions were made.

A° Our concerns are with the non-strategic, non-decisive uses

of fire effects.

All issues of target definition and engagement analyses are
being satisfactorily taken up by their respective mini-workshops.

By way of a prolonged opening statement the chairman sketched two
analyses of fire support to show that there remain significant advances

to be made in thinking, managing, developing and operating in the realm of
fire support. The criteria used were principally two, effectiveness of
fire support in lowering battle losses to supported engaged infantry1 , and
attractiveness of fire support as an alternative to in reased ground
operations in a joint land/air theater force campaign. Both examples
served to introduce the main methodological point that fire support mix
analysis is a very complicated, painstaking activity because of the
multidimensional character of the mix issVe in any real problem. This is
seen in the figure, where the usually understood component of fire support
mix elements is indicated by the horizontal axis in the viewing plane. When
a real mix is to be evaluated in support of a real force's operations, supportn is provided to more than one friendly echelon. MOE's must then be defined
with respect to the characteristic missions, scope, tempo, and key operational
functions of all of the supported echelons involved. When carrying through
a determination of benefit at a given supported echelon, it is also necessary
to consider the interplay of its functions with those of the enemy force
echelons that are found in opposition. In other words, there is a rather

fstraightforward if tedious logic of producing the benefit of fire support
11 to our friends via imposing a degrading effect of fire on our (their!) foes.

Again, when we try to be specific in this matter, we deal with degradation of the
enemy echelons' operational functions, with consequent enhancement of those
of our supported friends. The beginning of the structure of an effectiveness

1 Edward W. Girard, Structural Approaches to Fire Support Systems Mix

Analysis (U), Proceedings of 33rd MORS, USA, June 1974, Unclassified.

2 Edward W. Girard, Contributions cf Tactical Air Commodity

Interdiction to Joint Force Operations (U), Proceedings of 29th MORS,
USAFA, June 1972, Unclassified.
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V
calculation consists of establishing the values in an array of enemy and
friendly operational functions of interest for each distinguishable homog-
enous operational phase of combat, usually referenced to whichever side
is exercising the tactical initiative.

For any given situation of friendly/enemy forces, missions, and
operational combat phase we are concerned with a weighted sum of terms,
one from each enemy operational function, that measures the benefit to
each of the impacted friendly functions, or capabilities. This, then,
represents a theory of the problem of fire support system mix effectiveness
analysis (FSSMEA) that is appropriate to both the direct support role and
to the general support operations role, including air delivered fires.
The choice of measures of effectiveness differs between the two roles,
however. In direct support we need to assess the impact on enemy
operational functions from physical damage and suppression that is
explicitly referenced to the friendly echelons that are to serve as accounts
for benefits accumulation. A convenient system is to measure the increased
friendly functional capabilities resulting from the effects of fire in the
(friendly)x(enemy) function array (fire, maneuver, C3 , resupply, medical)
introduced, above. This in turn can be related to expected mission success,
advance, casualties, security, or other military utility in the situation
of mission and phase of operations in which the supported unit finds itself.

Taking the matter of adducing fire support benefits this far, to the
military utilities, is probably sufficient for most decision making. The
most useful result of an analysis of a ground fire support issue is one
that expresses the consequences of the agreed facts and assumptions in the
same system of utilities a senior militaxy decision-maker would use if he
were actually comanding in the situation visualized. For it is precisely

at that point that the analysis permits him to bring all of his own
critical facult'es to bear in considering the problem. This takes the
matter beyond the single point "answer" or "solution" usually produced in
a study, which at best has the significance of a revealing example. in
this way the analysis can become the senior military manager's own, just
as in operations the estimate of the situation and the decision are the
commander's owiL, taking inputs and choices from his various staff.

In the general support operations realm of fire support, alterationin overall mission capability for the supported and opposing echelons is
Fa useful measure, where delayed effects having different time dependencies

are involved. Delayed effects are not necessarily of negligible magnitude
compared to the prompt exploitable utility of a comparable effort in the
DS mode. They are frequently neglected in analyses of their value considered

j as support fires, however, owing to the complications of reckoning benefits

I over an extended span of time, geography, and force supported.

In either fire support role, direct support or general support, a key
j point remains that targets for engagement are distilled, not from enemy

3
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"deployments" or from "combat information", but from planning for
operations and for supporting fires, in light of the foregoing. The
valuation and costing of fire support and fire support systems must be
consistently related to the plans and operations of the friendly forces
considered.

It should also be noted that fire support stands out as an area
relatively poorly served by analysis because it is truly imbedded in the
formulation of operations in combined arms context and is hence truly
difficult to express in analytical terms.

Fortified by these spiritual exercises the mini-workshop took up the
matter of finding a logical structure of fire support, with the aim of
providing a sound scientific basis for future fire support studies that
can justify the innovation in materiel and forces, in an analysis driven
decision environment, that can bring forth successful operations by smaller
forces by improving qualitative change in the Art of War. One can recall
in this connection that product improvements are decisive for the larger
of two opponents, not for the smaller.

The present FSSMEA capability and activity was viewed as defective in
three critical areas.

1. Suppression is handled inadequately or neglected altogether,
even in studies of direct support fires.

2. There is no present analytical or experiential basis for
formalizing decision algorithms for study of future weapons and forces in
which innovation wtll be needed, for operation of the cheap, rapid computer
simulation runs that are essential to acceptability of study findings as
regards generality of scenarios, system alternatives, and sensitivity analyses.

3. There is no work underway aimed at overcoming the shortcomings
in 1 and 2, above.

With respect to the problem of suppression effects, two significant
thoughts emerged - it is a physical and not: a mystical body of phenomena
that needs to be modeled, fit to available data, remodeled, refit, etc.,
in a manner exactly similar to the reduction -<f any body of experience to
systematic description, analysis, and manipuiation - and that for
insufficient reason, the analysis and modeling community has heretofor
exempted it from intensive examination.

By way of exception, the work of Lind at Rand Corp. on an extensive
body of Marine Corps furnished data from Viet-Nam operations has been
reduced to analytical description that, when inserted into a combat model,
successfully "predicts" the outcome of a large sample of low level
engagements. This work will shortly be published as the AGATE Model.
Beyond this, new techniques of modelling on computers described in limited
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j detail by Horrigan of Horrigan Associates, Chicago, which attempt to
develop a general dis-aggregated structure for definition, generation and
rzsolution of very low level (1 man resolution) combat functional events,
again describable, calculable, physical phenomena of fire, were asserted

to be readily at hand for first fitting the data from the present forms of
low level combat, and then generalizing into the future innovations and novel
combat environments and forms, and weapons techniques of interest.

As to the needed decision algorithms "indicazive" if not "typical" of
what commanders and their staffs will make of the situations in which they
find their commands, and the capabilities at hand for doing something

about it, this too was viewed as a difficult, but essential, and feasible,
and hence, indicated area for extensive work with advanced man/machine systems -

typified by RAC's ADVICE II "model" of a few years back, which had a number

of desirable characteristics. It ran real-time with high quality combat
assessments from the Division Battle Model (DBM) which could be driven by
new COMANEX parameter values reflective of the combat environment, situation,
and capabilities from which we wished to evolve tactical concept, doctrine,
and patterns of decision. It used a small team (5) to run the model and

the project that used it.

1This would give the necesgary input to an algorithm generating process
for imbedding appropriate military decisions at the combined arms echelons
of force, division and above, into an otherwise suitable computer simulation,
provided that the virtual decision algorithm folded into the low level
simulation used to produce the inputs to the COMANEX post-processor was
judged to be acceptable. In the event it was not, new low level simulation
runs would need to be made with a problem of comparable difficulty in using
appropriate new patterns of decision and combat interactions at the level
of micro-tactics. This has always been a problem for the low level
combat simulations, but could be handled by simply cutting them off when
a traditional militarily reasonable tactical development of events was
seen to be departed from. When novel situations of forces and capabilities
are posited sufficient to deny use of experientially based judgement and
review, the question of keeping the simulation on the rails becomes one
of finding out where the track should go and with what gauge the rails should
be laid, using methods external to the simulation Itself. The approach of
using a detailed manual walk-through of the combat action is both obvious
and feasible - but must be recognized, accepted, and implemented.

The mini-workshop felt that not all Marine Corps decisionsThe iniworsho fet tat ot ll arie Crpsmanagementdeion

in fire support require analysis at all levels up to level six in Pugh's
classification, and that the lack of analytical technique is most serious
at levels 3, 4, and 5. Most specifically, it was accepted that there is
little of value tc be done to improve the special methods of level six
until wa are able to tax them with improved quality analyses and inputs
from below.
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Recommendations

Three track man/machine effort: aimed at combined arms appraisal of

fire support.

1. Activate RAC ADVICE Il System with DBM (Obtain hardware),

Shake-down team, design and start experimental program.

1-2 yrs at 6 TMY Level

Review Vector DIVOPS and RAND AGATE Models (others)

To replace DBM in yrs 3,4

1-2 yrs at 1 TMY Level

2. Model and program algoriihmic model of physical suppression

Effects of fire within the rifle company.

2-3 yrs at 1-2 TMY Level

3. Then develop new combat model (BONDER 7?), possibly improved
"ADVICE III" man/machine interface as basis of faster, cheaper,
continued experimental programs.

"Mathematize" decision algorithms with surrogate values obtained across
spectrum of appropriate methodological approaches to FSM problems.

Remarks

User - Don't do Level 3-6 analysis on our Level 2 problems

Us - For the type of work recommended continuity over time and
objectives for small good teams gives results. Short, intense
disjoint efforts do not.

6
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SIMARY OF INVITED PAPERS OF THE
o' 

]FIRE SUPPORT METHODOLOGY WNORK1:0'P

Oerald J. Lieberman
Stanford University

At the very beginning of the workshop it was pointed out that there

are three groups of invited attendees;. the (military) consumer who submits

the problems and is the study recipient; the "fire support" analyst who

attempts to provide these solutions using the existLng state of the art;

Iand finally the operations research methodology experts who push the
*frontiers. Each group received an education. The workshop program provided

for a description of the fire support system followed by a summary of the

existing models and techniques. We were given proposed characteristics

of an ideal simulation model which, hopefully could be developed in the near

time framework. A concept of an overall fire support analysis methodology

was presented. We were given some promising techniques that are just now

-being applied to fire support problems. Finally, we heard of some new

methodology that may have relevance to fire support.

Harrison and Zimmerman provided some history and background for

fire support analysis. The Marine Corps .must make decisions pertain-irg

to the following basic problems. What are the USMO fire support require-

ments? What is the breakdown of fire support requirements for amphibious

U operations among the three basic systems: air, groundand waterborne:

Within a basic system, what number and type of wear ns are iiecessary to

"optimally" meet requirements, year by year into the future. They concluded

j that the methodology developed to evaluate fire support systems has to

|1
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handle not only the "old problems" e.g., target dectection, but also

has to be flexible enough to handle new tactical conceptse.gi,a mobile

armored enemy.

This introduction set the stage for a summary of existing models

and techniques in fire support. Dennis divided the fire support system

into three functional subsystems: Target Generation, Target Designation,

and Target Engagement. The Target Generation Subsystem is composed of the

sensors and other processes used to detect the existence of a potential

target. The Target Designation Subsystem is the process which acts on

the flow of potential targets from the Target Generation Subsystem and

decides which should be engaged by supporting arms. The Target Engagement

Subsystem involves the delivery of ordnance to targets and the assessment

of the damage inf2icted. Dennis suggested that there are six levels of

analysis of fire support systems which provide a quantitative basis for

procurement decisions: 1) Engineering Performance Characteristic,

2) System-Subsystem Performance, 3) Combat Effectiveness, 4) Sensitivity

Analysis, 5) Force-Mix Analysis (snapshot) , and 6) Time-Phase Force-Mix

Analysis. He asserts that almost all of the existing studies are performed

at the 1, 2, and 5 levels. He discussed existing fire aipport system

models and classified them as being fire support performance models (non-

interacting combat systems) or force as a whole models (too aggregate).

In particular he described MAF as an example of the former and Balfram

and Vector 1 as examples of the latter. Dennis concluded that studies

belonging to both categories are inadequate in their p-esent form.
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Generally, the criticisms leveled at existing models by Dennis is

j valid. However, such models as Balfram and Vector I were not developed

for fire support purposes, and it is quite possible that they can be

4 suitably modified for this purpose to .meet the objections raised.

Schumacher raised sane questions about the tentative development

4 plans for fire support by the Marine Corp$, How is fire support integrated

into the entire mission? How can the Marine Corps,,put all studies into

the same framework? Zimmerman indicated that the Marines mist select a

fire support model from the existing models or design new ones. Ultimately

such a recommendation must appear. He divided methodology developnent

into short term aad long term efforts. Under short term efforts is the

derivation of an "adequate" target list and a thorough stady of supression.

Under long term programs is the explora-Gion of promising techniques,

Iand a study of scenarios and concepts as well as the structure of combat.

He then introduced the featuresthat an ideal (impossible) fire support

Usystem model should process, quickly passing to the characteristics of

Uan ideal (realistic) model, which he feels can be made available for use

with todays state of the art. Such a model would be a pure computer

I I simulation at the marine amphibious force level. It should be resolved

at least to the company, battery, sortie levels, which would require the

'I 4 representation of a few hundred units on each side. Jt should run in

j about one hour, which should be sufficient for multiple runs. T1is

would permit a sensitivity anAlysis calling for perhaps 100 variations

which could be run on the order of a few weeks. In order to meet the

1resolution requirements it should make calculations at least once per hour
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of combat time and be able to simulate up to 30 days of combat. Terrain

should be resolved to a few hundred meters in intense combat areas, which

might call for 5,000 area subdivisions. It should be produced within 2-3

years using between 6-9 man years. It should be capable of use after a

3-4 month study. Zimmerman claimed that such a model can be developed

today. This is not completely evident, nor is there concensus that such

an attempt should now be made.

For example, Bobick and Peters in their paper "Framework for Effective

Fire Support Analysis" called for a moratorium on additional model building

unti. a satisfactory fire support analysis structure is developed. They

argue that work is required in the area of defining a hierarchy of fire

support decisionmakers and the associated measures of effectiveness.

They also concluded that no single fire support model can be developed

that will fulfill all requirements. Instead they suggested the development

of a package of pertinent models. They also called for a data reservoir

which provides the necessary information for developing inputs to fire

support analysis and for pooling the results of past and future analysis.

These conclusions resulted from their proposed framework for fire support

analysis in which the principle structure components are the fire support

decision interface, the quantitative fire support analysis, and the fire

support data reservoir.

A series of papers presenting some promising theories and techniques J
were given. New spoke of the need for dynamic planning.: He presented

a few guidelines for "optimizing" the evolution of force mix over time

rather than optimizing at some instant in time. This would enable the

4
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phasing in and phasing out of weapons over '.Ine, taking into account

changes in requirements New was arguing for a level 6 analysis. In

I I]essence, he was proposing treating the fire support problem as an n

stage dynamic program, although he never referred to it in these terms.

In principle such an approach is desirable, but there is concern about

-the computational difficulty associated with such an approach.

Pugh introduced the idea of a value driven simuiation (or

galternatively, an information driven simulation). In the traditional

treatm.ent of autcmated decisions in combat simulations, the decision process

is freo' antly replaced by standardized rules of thumb so simulation can

proceed. This is deficient in that actions may be induced by a poor

choice of "standardized" rules. Pugh proposed using intutive decision

processes where one evaluates intermediate outcomes using surrogate (or

judgmental) values. He likened combat to a game of chess. In both,

there is a single objective (to win the battle or game). Yet in chess,

players typically assign "surrogate values" to various pieces and at least

in early stages may play so as to maximize the difference in the valuations

between their pieces and those of their opponents. Such a tactic is

suggested for use in simulating combat. Pugh argued that a value driven

simulator approach models rational decision process, thereby avoiding

dependence on arbitrary decision rules. Although, this idea is certainly

worth further euploration, it does have some disadvantages associated with

it. All parties to the decision making process have to agree to the "surrogate

* A values". This is similar to the problem in Bayesian analysis of finding

suitable (agreed upon) prior distributions and loss functions. Furthermore

5lw 9
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since this technique involves "optimizong within modules", there is no

guarantee that the final result is "optimal".

Horrigan proposed the use of algorithmic models. He intends to

simulate modules that are truly representative of the real world via

computer programs that are computationally efficient. These models would operate

at the second, third and fourth levels of analysis. It is difficult

to assess his technique since he did not present any methodological

details, other than some examples where they may be used, e.g., supression.

Cherry spoke on the role and use of differential models. He

described the work being done at Vector Corporation, particularly in the

context of Vector 0, Vector 1, DIVOPS, and Vector 2. He indicated that

Vector 0, 1, and 2 models were designed for theater type operations, and

henme have limited use in fire support analysis. However, he asserted that

DIVOPS represented a cross section of Vector 1, which is useful at the

division level and has applicability to fire support analysis. Further,

Vector 2 will be a high resolution model and may also be useful in fire

support. None of the Vector models contain optimization procedures for

weapon mix and/or tactics.

The remaining papers presented ideas that were at the forefront

of operations research methodology, and hopefully, would be relevant to

fire support analysis. Dantzig presented an application of mathematical

programming to a problem in ordnance planning. The model represented a

lerge-scale planning and allocation of ordnance and aircraft, The problem

was to determine (1) alternative stockpiles of munitions and 12) most

effective weapon modules for development, (3) allocation of resources
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1between aircraft and weapons. Four timf periods (10, 30, 50, 100 days)

were utilized with decisions made at each time period. The variables

treated were sortie types, aircraft, ordnance, targets, delivery conditions,

[jweather, and time period, resulting in over a million possible combinations.

The model developed was a convex nonlinear program (piecewise linear function)

whose objective function essentially maximized the targets destroyed subject

to constraints (35 types) on effectiveness, sortie rates of attrition, budgets,

etc. The software characteristics developed could handla 400 equations

Uwith over 500,000 variables. Only 1/5th the size is currently needed.

This model was time phased with successive optimization, It can be

categorized as belonging to the level 2 category of analysis. This model

is certainly large scale and is representative of a large class of

problems that can be handled similarly. Although such a development

optimizes within modules (or stages, or periods) Dantzig argues that such

myopic rules may be desirable. In the first place, they can be put into

competition with other simulation schemes, and the "better" one chosen,

This is the "beauty" of simulation. If such stage by stage procedures

are not good, he suggests the alternate scheme of simplifying the model

I until it can be solved as a dynamic program. This leads to constraints

J at each stage. The "realistic" problem may then be solved (approximately)

by optimizing at each stage subject to these constraints.

j Shubik spoke on the "Uses of Game Theory, Gaming, and Model

Building in the Study of Fire Support Problems". He stressed the assets

1and pitfalls relative to the potential use of these techniques in the fire

I . support context. In. particular, game theory has been successful in the

I. 7
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solution of oversimplified models, not, represenative of real fire support

problems. Nevertheless, he observed that these oversimplified games are

often a good way for vtarting the model. It often clarifies which variables

one should include in the final model. Shubik described the many purposes

of gaming, and presented several advantages of man-mechine gaming:

sponsors and users comingle, introduces the behavioral model problem, and

opens the black bax to scrutiny. On the subject of modeling he cautioned

the analyst to concern himself with data validation, relevance vs realism,

sensit ivity analysis, aggregation, symmetry, and built in bias. Shubik

remarked that it is important to develop analytical models, games, and

large scale simulations in parallel rather than in series.

Sobel's paper was concerned with considering an alternate to

simulation as a means for solving the fire support problem. In particular,

he suggested that dynamic programming be used. He argues that a 'head on"

solution may result is a level of dimension which isnot too dissimilar

from that required for the solution of large scale mathematical programming

problems. He also indicated that the level of effort may be comparable to

that used in a simulation model. He further noted that the fire support

problems maybe characterized as a network decision model, and network

optimization codes of mathematical programs handle large scale problems,

and hence may be useful for this purpose. He concluded by presenting some

R & D needs in this area: optimization packages for large dynamic decision

models, further synthesis of simulation and network optimization, computational

solutions of stochastic games, and decision network representation of the

fire support system. Whether or not Sobel's proposals are feasible he
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ciidoes raise a very important issue. W e are all quick to use simulation

without adequate inspection as to whether or not it is necessary. A

ddistinguished mathematician once remarked that "simulation dulls minds".

Sobel is asking us to look before we continue to leap.

The remaining twc papers were concerned with sinlation. Fishman

spoke on simulation as a methodology for fire support systems. He presented

and discussed six features of simulation as a tool for studying complex

-systems, i.e., 1) compression of time, 2) expansion of time, 3) model

detail, 4) selection of outputs, 5) control of measurement errors, and

6) control of variation. He discussed this last feature (control of

I variation) in detail. Generally, this feature refers to the ability

to control the pattern of variability in a simulation with resulting

UI decreases in the computer time required to obtain results of a given

gstatistical accuracy. Several variance reduction techniques were presented

together with an example to illustrate their use. Such variance reduction

itechniques may be very important in fire support simuations in that it may

enable the user to reduce the amount of machine time required.

Iglehart presented a very new development, a major breakthrough, in

simulation. He introduced the regeneration method. The basis of this

method is the collection of data during each of a number of regenerative

cycles that will be independent and identically distributed. This requires

the existence of regeneration points, which do exist in a wide variety

of problems. He described methods fox "efficiently" estimating the desired

I parameters of the simulation with prescribed "accuracy". He also gave two

approximation techniques for dealing with non-regenerative systems or

i regenerative systems for which it is difficult to identify the regeneration
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points. A major advantage of this tecnique is the elimination of the

need to discover when the system leaves the transient state and enters the

steady state. The regeneration method has had important applicability

to intermediate size problems (e.g., computer scheduling). Whether

or not it will have an impact on fire support simulation models remains

to be seen.

The fire support workshop provided a forum for talk, and hopefully

will lead to some action. As a methodology participant, I was anxious

to hear of new ideas that may have immediate application to

fire support analysis. I think that I received a few messages. Large

scale systems are present, and so is some useful software. Perhaps

then, simulation is not the only technique available for fire support

analysis, and we should seriously look at such tools as dy~aaniic programming,

game theory, and mathematical programming as alternatives. There do exist

some new techniques such as in simulation, which may be useful in fire

support analysis. Finally, perhaps we need not always look for overal.

optimal procedures. Heuristic procedures which sub-optimize at the module

level, or which are optimal for simplified versions of the system, may

be adequate.

Another main issue that is relevant to the workshop is a recommenda-

tion as to 1how the Marine Corps should proceed in the area of fire support

analysis. It would be presumptious of me to come forth with such a

recommendaion. However, it apears to me that one model will not suffice.

We spoke of different levels of analysis, and it seems reasonable that a

model be developed for each level problem, in a hierarctical fashion, with

the outputs of one level possibly becoming the inputs to the next. Thus,

10



a level 2 problem could be run for decision making purposes at this level

{using one measure of effectiveness, or it can be run for input at level
three using a different form of level 2 output. The inputs at level one

should represent meaningful and validated parameters of the model. The

higher the level the more aggregate the model becomes. In fact, realistic

simulations can be constructed primarily at the lower levels.
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SUMMARY OF INVITED PAPERS
oDy Jarnes G. Taylor

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to review invited papers presented at the

ONR Fire-Support Methodology Workshop. The purpose of this workshop was

to establish and evaluate the state-of-the-art for methodology to

evaluate fire-support systems and to assist in the fire-support systei.,

acqu:sition process. In other words, the ONR Fire-Support Methodology

Workshop was held to establish the state-of-the-art for methodogy to assist

operations research analysts answer questions such as:

(1) What methodology whould be used to evaluate mixes of fire-support systems?

(2) How does one determine a "good" mix of fire-support systems, giving
ccnsideration to cost constraints, organizational constraints, and
time-phasing of system acquisition?

Thus, the workshop was held to determine by what means should OR analysts assist

USMC decision makers in future fire-support system-acquisition processes.

The purpose of this paper is to provide the author's assessment of

to what degree the above workshop objectives were achieved and to provide

I a conentary on technical issues. We will try to summarize conclusions

reached by workshop particpants (i.e. indicate those technical points

on which a concensus of agreement was reached) and also try to point out

unresolved problem areas.

Another objective of the workshop was the exchange of information

among attendees. There were primarily three types of attendees at the

workshop:

(1) military staff members (study consumers),

(2) operation analysis (OA) practitioners (those who do applied
research studies),

(3) operations research (OR) theoreticians ++ (those who develop
theory and techniques).

We are using the term "applied research" in the sense of R. Ackoff (see
pp. 7-9 of reference 1).

++There was, remarkably, no overlap 'except for the author) in these researchers

with those who participated in the recent Symposium in the State-of-the-Art
of Mathematics in Combat Models (June 1973).i 1



One is struck by the fact that the age of specilization is certainly here.

The conference was centered around research conducted by the Potomac

General Research Group (PGRG) for the United States Marine Corps (UISMC).

The workshop represents Phase II of this research program, with Phase I

being for PGRG to assess the state-of-the-art:

(a) Task 1 - provide a verbal and mathematical description of fire-
support systems,

(b) Task 2 - identify feasible theories and techniques,

(c) Task 3 - identify current fire-support models.

Reports of Phase I research (see references 6, 8, 31, and 32) were

available to some attendees, and the first day of the workshop was devoted

to a review of this PGRG work. Based on the results of this resea.1 n,

PGRG presented a tentative development plan.

The following was the overall structure of the workshop:

(a) first day, background and research summary by PGRG,

(b) second day, methodology speakers,

(c) third davy, miniworkshops,

(d) fourth day, summaries of workshop by miniworkshop chai'men
(R. Hinkle, A. Goettig, and E. Girard) and J. Lieberman and
J. Tcylor.

2. The USMC Fire-Support Problem

The problem facing the USMC may be stated as

"What should be the mix of fire-support weapon systems year by year
into the future?"

New technologies arise and concepts of employment continually change to

create shifting fire-support requirements. R. Zimmerman of PGRG pointed

out that the above USMC problem generates for the OR analyst the problem

of determining what methodology is needed to evaluate fire-support systems

and to solve the mix problem.

R. Zimmerman also pointed out that the USMC was faced with a number

of pending decisions regarding fire-support systems:

2



Land Fire-Support Systems

1. extended range 155 mm howitzer (maximum effective rarge extended from

16 km to 24 km),

2. lightweight 8" howitzer (can be airlifted),

3. ammunition requirements,

4. cannon-launched guided projectiles (CLGP) (reflecting USMC concern
with Soviet armor threat),

Air Fire-Support Systems

1. AVX, V/STOL,

2. naval air-combat fighter,

3. advanced attack helicopter,

4. EO and laser-guided munitions,

5. ammunition requirements,

Sea Fire-Support Systems

1. 8" lightweight gun for cruisers (however, cruisers are being phased out
of USN),

2. ammunition requirements,

3. CLGP.

In view of the above pending decisions, one clearly sees the USMC requirement

I for quantitative inputs into the system-acquisition process. In particular,

one sees that the USMC must have adequate methodology for evaluating fire-

support systems.

I 3. The Fire-Support System Evaluation Process

Since analysis needs generate methodology requirements, it seems

appropriate to say a few words about the nature of the fire-support

system evaluation process. Although never explicitly stated at the workshop,

such aspects are inplicit in the PGRG reports (see references 6, 8, 31, and

132).
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The structure of analysis (see QUADE and BOUCHER (19)) Is shown in

Figure 1. For specific USMC questions on fire support:

(1) identify the feasible courses of action,

(2) estimate the consequences of each course of action,

(3) determine the preference structure for outcomes.

In such an analysis it appears that the key questions are

1. What are the USMC fire-support questions?

2. What is the system under study?

3. What criteria should be used to evaluate system alternatives?

4. What models should be used to generate system effectiveness
information?

The question of what is the system to be evaluated is particularly

important, since its answer has a major inpact on the system effectiveness

model. To answer the question, "What is the 'best' fire-support system

mix?", it appears as though the entire Marine Amphibious Force (MAF)

should be the system. For example, the "worth" of artillery fire support

can only be assessed by asking, "How did it change the outcome of battle?"

To answer this question one must consider the entire MAF. This concept is

shown diagrammatically in Figure 2. Moreover, one might even have to

consider subsequent army operations in order to determine MAF objectives.

Thus, we c-nclude that in order to evaluate the effectiv~ss of fire-support

systems/units one has to consider combat between division-sized land

combat units.

4. The Fire-Support Methodology Problem.

We have seen that the system evaluation process generates methodology

requirements, and these in turn generate requirements for system and

subsystem models. We have established above that system effectiveness

must be evaluated at MAF level (most attendees were in agreement on this

point). Thus, one is faced with modelling a very large, complex system.
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System modelling requirements in turn generate requirements for modelling and

optimization theories.

Thus, modelling requirements are generated by the analysis/evaluation process.

j This idea is depicted schematically in Figure 3. The model requirements themselves

depend on

(1) the system effectiveess information required by the decision environment,

0(2) the system,

(3) the measures of effectiveness (MOE's).

LHence, the analyst must anticipate what questions will be "typically" asked in

the decision environment.

Since one is talking about comparing hardware (which may not physically

exist today) alternatives under conditions that don't exist (and cannot be

duplicated in any field laboratory, even CDEC+), it is clear that models of

U combat processes and systems must be used. Furthermore, since system effectiveness

i(SE) must be evaluated at the MAF level, one is talking about the modelling of

fairly large combat units (i.e. division-level combat operations). Thus,

I combat modelling is an important aspect of the methodology problem.

Furthermore, the system acquisition process is a dynamic process which

I evolves over time. Hence, "dynamic planning" is an integral part of the

I fire-support problem. This point was emphasized by PGRG (see Appendix A

of reference 6 and p. 4-16 of reference 32). The author feels that PGRG

has made a valuable contribution in emphasizing this point.
++

+ United States Army Combat Developments Experimentation Command.

++At the 45th National Operations Research Society of America Meeting held in
I Boston, Mass. in April 1974, the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Committee

(DSARC) process was discussed by panelists. A subsequent conversation with one of
the panelists, R. Trainor of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development and Acquisition, Dept. of the Army, brought out the importance of
"dynamic planning". He feels that lack of dynamic planning has been a major
shortfall in recent service system acquisition decisions.

]7
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5, Summary of First-Day Papers

In summarizing invited papers presented at the workshop we will

consider only those aspects which are related to the workshop's objectives.

Professor Lieberman has provided a fairly comprehensive summary of all

the invited papers to which the reader is directed for a narration of

proceedings.

LTC K. P. Harrison provided general background on USMC fire-support

interests. This presentation was followed by R. E. Zimmerman, who provided

further background material (see Sections 1 and 2 above). Zimmerman

enumerated current pending fire-support decisions for the USMC (see

Section 2 above). This material (see below) does not appear in the PGRG

(6, 8, 31, 32)
reports . Zimmerman then discussed some old ptoblems of

combat modelling related to fire-support evaluation and the new tactical

context for USMC fire-support systems.

According to Zimmerman, the old problems of combat modelling were

as follows:

(1) target location errors,

(2) partial information about the enemy (false targets),

(3) target detection probabilities (new sensors),

(4) posture of enemy targets (lethal areas),

(5) total communications traffic (delays),

(6) suppressive effects (on fire and maneuver),

(7) casualties and operational integrity (effectiveness versus unit
strength),

(8) opposed rates of movement (dependence on total force opposed,
casual ti es).

In the opinion of this author Zimmerman gave a good assessment of the

contemporary fire-support/combat modelling problems. He also pointed out

the following possible characteristics of the new tactical context:

9



(1) mobile armored enemy,

(2) new anti-tank threat and response,

(3) massive heliborne assaults,

(4) defense of airhead,

(5) powerful SAM and anti-aircraft gunfire,

(6) loss of major caliber naval gunfire support,

(7) anti-ship missiles,

(8) automated ccmmand, control, and communications systems,

(9) extended land campaign,

(10) tactical nuclear weapons.

Zimmerman suggested that the new tactical context may require new fire-

support concc;pts. Again, the author was quite impressed by Zimmerman's

insights into problem areas.

Next, R. V. Dennis of PGRG reviewed selected models and techniques

for fire-support analysis (see references 6 and 8; also reference 32).

Dennis found it convenient to consider six levels of analysis:

I - engineering performance characteristics,

2 - system/subsystem performance,

3 - combat effectiveness (i.e. MAF effectiveness),

4.- sensitivity analysis,

5 - force-mix analysis (snapshot),

6 - time-phased force-mix analysis.

This reviewer was fairly well impressed by this conceptualization of the I

study process. Dennis then highlighted weaknesses of current methodology

for level - 2 analysis.: target generation, target designation, and target

engagement. Again, the author was impressed by the overall quality of

applied military operations research. This presentation seemed quite

authoritative.

10
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Dennis then reviewed four "representative" models (see also reference

6). These models were classified into two categories as follows:

fire-support performance models force-performance models

MAF VECTOR-I
DAFS/CAS BALFRAM

SDennis (see also reference 6) very appropriately qualified his review by

citing the current state of model documentation as reported by

I SHUBIK and BREWER (21). None of these models have been subjected to a

thorough external review. Thus, it is difficult for anybody except an

expert to know which claims (if any) of the model developer are true.

j The fire-support performance models look at the fire-support system

with the exclusion of other systems. Herein lie their major weaknesses:

1 (1) one cannot assess the contribution of the fire-support systems to the

outcome of the land battle, and (2) lack of fire-support/maneuver-element

interactions. Dennis then reviewed the M4AF model in detail and gave a

thumbnail sketch of the DAFS/CAS model. He concluded by giving the major

limitations of the MAF study: (1) embedding the fire-support sytem (no

fire support/maneuver-element interactions), (2) exclusion of suppression

I (the dominant effect of fire support), (3) target list not representative,

(4) MOE incommensurability, and (5) snapshot approach to system acquisition.

j The author was quite impressed by this part of the model review. He was

less impressed, however, by the review of VECTOR-i and BALFRAM.

Since there was not enough time for Dennis to go into the details of

VECTOR-i and BALFRAM, the reader should refer to pp. 3-32 to 3-54 of

reference 8. Unfortunately, value judgments on the "quality" of these

models and/or the methodology that they employ + are lacking. In the1i
+As noted above, documentation of such models is not complete. Thus, without
further information it is difficult to evaluate them. The author, however, has
studied supporting documents for both VECTOR-I (see, for example, references 2,
3, 29, and 30) and BALFRAM (see, for example, reference 14).

1 11



opinion of the author, VECTOR-i represents the state-of-the-art for large-

scale (theater-level) combat models. It has incorporated in it numerous

new operations research techniques (e.g. Markov renewal process foundation

for estimation of Lanchester attrition-rate cogfficients for combat between

heterogeneous fces), which potentially represent a quantum jump in the

state-of-.the-art. Such refinements of differential (i.e. Lanchester-type)

combat models are significant, since they allow interactions between two

heterogeneous forces to be influenced by such factors as target priorities,

terrain (i.e. line of sight) features, etc. Unfortunately, such aspects

have not been subjected (at this time) to external review. The author

feels that these techniques are probably technically sound. I would like

to see them reported in the (refereed) open literature, though.

Furthermore, the author does not agree with the criticism of force-

performance models given on pp. 4-8 to 4-10 of reference 8 as pertains to

VECTOR-i. The basic methodology used to develop VECTOR-i is c. rtainly

adaptable for the study of an fire-support system. We discuss such an

adaptation below (i.e. the DIVOPS model). Or the other hand, the author

believes that BALFRAM is a rather unrefined model compared to VECTOR-i.

We do agree with the criticism of force-performance models as pertains to

BALFRAM.

To summarize, the author feels that some version of VECTOR-i (for

example, DIVOPS) should be quite seriously considered for fire-support

evaluation work. The differential combat model methodology developed by

S. Bonder and his colleagues over the years at the University of Michigan

and Vector Research, Inc. (see, for example, references 2, 3, 29, and 30)

now represents the state-of-the-art in combat modelling (at least in my

opinion). This fact, unfortunately, was not brought out at the workshop.

The BALFRAM model, however, does not warrant further consideration

(although it is probably quite adequate for certain advanced-planning

studies). 12
l1



Next, R. New discussed what he calls "dynamic planning". This

methodology essentially consists of developing a dynamical model of the

system acquisition process and then applying optimization theory (i.e.

(discrete-time) optimal control theory) to this decision-process model.

The techniques (i.e. dynamic system modelling, optimal control theory, etc.)

are today, of course, quite standard in operations research and engineering.

However, the application of such quantitative methodology to applied

defense planning problems is new. One point that R. New failed to make in

his presentation (see also reference 6) was that he and his colleagues

have applied (apparently successfully) such methodology to U. S. Army

problems for Mr. Richard Trainor of the Office of the Deputy Chief of

HStaff for Research, Development and Acquisition, Dept. of the Army. This

fact was communicated verbally to the author by R. New. Furthermore, the

author has discussed such problems with Trainor and heard him stress their

practical importance. Thus, R. New has addressed an important facet

(intertemporal planning) of the system acquisition process. It was indeed

a shame that New did not explain that the example of "dynamic planning"

that he gave was taken from an actual U. S. Army stuay. There were some

questions raised about computational feasibility by workshop attendees.

Private discussion between the author and R. New revealed that he has

apparently solved several fairly large-scale problems so that his approach

appears to be computationally feasible.

G. Pugh then presented what he calls "a value-driven and information-

oriented approach to combat simulation." This material is very definitely

on the frontier of the optimization of combat d.ynamics in military operations

research to whicn Pugh has been an active contributor (see, for example,
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references 15 through 18). Pugh essentially models time-sequential tactical

resource allocation as a rational decision process and considers combatant

information structures. Optimization (i.e. time-sequential game) theory is

applied to obtain "optimal'" time-sequential combat strategies. Because

of computational limitations, an aggregated (i.e. low-resolution) model

of the combat dynamics is required. In other words, this approach is

incompatible with a high-resolution combat operations model.

It has been the author's experience (see, for example, references

24 and 25) that very simple-looking time-sequential combat games are

very difficult to completely solve. Pugh (16) has introduced what he calls

Lagrange dynamic programning for time-sequential combat games. (Unfortunately,

counterexamples have been developed for his algorithm (see GOHEEN (9)).)

In the present context if one recalls the well-known marginal value

interpretation for Lagrange multipliers (see, for example, TAYLOR (24, 25)),

one obtains a motivation for Pugh's so-called surrogate values. Pugh

then presented his own motivation for such surrogate values for optimizing

"local" combat decisions. His approach appears to be a heuristic approach

to "decomposition" with adjoint (or dual) variables being judgmentally

determined rather than evolving according to the usual adjoint system.

Although Pugh's approach is definitely not equivalent to determining(

optimal (in the game-theoretic sense) combat strategies, it may provide

a very good model of actual human decision making. There is the problem

of determining the surrogate values, however. This author feels that Pugh's

ideas are very promising and would like to see further results (especially

computational studies).

14



ft Pugh also considered imperfect state information for combatants in

time-sequential combat games. Essentially all such optimization studies

reported in the OR literature have considered only perfect state information.

Pugh, however, has considered the modelling of information structures

(not necessarily the same for opposing combatants) and optimization of

combat strategies under such conditions. Pugh is certainly to be

commended for his extension of the state-of-the-art for combat analysis.

(The reader should note that both DIVOPS and VECTOR-I give consideration to

such information structures. It was indeed remarkable that both Pugh

and Bonder have apparently been considering the same conceptual modelling

problems.) Pugh's conceptual work has led to the development of a "value-

driven and information-oriented" combat simulation called TAC COMMANDER,

II which appears to be an outgrowth of the TAC CONTENDER model(2 8) In

summary, the author was quite impressed by Pugh's work and feels that in some

form it very definitely should be pursued in the future.

LT. Horrigan next discussed what he calls "algorithmic models."

Unfortunately, he did not give enough information for this writer to even

ascertain what his approach is. Unless this approach can be better

explained, the author can see little use for it.

Finally, R. Zimmerman presented a tentative development plan. This

Bplan was essentially a "straw-man" proposal for future research. The

tentative development plan consisted of both a near-term program ?,,d a

longer-term (FY76-79) program. The near-term program seemed quite

reasonable to this author. The longer-term program was based on specifi-

cations given for an idealized operational model. These specifications

I appeared to be quite reasonable to this reviewer, although he is quite

skeptical about PGRG's proposed approach (i.e. value-driven simulation/

algorithmic programs). (The idealized operational model described by

I
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by Zimmerman boro a remarkable resemblance to the description of DIVOPS

(a VRI model) (see next section).) A substantial number of workshop

attendees felt, however, that any tentative development plan was "premature".

To summarize, the first day papers were all (with one exception)

quite relevant to the fire-support methodology problem. One of my major

disappointments was that I didn't see the state-of-the-art for modelling

combat operations of MAF-sized units (see Section 3 above) either addressed

or assessed.

6. Summary of Methodology Papers

Unfortunately, not all the methodology papers in this reviewer's

opinion were related to the workshop theme. However, both W.P. Cherry's

and M. Shubik's presentations were particularly relevant.

First of all, J. Bobick of SRI spoke on concepts for overall fire-

support analysis methodology. Although he made several good points, the

reviewer fai ed to detect the same in-depth knowledge of fire-support

problem areas as shown by R. Zimmerman and other PGRG analysts.

Next, G. Dantizig spoke on mathematical programming and its role in

fire-support analysis. The author does not feel that Professor Dantzig

achieved his goal. He spoke on a "new" version of the old "distribution

of gunfire" problem, which is over 20 years old (see, for example, references

4, 5, and 13). Although one did obtain some idea of current large-scale

mathematical programming computational capabilities for a particular

structure of tactical allocation problem, the role of mathematical

programming for obtaining insights into optimal time-sequential combat

strategias or into optimal system-acquisition policies was not addressed.

The author would have preferred Professor Dantzig to have talked about

DYGAM (se reference 12) and current computational capabilities for

(time-sequential) combat games.
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Mh author was quite impressed by W. P. Cherry's presentation on the

role of differential (i.e. Lanchester-type) combat models. In my opinion a

reader may take such a Vector Research, Inc. (VRI) model as ben the state-

of-the-art for (large-scale) combat operations modelling. Cherry reviewed

the development of such models and highlighted in particular a new division-

level combat model called DIVOPS. This model is very comprehensive (for

example, the information structures of the combatants are considered), and it

apparently contains (at least in my opinion) all relevant factors required

for fire-support analysis.

The author feels that the DIVOPS and VECTOR-i models represent

possibly a quantum jump in the state-of-the-art for such combat models,

primarily through the development of refined attrition-rate coefficient-

estimation methodology (both for combat between heterogeneous forces and

171 for indirect-fire weapons) (see TAYLOR and BROWN (26) for background and

further references). Bonder and associates have apparently developed new

powerful attrition-rate coefficient methodology based on the theory of

Markov renewal processes and consider such factors as the line of sight

process (terrain modelling), target acquisition (including target priorities),

target selection, etc. (see references 29 and 30). However, this author

has two reservations about tue VRI work: (1) the new attrition-rate

coefficient methodology (which potentially is a quantum jump in the state-

of-the-art), i.e. the Markov renewal process method/ology, has not been

externally reviewed or been published in the open literature, and (2)

significant combat interactions are possibly not preserved by this attrition-

rate methodology which apparently considers each side as firing on passive

targets. Overall, however, this author was quite imprEised by the

technical caliber of the VRI work. He recommends that the DIVOPS model

be seriously considered for fire-support system evaluation.

17



M. Shubik next discussed the uses of game theory, gaming, and model

building in the study of fire-support problems. Although he did not talk

about the specifics of the fire-support evaluation problem, Shubik did

address many general problem areas and gave many insights. There were two

aspects of human decision-making behavior that Shubik addressed: (1) the

decision-making behavior of combatants in the MAF scenario, and (2) the

decision-making process in system acquisition. He pointed out that no

human factors experts were apparently participating in the workshop and

stressed the importance of more work on experimental gaming (see also

Appendix E of reference 6). Shubik's remarks are particularly important

when one considers the great extent that combat modelling depends on

understanding human behavior (both rational and irrational). Finally,

Shubik discussed various general principles of modelling. One phrase that

I vividly remember is "relevance versus realism". Shubik pointed out that

unsophisticated clients invariably confuse relevance with realism. (This

certainly was an insightful comment.)

G. Fishman then discussed simulation. Although his presentation

addressed seemingly important aspects of simulation, it did not consider

current problem areas of combat simulation. I would have much preferred

to have heard an expert on combat simulation. For example, no mention was

made of approaches to and problem areas of terrain modelling. I seem to

recall hearing that many current combat simulations spend a lot of time

computing line of sight for target detection. Thus, a major problem area of

combat simulation (i.e. terrain representation) was ignored. It would

have been more appropriate to have heard about the current state-of-the-

art for combat simulation and have models like DYNTACS, CARMONETTE,

ASARS-II, SIAF, etc. discussed. Along this line, it appears that currently

Monte Carlo simulation is a viable modelling technique for combat operations

of units the size of company and battalion.
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7. Summary of Miniworkshops

The three miniworkshops were held on Wednesday and were as follows:

(1) target generation and designation - R. Hinkle (session chairman),

(2) target engagement - A. Goettig,

(3) mix analysis - F. Girard.
The author first attenaed the target engagement session and then the one

on target generation and designation, Little needs to be said about the

target engagement miniworkshop, since its chairman, A. Goettig, has

provided comprehensive documentation of its sessions. It was agreed upon

in this miniworkshop that target neutralization/suppression is the primary

thing accomplished by fire support and that the modelling of the suppression

process is a major deficiency in the existing state-of-the-art. A high

El priority should be placed upon understanding this phenomenon.

£The author also briefly attended the target generation and designation

miniworkshop. It was agreed upon that the key process to understand is

how an operationally generated target list evolves over time and depends on

fire-support-system/maneuver-element interactions. The following

conclusions/recommendations were agreed upon:

(1) threat studies needed,

(2) any simulation model of fire support should be embedded in
combined-arms operations,

(3) there is a need for a scientific review of the alternating
Markov renewal process utilized in VECTOR-lI/DIVOPS,

(4) there is a need for an in-depth study of the threat generation
process (including command, control, and communications,
intelligence data processing, and inference).

8. Overall Summary

7In this sect-on we will give an overall summary of the workshop and

also will give some comments by the author.

A significant combat interaction that must be preserved in any system

model is that between the maneuver element and the fire-support target list.

19



The ground combat interaction (i.e. combat between ground units) and also

the effects of fire support itself have a significant effect on the evolution

of the target list. This interaction was not preserved in the MAF study

(see pp. 4-5 and 4-6 of reference 8).

More than a single model is required. Model requirements are as

follows:

(1) should be generated by considering the question, "What are typical
fire-support questions to be asked in the decision environment?"

(2) large-scale combat system (MAF) to be modelled, i.e. the level-3
of PGRG,

(3) produce output relating to MAF mission accomplishment (i.e.
information on MOE's),

(4) capable of allowing sensitivity analysis,

(5) capable of being interface1 with system acquisition modelling
(level-6 analysis).

The major modelling issues are:

(1) determination of the appropriate level of detail to preserve
significant combat interactions while maintaining computational
feasibility,

(2) relevance versus realism,

(3) target neutralization (i.e. suppressive effects),

(4) information structure ,nr tactical decision makers.

Unfortuantely, the state-of-thsc , for modelling combat operations of

MAF-sized units was not assessed ir the workshop or in PGRG reports.

Three current approaches to the modelling of MAF-sized combat units are

as follows:

(1) high-resolution Monte Carlo simulation (examples: DYNTACS,
CARMONETTE, ASARS-II) (apparently not feasible except for "slice"
of the battlefield),

?) hierarchy of model a la COMCAP III (see reference 27) (COMANEX

provides the interfice between CARMONETE and DBM),

(3) differential models

(a) analytical development of attrition-rate coefficients - DIVOPSO

20



(b),,empiri cal,,development of attri tion-rate coefficients (i .e.

use of high-resolution Monte Carlo simulation and coefficient

pre-processor to estimate loss rates) - DMEW (inputs pre-

processed

It appears that nly ':P- two approaches are really feasibie for

fire-support effective;.-, studies with the specifications given above.

Additionally, process moJling problem areas appear to be

(1) target neutral- °"n (i.e. suppression),

(2) information structulre for tactical decision making

(a) perc:.ed syst,r, stateJ RED

j BLUE,

(b) temporal variations,

(3) tactical decisions

(a) descriptive,

(b) prescriptive.

L-1 Of the abov, nrocess modelling problem areas, suppression i. the irain one,

since it is the major aspect of target neutralization by supoorting arms.

There was overwhelming agreement that suppression should be included in

any fire-support system model. However, it is not likely that one would

ever obtain other than judgmentai data (but based on actual combat

experiences) on suppression. This is an area of recent research activity,

for example, at the Naval Weapons Center at China Lake, California.

Further references are to be found in A. Goettig's miniworkshop report.

To the uni,:itiated, the computation of hit and kill probabilities

is often considered to be a trivial matter. Sti:1 is fz,- from the truth

(see, for example, ECKLER and BURR(7)). One technical problem area that

did not receive enough attention at the workshop was damage assessment for

supporting-arms (e.g. artillery' fire. In particular, a fairly rough

appro.iration was suggested by PGRG on pp. 3-27 to 3-29 of the Task 1

21
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Phase I report (31) Much better models have been developed (see, for

example, SNOW( 22)) with computer programs being available + (see references

10 and 23).

One topic of current interest (actually quite an old problem) is the

modelling of intelligence, i.e. perceived system stateF (see Figurle 4 and

3HEPHARD (20)). Relatively little has apparently been done (except foz the

working of G. Pugh) to combine such intelligencr modelling with the roielling

of tactical decision making. As noted above, t":tia, decision mak:.;g may

be treated either descriptively or prescriptively. Moreover, tactical

decision making may "drive" the entire combat operations model.

Consequently, as emphasized by Shubik more gaming (interpretted broadly)

work is ne-ed (see also Figure 5). In this author's opinion, optimization

of the tactical decision making process is only computationally feasible

for very aggregated deis or for "decomposed" systems.

Finally, let the author make his own suggestions reqarding the PGRG

tentative development plan. They are as follows:

(1) consider DIVOPS,

(2) consider a hierarch of models a la COMCAP III (see reference Z.7,

(3) consider Pugh's value-driven and information-oriented combat
simulation approach for only selected time-sequential fire-support
allocation dci.Ions (i.e. build adTifferent model from the
system effectiveness model for developing such insights),

(4) model the dynamics of the system-acquisition process before
trying to optimize this process (i.e. before considering New
and Mylander's "dynamic planning").

With respect to this last suggestion, many participants in the workshop

seemed to forget that in order to apply optimization theory one mu't have a

process model with decision variables.

+Unfortunately, it appears as though the computer programs developed by SHOW
and RYAN (23) were partially misapplied in the 1,AF study.
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9. Sigificant Omissions

Based on his participation in the workshop and on his own reflections

since then, the author feels that significant omissions of important topics

were the following:

(1) modelling of combat operations (at least some overview was needed),

(2) terrain line-of-sight process modelling,

(3) intelligence modelling,

and (4) communications modeilling (see, for example, KLEINROCK(II)).
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